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SUMMARY 

One of the main goals of current biological research is to gain an understanding of the 

evolutionary processes of speciation. Studies on the divergence of species and populations 

using multiple nuclear sequence markers provide quantitative information about the 

historical and contemporary gene flow between populations of differentiating species. 

Such data are essential for understanding the processes of population differentiation and 

ultimately speciation. In this thesis, I investigate genetic structuring and historical 

demography of the Carpathian (Lissotriton montandoni) and smooth (L. vulgaris) newts. 

These sister species are morphologically, ecologically, behaviorally and genetically 

differentiated but hybridize in nature and introgression of some parts of the genome has 

been reported. Study of contemporary genetic structure in these taxa provide information 

about their recent history of isolation, range changes and local admixture resulting from 

geographically restricted hybridization. Whereas demographic inferences provide 

information about the time of initial split, current and ancestral population sizes, and 

history of post-divergence gene flow between species. 

Chapter I is dedicated to provide a cost-effective, broadly applicable framework for 

identification, design, validation and high-throughput sequencing of multiple markers in 

non-model species. I present its utility on the newt system. Over 80 nuclear sequence 

markers ca. 600 bp each are identified from transcriptome sequences and sequenced using 

high throughput sequencing technology. An overwhelming majority of designed markers is 

successfully amplified in multiplexes, sequenced and their single copy nature is confirmed. 

Such DNA sequences, derived from multiple, unlinked regions of the nuclear genome, are 

essential for demographic inferences in the fields of phylogeography and phylogenetics. 

In chapter II, I investigate the genetic structure of populations of the Carpathian 

newt and smooth newts using a set of 139 transcriptome-derived single nucleotide 

polymorphisms and an extensive geographical sampling. This chapter demonstrates that 

isolation in glacial refugia, limited dispersal and local interspecific gene flow have been 

the main factors determining the genetic structure of the Carpathian newt. Genetic 

structure among the smooth newt populations around the Carpathians is stronger and 

presumably deeper than that within the Carpathian newt. Local introgression of smooth 

newt alleles into several Carpathian newt populations was detected, demonstrating 
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increased power of single nucleotide polymorphisms for admixture detection in 

comparison to 10 microsatellite markers used in previous study. I also apply outlier 

analysis to test heterogeneity of gene flow within and between species and identify genes 

departing from the genomic average; such genes may be involved in population or species-

specific adaptations. 

In chapter III, I investigate the demographic history of the Carpathian and smooth 

newts providing a long-scale perspective on the process of gene flow between species and 

its spatial and temporal variation. I combine an extensive geographical sampling and 

multilocus nuclear sequence data, developed in chapter I, to assess the temporal and spatial 

pattern of gene flow between species. I test various hypotheses regarding the extent, 

direction and timing of gene flow between species, incorporating into the models the 

historical demographic changes and intraspecific genetic structuring recognized in chapter 

II. The model of recent (last glacial period) interspecific gene flow, allowing for 

demographic change during the Pleistocene was highly supported and favored over 

alternative models. The estimated divergence time of ca. 4-6 mya suggests pre-Pleistocene 

species divergence, which is consistent with the fossil record. Effective population size of 

both species at least doubled since their divergence, reaching the current c.a. 0.2 mln in the 

Carpathian newt and over 1 mln in the smooth newt. High support for models assuming 

recent interspecific gene flow indicates that despite the long-term evolution in isolation, 

the species retained the ability to exchange genes. One of the two smooth newt lineages 

exchanged genes with the Carpathian newt symmetrically, while the other, asymmetrically. 

This pattern illustrates the importance of incorporating intraspecific genetic structuring into 

the demographic models. Asymmetric vs. symmetric introgression could be explained by 

expansion related phenomena or intraspecific polymorphism for hybrid incompatibilities 

segregating within the smooth newt. 
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STRESZCZENIE 

Aby zrozumieć mechanizmy powstawania i utrzymywania odrębności gatunków mimo 

istniejącego przepływu genów, niezbędna jest analiza wzorców tego procesu. Tylko 

badania wykorzystujące sekwencje wielu fragmentów genomu jądrowego dostarczają 

precyzyjnych, ilościowych informacji na temat historycznego i współczesnego przepływu 

genów między populacjami różnicujących się gatunków. W niniejszej pracy doktorskiej 

zajmuję się badaniem struktury genetycznej i historycznej demografii traszki karpackiej 

(Lissotriton montandoni) i zwyczajnej (Lissotriton vulgaris). Traszka karpacka i traszka 

zwyczajna to gatunki siostrzane, które współcześnie są zróżnicowane morfologicznie, 

genetycznie, behawioralnie i ekologicznie. Oba gatunki wykazują znaczną prezygotyczną 

izolację rozrodczą, pomimo to często w miejscach, gdzie współwystępują, tworzą płodne 

mieszańce umożliwiające międzygatunkowy przepływ genów. Badanie współczesnej 

struktury genetycznej tych gatunków dostarcza informacji o historii izolacji, zmianach 

zasięgu i lokalnej admiksji będącej wynikiem ograniczonej geograficznie hybrydyzacji. 

Natomiast badanie ich historii demograficznej dostarcza informacji o czasie ich 

rozdzielenia, obecnych i historycznych wielkościach populacji oraz wzorcach 

historycznego przepływu genów. 

Rozdział I poświęcony jest opracowaniu efektywnych metod identyfikacji, 

projektowania, walidacji i wielkoprzepustowego sekwencjonowania wielu markerów 

molekularnych dla gatunków niemodelowych. Sekwencje DNA pochodzące z wielu 

niezależnych części genomu jądrowego są niezbędne w badaniach nad historyczną 

demografią, filogeografią czy filogenetyką. Metoda, którą przedstawiam, pozwala na 

szybkie i tanie opracowanie dziesiątek lub setek markerów molekularnych. Użyteczność 

opracowanego protokołu prezentuję na przykładzie traszek. Wykorzystując sekwencje 

transkryptomów obu gatunków identyfikuję ponad 80 sekwencji markerów jądrowych, 

każda długości około 600 par zasad. Przeważająca część zaprojektowanych markerów jest 

z powodzeniem amplifikowana w multipleksach, a następnie sekwencjonowana przy 

użyciu technik sekwencjonowania wielkoprzepustowego.  

W rozdziale II zajmuję się badaniem struktury genetycznej populacji traszki 

karpackiej i zwyczajnej. Do analiz wykorzystuję zestaw 139 polimorfizmów pojedynczych 

nukleotydów zaprojektowany na bazie sekwencji transkryptomów obu gatunków. W tym 
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rozdziale pokazuję, że izolacja w refugiach lodowcowych, ograniczone zdolności 

dyspersyjne oraz lokalny międzygatunkowy przepływ genów to główne czynniki 

kształtujące obecną strukturę genetyczną traszki karpackiej. Ujawniona struktura 

genetyczna wyraźnie definiuje dwie grupy genetyczne, które najprawdopodobniej 

odpowiadają dwóm obszarom refugialnym zlokalizowanym w Karpatach Wschodnich. 

Struktura genetyczna populacji traszki zwyczajnej występujących wokół Karpat jest 

znacznie silniejsza niż traszki karpackiej. W kilku populacjach traszki karpackiej 

stwierdzam introgresję alleli pochodzących od traszki zwyczajnej, demonstrując 

jednocześnie większą moc polimorfizmów pojedynczych nukleotydów do wykrywania 

międzygatunkowego przepływu genów w porównaniu do markerów mikrosatelitarnych. 

Przeprowadzam także skany genowe w celu przetestowania hipotezy o niejednorodności 

przepływu genów w genomie oraz identyfikacji genów istotnie odbiegających od średniej 

genomowej. 

W rozdziale III badam historię demograficzną traszki karpackiej i zwyczajnej 

dostarczając wgląd w proces dywergencji gatunków. W celu rozpoznania czasowych i 

przestrzennych wzorców przepływu genów testuję różne hipotezy historycznej wymiany 

genów starając się wybrać model, który będzie najbardziej wiarogodny w świetle danych 

uzyskanych za pomocą markerów molekularnych opracowanych w rozdziale I. Testuję 

różne hipotezy historycznej wymiany genów między gatunkami mając na celu ocenę 

wielkości, kierunku i czasu przepływu genów, uwzględniając przy tym możliwość 

historycznych zmian demograficznych oraz wewnątrzgatunkową strukturę genetyczną 

populacji wykrytą w rozdziale II. Model niedawnego (młodszego niż 200 tysięcy lat) 

przepływu genów, pozwalający na zmiany demograficzne w plejstocenie jest silnie 

preferowany. Czas dywergencji gatunków szacuję na około 4-6 milionów lat; taki czas 

wskazuje na rozpoczęcie specjacji jeszcze przed plejstocenem. W plejstocenie efektywna 

wielkość populacji obu gatunków zwiększyła się przynajmniej dwukrotnie, osiągając 

obecną wielkość około 0,2 mln osobników traszki karpackiej i ponad 1 mln traszki 

zwyczajnej. Wysoki poziom poparcia dla modeli zakładających niedawny przepływ genów 

sugeruje, że pomimo długotrwałej ewolucji w izolacji gatunki zachowały zdolność do 

wymiany genów. Jedna z linii ewolucyjnych traszki zwyczajnej wymienia geny z traszką 

karpacką symetrycznie, a druga asymetrycznie. Zidentyfikowanie takiego wzorca 

podkreśla duże znaczenie uwzględniania wewnątrzgatunkowej struktury genetycznej w 
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analizach demograficznych. Asymetryczna versus symetryczna introgresja między 

gatunkami możne być wynikiem zróżnicowanej w czasie ekspansji demograficznej linii 

ewolucyjnych traszki zwyczajnej lub istnieniem wewnątrzgatunkowego polimorfizmu w 

loci warunkujących międzygatunkową izolację rozrodczą. 
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

Molecular markers as tools in evolutionary biology 

The study of ecology and evolution has been revolutionized by the application of modern 

molecular genetic markers. These markers may be used to address many questions in 

evolutionary, population and conservation biology (Avise 1989a; Avise 2004; Brito & 

Edwards 2009; Frankham 2010; Sunnucks 2000). Individuals differ in the DNA sequences 

comprising their genomes. Genetic markers are simply heritable fragments of DNA of any 

length with multiple possible states (Avise 2004). Markers differ in the rate of their change 

and thus are informative in various respects (Zhang & Hewitt 2003). The fate of each 

genetic variant in time and space is influenced by an individual’s life history traits and 

environmental conditions, including action of natural and sexual selection, population size, 

migration from other populations and species as well as historical demographic events. 

Thus genetic variation constitutes an outstanding source of information about the biology 

and ecology of populations and species. It also keeps track of the history and spatial 

relationships of populations (Avise 1989b; Wakeley et al. 2001).  

The most sensitive to recent events are hyper variable fragments consisting of short 

repetitive motifs, called microsatellites. These markers are useful for shortest and finest 

scale population genetic inferences including paternity and relatedness analyses, individual 

identification and tracking as well as recent admixture analysis (Avise 2004). Less 

variable, single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are well suited for larger spatial and 

temporal scales, especially in assessing intraspecific genetic structuring and recent 

interspecific gene flow. DNA sequences derived from multiple regions of the nuclear 

genome provide insight into longer term population demographic history, which is 

especially valuable for inferences about the process of speciation, phylogeny and 

phylogeography reconstruction (Brito & Edwards 2009; Sousa & Hey 2013). Different 

parts of the genome may reflect different histories due to following reasons. First, the 

stochasticity of the coalescence process produces a large variance in the depth of 

individual genealogies, even for neutrally evolving loci. Second, loci may exhibit different 

levels of linkage to fragments which are under selection. Third, different parts of the 

genome may be characterized by different degrees of gene flow depending on their linkage 

to regions contributing to the reproductive isolation. Typically mitochondrial sequence 
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loci, have been widely used for phylogenetic and phylogeographic inferences. However, to 

avoid the problems with relying on effectively single mitochondrial locus, researchers have 

incorporated nuclear loci into phylogenetic and phylogeographic studies (Avise 2009; 

Brito & Edwards 2009). Only studies employing multiple nuclear markers, randomly 

distributed across the genome, provide reliable, quantitative information about the 

intraspecific genetic structuring, population demographic parameters and patterns of 

historical and contemporary gene flow. Such multi-locus data are essential for 

understanding the mechanisms of differentiation and maintenance of species identity in the 

face of hybridization. Therefore, one of the major needs of researchers studying speciation, 

phylogeography and phylogenetics is the identification of numerous, variable, single-copy 

nuclear loci (Lemmon & Lemmon 2012). 

In the past decade, population genetic approaches gained a powerful tool of high 

throughput DNA sequencing which has greatly increased the availability of genetic 

markers in non-model organisms (Ellegren 2014). 
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Intraspecific genetic structuring 

Genetic diversity provides the raw material for evolution by selection (Fisher 1930). 

Intraspecific genetic variation is commonly spatially structured which may result from 

action of drift, natural selection and gene flow acting on standing genetic variation and 

new mutations (Foll & Gaggiotti 2006; Gaggiotti et al. 2009). The relative importance of 

these evolutionary forces is dependent on biological features of the organisms and 

environmental conditions they pass through. Genetic variation may be strongly influenced 

by the historical demography e.g. population size fluctuations through time influence the 

rate at which genetic variation is lost. The spatial separation of neighboring populations 

and species dispersal capabilities also influence the replenishment of genetic variation via 

gene flow. In regions with recent glaciation history or other large scale climatic 

fluctuations, species are likely to have experienced serious changes in population sizes, 

gene flow rates and range shifts (Hewitt 2000; Hewitt 2004). Periods of geographic 

isolation are thought to be an important driving factor creating current population structure 

of the temperate biota (Hewitt 2004; Schmitt 2007). 

Studies of population genetic structure permit inferences about how various forces 

interacted throughout the history of a species (Bohonak 1999). The characterization of 

intraspecific genetic structure is of fundamental importance for studies of population 

history (Ptak & Przeworski 2002), population ecology (Hughes et al. 2008) and 

biodiversity conservation (Frankham 2010). Accounting for population structure may be 

important for studies using gene genealogies to estimate population sizes and migration 

rates (Beerli 2004; Heller et al. 2013; Städler et al. 2009). Population structure may, for 

example, influence patterns of sequence variation and mimic the effects of bottleneck 

(Chikhi et al. 2010; Peter et al. 2010) in a population which was stationary through time. 
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Speciation and gene flow 

A fundamental goal of evolutionary biology is an understanding of the evolutionary 

processes of speciation (Coyne & Orr 2004). One of the main aims of current speciation 

research is to obtain an understanding of mechanisms of formation and maintenance of 

species (Seehausen et al. 2014). Early, during the modern evolutionary synthesis 

Thedozius Dobzhansky (1937) recognized the importance of reproductive isolating barriers 

in preventing gene exchange between species. Under biological species concept, species 

are groups of interbreeding populations that are reproductively isolated from other such 

groups (Mayr 1942). The basic model describing the formation of new species assumes 

that there is no gene flow between diverging populations (Mayr 1963). For gene flow to 

occur, individuals must disperse between populations and successfully reproduce with 

local individuals. If migration between populations is detained, genetic divergence will 

occur due to fixation of different mutations caused by pure chance, selection or genomic 

conflict. Genetic differences accumulated in genomes of nascent species result in negative 

epistatic interactions known as Bateson-Dobzhansky-Muller incompatibilities (DMI; 

Dobzhansky 1936; Muller & Pontecorvo 1942), causing reduced fitness of hybrids. In the 

classic model, DMIs are envisioned as two-locus, two-allele interactions. Incompatibilities 

arise either between an ancestral allele and an allele that is derived in one lineage or 

between alleles that are derived in two separate lineages. Interaction between alleles that 

have never been tested together can be a source of reduced fertility and/or survival of 

hybrids.  

Recently intraspecific polymorphism for hybrid incompatibility has gained a 

renewed attention. Truly there is now much evidence that loci which are polymorphic 

within a species may also contribute to reproductive isolation between species (Cutter 

2012). If incipient species are internally structured, population structure may facilitate 

variable reproductive isolation (Martin & Willis 2010). Given that population structure and 

local adaptation are common features of many species, this might be a frequent source of 

polymorphism in loci contributing to reproductive isolation (Cutter 2012). Testing various 

divergence models incorporating intraspecific genetic structuring could be one approach to 

address this issue. 
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Speciation in allopatry is most classical, widely documented and for a long time 

was considered the only mechanism leading to the formation of new species (Coyne & Orr 

2004). However, populations may also differentiate without reduced gene flow, and 

periods of isolation and migration between populations may intertwine with each other 

(Butlin et al. 2008; Fitzpatrick et al. 2009; Mallet et al. 2009; Rice & Hostert 1993). 

Accumulation of empirical and theoretical studies has revealed that hybridization and gene 

flow between species may be more common than previously thought (Abbott et al. 2013; 

Coyne & Orr 2004; Feder et al. 2012; Mallet 2005; Pinho & Hey 2010) and there is now 

convincing evidence for fully sympatric speciation in a number of cases (Bolnick & 

Fitzpatrick 2007). However, even if speciation is initiated in isolation, the development of 

complete reproductive isolation may take hundreds of thousands or millions of years 

(Abbott et al. 2013). Often environmental changes leading to the emergence or 

disappearance of physical barriers that prevent interspecific mating may show more rapid 

dynamics, as has been in the case of the Pleistocene climatic oscillations (Hewitt 2004). 

Such processes may lead to situations where not yet fully reproductively isolated species 

meet and interbreed. Therefore, actually much of divergence can occur while incipient 

species are exchanging genes. 

Investigations of the gene flow between closely related species have made 

important contribution to speciation research (Ellegren et al. 2012; Nadachowska-Brzyska 

et al. 2013; Poelstra et al. 2014; Roux et al. 2013; Wu 2001). However still some 

outstanding questions regarding the buildup of genomic differentiation between 

differentiating species and the impact of gene flow on the processes of speciation remain 

poorly understood (Abbott et al. 2013; Seehausen et al. 2014). The major questions being 

addressed are: What are the effects of hybridization at different stages of speciation? Will 

initial divergence be strengthened or broken during the secondary contact? What is the 

genomic landscape of differentiation? How much of the genome flows freely at various 

stages of divergence? What has been the temporal pattern of interspecific gene flow? Are 

the patterns of interspecific gene flow dependent on the intraspecific genetic structure?  

Understanding the process of divergence of the population, and thus the process of 

speciation, requires quantitative characterization of gene flow patterns in time and space 

(Niemiller et al. 2008; Won & Hey 2005). The development of population genetics theory, 

especially the theory of coalescence has provided new tools to study the process of 
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differentiation which allows for quantitative comparison and evaluation of the results 

(Kuhner 2009; Wakeley 2009). Methods based on the theory of coalescence use 

information about the genealogy of many loci and take into account the uncertainty of 

estimates (Pinho & Hey 2010; Sousa & Hey 2013). The analysis of genetic variation to 

estimate demographic parameters and to test between alternative evolutionary scenarios 

recently gained a powerful and flexible approach: the Approximate Bayesian Computation 

(ABC; Beaumont et al. 2002; Bertorelle et al. 2010). In the  ABC framework, millions of 

simulated data sets are generated under different evolutionary models (Figure 1). The 

models that produce simulations that best resemble patterns of the observed data are 

further analyzed in detail to approximate posterior distributions. This approach allows for 

inferences even assuming very complex population models including those concerning 

temporal and spatial patterns of gene flow (Beaumont 2010; Csillery et al. 2010). 
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Study system: smooth and Carpathian newts  

In this thesis, I have investigated the intraspecific genetic structuring and interspecific gene 

flow and divergence of two temperate species of small bodied newts. Carpathian newt 

(Lissotriton montandoni) is endemic to the Carpathians and easternmost Sudetes 

Mountains. Smooth newt (L. vulgaris) is widely distributed in Eurasia ranging from 

Western Europe to Western Asia (Figure 2), and is separated into several divergent 

evolutionary lineages, partially corresponding to morphologically distinguishable 

subspecies (M. Pabijan, unpublished results). Smooth and Carpathian newts are sister 

species which hybridize in nature and hybrid zones might be found wherever their ranges 

overlap (Babik et al. 2003; Michalak & Rafiński 1999). Carpathian newt hybridizes with 

two distinct evolutionary lineages of smooth newt (Rafinski et al. 2001) outside the 

Carpathian belt with nominative subspecies and with L. v. ampelensis inhabiting the 

interior of the Carpathian Basin. Multiple introgression events leading to complete 

replacement of original Carpathian newt mtDNA by surrounding smooth newt haplotypes 

were inferred (Babik et al. 2005; Zieliński et al. 2013). However species remain different 

in morphology, ecology and behavior even in the contact zones (Figure 3). F1 hybrids are 

fertile, no abnormalities were observed during meiosis in hybrids, which indicates that 

reduction of the fitness of hybrids caused by intrinsic incompatibilities is not strong, and 

the gene flow by backcrosses may occur (Michalak & Rafiński 1999). This raises the 

question to what extent massive mitochondrial gene flow was accompanied by nuclear 

genes. The analysis of a hybrid zone between Carpathian and smooth newt inferred 

substantial premating reproductive isolation between species but also found substantial 

interspecific gene flow (Babik et al. 2003). Similarly, a population genetic study 

examining variation in major histocompatibility complex class II (MHC II) genes in 

smooth and Carpathian newts found that these genes may introgress easily (Nadachowska-

Brzyska et al. 2012). However there was rather little evidence for recent genetic exchange 

in neutral loci (Nadachowska-Brzyska et al. 2012; Zieliński et al. 2013). 

Although these studies provided valuable insights into the dynamics of gene flow, 

the results were based on analysis of several markers which may not accurately reflect 

genome-wide processes. First, this may be because only a small fraction of the genome 

might be subject to gene exchange; however it can still contain a large number of 
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evolutionarily significant genes. Second, little evidence for contemporary gene flow, 

revealed by microsatellites, does not exclude the possibility of more extensive gene flow in 

the past. Both possibilities could be explored using genome-wide sequence data, 

nevertheless, to test whether genetic structure affects the gene flow, a thorough recognition 

of species genetic structure based on an extensive sampling across species range is also 

crucial. A previous study examining species diversity in 15 microsatellite loci gave the first 

approximation of Carpathian newt genetic structuring, identifying three genetic units 

(Zieliński et al. 2013). However, sampling the information from a larger number of 

independent genomic regions would allow to better reflect the genome-wide trends and to 

achieve much better resolution of species genetic structuring. 
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Research Aims 

The goal of my doctoral thesis was to conduct an investigation of the divergence 

population genetics of the Carpathian and the smooth newts. The general focus was on the 

genome-wide analysis of gene flow between the two species. 

The aim of the chapter I was to develop molecular sequence markers for the newt 

system using available transcriptome data and to establish molecular and bioinformatic 

workflow for efficient design, validation and sequencing of multiple markers in non-model 

species. Multiple nuclear sequence markers are essential for historical inferences in the 

fields of phylogeography and phylogenetics. The appropriate markers should be single-

copy, variable, easy to amplify from multiple samples and easy to sequence using high-

throughput technologies.  

In chapter II, the major aim was to recognize the genetic structure of the Carpathian 

newt and neighboring populations of the smooth newt. Specifically, I wanted to determine 

the number of genetic clusters, delineate their distribution and estimate the extent of 

admixture between them. I also wanted to assess the genetic differentiation and gene flow 

between species. Moreover, I tested heterogeneity of gene flow within and between species 

and identified genes departing from the genomic average.  

The aim of chapter III was to provide insight into the history of divergence and 

longer-scale perspective on historical and contemporary gene flow between the Carpathian 

and smooth newts. First, I investigated the patterns of whole-genome DNA sequence 

diversity and divergence using data acquired from nuclear sequence markers developed in 

chapter I. This data was further used for comparisons with the simulated datasets in the 

ABC framework. Second, I formulated and tested various demographic scenarios regarding 

the extent, direction and timing of inter and intraspecific gene flow, incorporating into the 

models the intraspecific genetic structuring recognized in chapter II. Third, using the best 

models, I estimated the demographic parameters for all evolutionary lineages. 
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Figures 

 
Figure 1. A conceptual overview of the ABC framework. The main steps of the ABC analysis 
are given in points 1-6. Figure is a modified reproduction of Figure 1 from Sunnaker et al. 
(2013). 
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Figure 2. Distribution of the smooth newt (light green) and the Carpathian newt (red) in Europe and Western Asia.  
Source: Atlas of amphibians and reptiles in Europe (Sillero et al. 2014) and own data. 
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Figure 3. Smooth and Carpathian newt males during the breeding season; upper row - side view; bottom row - abdominal view; a) the 
Carpathian newt, b) the smooth newt. 
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Abstract 

DNA sequences derived from multiple regions of the nuclear genome are essential for 

historical inferences in the fields of phylogeography and phylogenetics. The appropriate 

markers should be single-copy, variable, easy to amplify from multiple samples and easy 

to sequence using high throughput technologies. This may be difficult to achieve for 

species lacking sequenced genomes and particularly challenging for species possessing 

large genomes, which consist mostly of repetitive sequences. Here we present a cost-

effective, broadly applicable framework for designing, validating and high throughput 

sequencing of multiple markers in non-model species without sequenced genomes. We 

demonstrate its utility in two closely related species of newts, representatives of urodeles, a 

vertebrate group characterized by large genomes. We show that over 80 markers, ca. 600 

bp each, developed mainly from 3’ untranslated transcript regions (3’UTR) may be 

effectively multiplexed and sequenced. Data are further processed using standard, freely 

available bioinformatic tools, producing phase-resolved sequences. The approach does not 

require barcoded PCR primers and the cost of library preparation is independent of the 

number of markers investigated. We hope that this approach will be of broad interest for 

researchers working at the interface of population genetics and phylogenetics, exploring 

deep intraspecific genetic structure, species boundaries and phylogeographies of closely 

related species. 
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Introduction 

DNA sequences derived from multiple regions of the nuclear genome are essential for 

historical inferences about demography, gene flow and phylogeny of closely related 

species (Brito & Edwards 2009; Degnan & Rosenberg 2009; Heled & Drummond 2010; 

Hickerson et al. 2010; McCormack et al. 2013; Sousa & Hey 2013). Therefore there has 

been a continuing interest in approaches that allow the straightforward development of 

numerous (tens to hundreds) single-copy nuclear sequence markers (Lemmon & Lemmon 

2012; McCormack et al. 2013; O'Neill et al. 2013). Such markers are then amplified from 

multiple samples and sequenced using next generation sequencing (NGS) technologies. 

Ideal markers should exhibit substantial polymorphism and amplify in closely related 

species, enabling exploration of species boundaries and genealogy-based analysis of 

interspecific gene flow and introgression (Twyford & Ennos 2012). 

Advances in NGS have led to the development of large-scale, genome-wide 

approaches to reduced-representation sequencing that may provide thousands of markers 

densely covering the genome, such as restriction-site-associated DNA sequencing (RAD-

seq), genotyping by sequencing (GBS) and others (reviewed in Davey et al. 2011). These 

markers are however usually used to identify and genotype SNPs, or in applications which 

rely on the availability of a reference genome – in such cases they are basically methods 

for partial genome resequencing. While tremendously useful for analyses of genetic 

structure, genome scans for selection and other population genetics-based inferences, 

RAD-seq or GBS may be less useful as the level of polymorphism and/or divergence 

increases, because the proportion of restriction sites shared between samples decreases. 

Also, these markers usually provide relatively short sequences adjacent to restriction sites, 

of limited use for genealogical inferences. The latter problem may be partially alleviated 

by paired-end RAD (PE-RAD) approaches which generate longer contigs (Hohenlohe et 

al. 2013; Willing et al. 2011). 

Species with very large, unknown genomes pose particular challenges. Reduced-

representation techniques (Davey et al. 2011; Lemmon & Lemmon 2012) in such species 

require a large amount of sequencing and the highly repetitive nature of large genomes and 

fast evolution of noncoding sequences make the development of robust sets of sequence 

markers for such organisms difficult. Targeted sequence capture methods (Faircloth et al. 
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2012; Mamanova et al. 2010) may be helpful in such cases but these are typically used 

when a very high number of markers is needed and pose challenges of their own, such as 

variation in coverage among targeted regions and sometimes low fraction of reads on 

target (Bi et al. 2012; Lemmon & Lemmon 2012). In many situations a more modest 

number of high quality sequence markers is sufficient for robust inference. 

Here we present a generally applicable method which utilizes transcriptome 

sequences to develop DNA sequence markers (Figure 1) and demonstrate its utility in two 

closely related, naturally hybridizing urodele species, the smooth (Lissotriton vulgaris) and 

Carpathian (L. montandoni) newts (Zieliński et al. 2013). We show that the markers 

developed from 3’ untranslated transcript regions (3’UTR) can be effectively multiplexed 

and sequenced using NGS technology. Data are further processed using standard, freely 

available bioinformatic tools, producing phase-resolved sequences for a large number of 

individuals. The approach does not require barcoded PCR primers and the cost of library 

preparation is independent of the number of markers investigated.  
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Materials and methods 

Marker development 

Markers were developed from de novo assembled liver transcriptome. Illumina sequencing 

and de novo assembly with Trinity (Grabherr et al. 2011) was performed for six L. 

montandoni and six L. vulgaris individuals representative of the genetic diversity of both 

species; the details of the transcriptome assembly and analysis will be provided elsewhere 

(Stuglik et al. in prep.). Trinity assembly was processed further with a custom 

bioinformatic pipeline to construct transcriptome-based gene models (TGM, Stuglik et al. 

submitted), i.e. non-redundant representation of transcribed genomic sequences. This step 

was necessary because Trinity reconstructs as separate contigs sequences of alternatively 

spliced forms and sometimes also of divergent alleles, making the assembled transcriptome 

a redundant representation of the transcribed part of the genome.  

We focused on 3’UTRs rather than on protein-coding parts of transcripts for marker 

development. The vast majority of protein-coding exons in vertebrates are short, therefore 

targeting such exons would seriously limit the scope of available markers. Additionally 

markers located entirely in coding exons are usually less polymorphic and more prone to 

the effects of selection. The exon-priming-intron-crossing EPIC technique, although 

possible  (Nadachowska & Babik 2009), is expected to produce poor results because 

introns in salamanders are known to be exceptionally long (Smith et al. 2009).  

Herein we build on the observation that the overwhelming majority of 3’UTRs in 

vertebrates are intronless (Hong et al. 2006). They are thus contained entirely within a 

single exon; such last exons may be very long and consist mostly of noncoding sequence. 

Although functionally important and sometimes containing highly conserved elements 

(Siepel et al. 2005), 3’UTRs are generally less evolutionarily constrained than protein 

coding regions, with average mutation rates comparable to those of synonymous sites 

(Makałowski & Boguski 1998). The fact that 3’UTRs are closely associated with genes 

may be considered as either a strength or a weakness of this approach. However the 

advantages appear to outweigh the disadvantages because: i) it is a common practice to use 

protein coding genes in phylogeographic analyses, ii) some sequence conservation may 

well be beneficial in terms of marker versatility and broader utility across closely related 

species, iii) the development of markers may be more efficient compared to the situation 
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when random genomic fragments are targeted. The efficiency is illustrated by the 

observation that in newts attempts to generate markers by random cloning of nuclear DNA 

fragments suffered from a high failure rate because most fragments were derived from 

repetitive sequences (Babik, unpublished). This may be caused by a high proportion of 

transposable-element derived repetitive sequences in very large salamander genomes (Sun 

et al. 2012). 

We identified our markers as follows (Figure 1). We focused on longer TGMs, in the 

range of 5400-6500 bp, because longer TGM are more likely to have long 3’UTRs. The 

sequences of 3'UTRs are usually poorly conserved at deeper phylogenetic levels, therefore 

we could not use blast searches for their identification. Instead we employed an indirect 

approach. First, we performed blast search of TGMs against human and Xenopus 

transcripts. Those newt TGMs, which produced unambiguous hits to a single gene or gene 

family consisting of divergent members were checked for the presence of a long 3’ portion, 

extending beyond the coding sequence. If human or Xenopus transcripts also had a 

reasonably long (i.e. at least several hundred bp) 3’UTR, such newt TGMs were classified 

as candidates for the design of primers. Candidate TGMs were blasted against the newt 

reference transcriptome in order to check for the presence of similar sequences which 

might represent paralogs; we proceeded with primer design only if putative paralogs were 

not detected. Primers targeting ca. 600 bp fragments of the last exon (encoding mostly 

3’UTR) in putative single-copy genes were designed with BatchPrimer3 (You et al. 2008). 

Due to the availability of sequences from several individuals, polymorphisms present in 

primer-binding sites were identified and incorporated as degenerate positions. 

 

Samples 

In total 20 individuals were examined. 10 L. montandoni from four populations distributed 

throughout the species range, 8 L. vulgaris from 6 populations including subspecies L. v. 

lantzi and L. v. meridionalis and single individuals of two other Lissotriton species L. 

italicus and L. boscai, to function as outgroup (Table S1). This sampling aimed at 

quantifying amplification efficiency across deep intraspecific and interspecific boundaries. 
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Laboratory procedures 

All designed primer pairs were tested for amplification under identical PCR conditions. 

PCR reactions were performed in 10µl; the reaction mix contained: 5µl of 2 x Hot Start 

PCR Master Mix (Thermo Scientific), 0.2µM of each primer, about 100ng of genomic 

DNA. The PCR cycling scheme was: 95°C-3.5min, 35 3-step cycles of: 94°C-30s, 55°oC-

30s, 72°C-45s and a final extension at 72°C-3min. Only markers that produced a single 

clear band of expected size on the agarose gel were analyzed further. 

MultiplexManager (Holleley & Geerts 2009) with complementarity threshold value 

set to 6 was used to design multiplex reactions allowing simultaneous amplification of 

several loci. Two plexity levels were used: (i) multiplexes consisting of 3-5 loci (A and B) 

and (ii) multiplexes containing 9-10 loci (C). Amplification reactions were performed in 

15µl and contained:7.5µl of Multiplex PCR Master Mix kit (Qiagen), 0.2µM of each 

primer, about 100ng of genomic DNA. The following cycling scheme was used: 95oC-

15min, 30 3-step cycles of: denaturation 94oC-30s, annealing 58oC-30s for A and 60s for B 

and C, extension 72oC-90s followed by a final extension 72oC-10min. A, B and C 

amplification methods were used for 8, 4, 8 individuals respectively. Because multiplexes 

may differ systematically in amplification efficiency we verified for 3 individuals that the 

relative amount of product obtained from various multiplex reactions is approximately 

constant across individuals using Qubit quantitation. This enabled pooling multiplexes 

within an individual without the need of measuring DNA concentration in every amplicon. 

All multiplexes within the individual were pooled, cleaned with Qiagen MinElute PCR 

cleanup columns, and the resulting pool was used for sequencing. 

Indexed sequencing libraries were prepared for each individual with the NexteraXT 

kit (Illumina) starting from 1 ng of pooled and cleaned PCR product according to the 

manufacturer's instructions and sequenced as a part of a single 2 x 150 bp MiSeq run. We 

conducted a BioAnalyzer assay after the NexteraXT PCR Clean-Up step and before bead-

based normalization for quality control and to check the library size distribution.  

 

Bioinformatics  

The bioinformatic pipeline outlined below aimed at obtaining the phase-resolved 

sequences of both alleles for each marker and individual (Figure 1). Although individual 

reads were shorter than the length of the amplified fragments, partial phase information 
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contained in the paired-end reads can be utilized to reconstruct fully-phased allele 

sequences. Because the Nextera tagmentation process causes a lower sequencing coverage 

of both amplicon ends, we trimmed 50 bp from each end of the markers. The bioinformatic 

pipeline comprised the following steps:  

i) Mapping; reads were mapped to the trimmed reference sequences with Bowtie 

2 (Langmead et al. 2009) using the following options: --no-unal which 

suppresses SAM records for reads that failed to align, --local mode which 

does not require that the entire read aligns from one end to the other, some 

bases may be clipped in order to achieve the highest possible alignment score 

and --very-sensitive alignment settings; the remaining parameters were set 

at their default values.  

ii) Local realignment; local realignment was performed to minimize the number of 

mismatched bases in regions with insertions or deletions (indels). Regions 

which required realignment were selected by RealignerTargetCreator, and 

realignment was performed with IndelRealigner, both tools are available in the 

Genome Analysis Toolkit (GATK) (Depristo et al. 2011; McKenna et al. 2010), 

default parameter values were used, except for the option which controls for the 

maximum interval length selected for the local realignment (-maxIntervalSize), 

which in our case was set equal to the marker length.  

iii) SNP-calling; SNP-calling was performed with GATK Unified Genotyper; the 

maximum number of alternative alleles per site was limited to two (--

max_alternate_alleles 2)  and genotyping was performed for all callable sites 

(--output_mode EMIT_ALL_SITES); PCR error rate was set to 0.005 (--

pcr_error_rate 5.0E-3); we excluded all reads with mate unmapped or mapped 

to a different marker  (--read_filter UnmappedRead, --read_filter BadMate); 

the minimum phred-scaled confidence threshold at which variants were called 

was set to 20 (-stand_call_conf 20.0); to exclude from variant calling low 

quality bases we set the minimum base quality required to consider it for 

variant calling to 30 (-mbq 30). Normally, if coverage is limited, multisample 

SNP calling, which integrates information about polymorphism across samples 

and incorporates population genetic priors, improves the detection of 

polymorphism (Depristo et al. 2011; Li 2011). However if SNPs with more 
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than two variants are present, this causes problems with haplotype 

reconstruction, because such positions are left unphased in all individuals (see 

below). Therefore, because in our case coverage was high and we wanted to 

minimize the proportion of samples with unphased positions, SNP-calling was 

performed separately for each individual. 

iv) Haplotype reconstruction; haplotype reconstruction through physical phasing of 

SNP positions was performed with GATK ReadBackedPhasing (Depristo et al. 

2011). Briefly, the algorithm, which is currently restricted to biallelic SNPs, is 

based on the assumption that variants spanned by a read (or a pair of reads) 

exist on the same haplotype (allele). The Variant Call Format (VCF) file 

containing information about polymorphic positions is used together with the 

Binary Alignment/Map (BAM) file, which contains the read mapping 

information, to reconstruct sequences of both haplotypes (alleles) occurring at a 

Mendelian locus in a particular individual. 

v) Generation of allele sequences; information from phased vcf file was extracted 

to fasta sequence format with a custom Python script. 

Markers which exhibited higher than expected heterozygosity in at least one nucleotide 

position were removed as they most likely represented paralogous loci. This was based on 

the observation that the expected heterozygosity at a biallelic SNP cannot exceed 50%.  

For each species we identified SNPs with more heterozygotes than expected by chance (at 

the 0.01 significance level, calculated using binomial distribution) assuming equal allele 

frequencies. 

We tested deviations from genotype frequencies expected under the Hardy-

Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) using a sample of 20 L. montandoni: 6 reported in the 

present study and 14 sequenced for another project (Zieliński et al. in preparation). These 

newts were sampled from 16 localities in the Eastern Carpathians, where little genetic 

structuring was detected (Zieliński et al. 2013). Population subdivision can only decrease 

the overall proportion of heterozygotes compared to expectations under random mating. 

Therefore the test of HWE performed on a pooled sample should be effective in detecting 

the presence of null alleles although it may suffer from an increased frequency of false 

positives caused by population subdivision. Calculations were performed in GENEPOP 

4.1.2 (Rousset 2008) and the type I error level for multiple tests was controlled using the 
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Bonferroni correction. Basic statistics of DNA polymorphism were calculated for each 

marker in DnaSP (Rozas 2009). 
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Results 

We designed 123 primer pairs, 96 (78%) of which produced a single clear band when 

tested in singleplex PCR. Eighty seven markers were selected for amplification in 

multiplexes for 20 individuals (Table S2).   

 We obtained 9.9 million paired-end reads, 7.4 million (75%) were mapped to 

references and out of these 7.3 million (99% ) were properly paired, i.e. both reads from a 

pair were mapped to the same reference and in proper orientation. The average number of 

reads mapped per marker per individual was 8,522 (SD ± 8,070). The average per base 

coverage per marker was 2,222 (SD ± 2147.8). Despite bead-based library normalization, 

the overall amount of bases sequenced per individual varied by more than one order of 

magnitude (Figure S1).  

We considered a marker not amplifying in a given individual if the average per-

base coverage was lower than 10. Virtually all markers worked well in L. 

vulgaris/montandoni, only 2 and 4 failed for L. v. lantzi and L. v. meridionalis, 

respectively. Additionally in one L. vulgaris individual with a low overall number of reads, 

indicating problems at the stage of library normalization, 3 markers also failed to reach the 

coverage threshold.  Four markers (kpnb, pola, samd8, scap) were removed because of 

high frequency of heterozygotes, indicating than reads were derived from more than one 

genomic location. Six markers (abl, cask, samdb, usp, ace, pik) were excluded due to 

phasing inconsistencies possibly caused by a high incidence of PCR chimeras or the 

presence of very similar paralogs resulting from recent gene duplications. Considerably 

more markers failed for the two outgroup species, 30 (34%) for L. italicus and 23 (26%) 

for L. boscai. Forty eight (55%) markers worked in both outgroup species (Table S2).  

In L. vulgaris/montandoni coverage varied among markers. Per base coverage 

ranged from 209 to 4,579 x with average 2,266 x (SD ± 967.6) (Figure 2A, Table S3). An 

important measure of marker performance was the relative coverage compared to other 

markers within an individual. This was expressed as a percentage of the total coverage 

(PTC) attributable to the marker. The mean PTC for various markers ranged from 0.10% to 

2.45% ( mean 1.15% SD ± 0.456) (Figure 2B, Table S4.). The results obtained at both 

plexity levels were comparable (Figure 3).  
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Sequences of two alleles present in an individual need to be reconstructed if more 

than one position is heterozygous. ReadBackedPhasing reconstructed the sequences of 

both alleles in 98% cases. The unresolved 2% were caused by locally low coverage or the 

presence of indels. In its current version ReadBackedPhasing uses only biallelic SNPs, 

therefore positions containing three variants  were left unphased in individuals 

heterozygous for variants not present in the reference (0.6 % of all heterozygous sites).  

Significant departures from the Hardy-Weinberg expectations, in all cases the excess of 

homozygotes, were detected for only four (abh, cldn, myo, rab33) out of 75 tested markers 

(5.3%). These departures may result from the presence of null alleles or population 

subdivision. Overall, tests of HWE indicate that null alleles are not common in our 

markers. 

 The number of segregating sites varied between markers and ranged from 3 to 50 

(mean 17.6 SD ± 8.65) for L. vulgaris and from 1 to 39 (mean 11.4 SD ± 8.65) for L. 

montandoni. The nucleotide diversity varied extensively, ranging from 0.001 to 0.032 

(mean 0.010 SD ± 0.0062) for L. vulgaris and from <0.001 to 0.023 (mean 0.006 SD ± 

0.0052)  for L. montandoni. The number of haplotypes identified within species ranged 

from 2 to 12 (mean 7.1 SD ± 2.32) for L. vulgaris and from 2 to 12 (mean 5.5 SD ± 2.58) 

for L. montandoni (Table S5). 
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Discussion 

There has been a continuing interest in approaches that enable simple and cost-effective 

development of nuclear markers in the fields of phylogeography and phylogenetics (Davey 

et al. 2011; Lemmon & Lemmon 2012; Puritz et al. 2012; Tewhey et al. 2009). The 

appropriate markers should be single-copy, informative, easy to amplify from multiple 

samples and easy to sequence using high throughput technologies (McCormack et al. 

2013).  

Here we show that such DNA markers may be effectively identified from 

transcriptome sequences, multiplexed and sequenced using NGS technology. More than 

three quarters of primer pairs designed from transcript sequences produced a single clear 

band of expected length when tested under uniform PCR conditions. An overwhelming 

majority of markers were successfully amplified in multiplexes, sequenced and their 

single-copy nature was confirmed. The use of transcriptome sequences for marker design 

alleviates the difficulties imposed by the highly repetitive nature of noncoding parts of 

large salamander genomes (Sun et al. 2012) and has already been applied in Ambystoma 

species (O'Neill et al. 2013). This approach should also work well in other organisms with 

large, poorly known genomes (Dufresne & Jeffery 2011; Gregory 2013; Gregory et al. 

2007). The availability of an assembled transcriptome may seem a serious limitation of our 

method, but this difficulty should not be exaggerated. Transcriptome sequencing and de 

novo assembly is not a difficult task, as long as the aim is not to obtain a perfect 

transcriptome (De Wit et al. 2012; Martin & Wang 2011; Singhal 2013) and even 

assembly far from perfect is sufficient for designing a large number of markers. Even with 

one sixth of the Illumina HiSeq lane, the amount of sequences we obtained for a single 

newt is sufficient to generate an assembly with hundreds of fully reconstructed transcripts 

containing long 3’UTRs, for less than €1,000 ($1,300) including RNA extraction, library 

preparation and sequencing. 

Our markers were located in mostly intronless 3’UTR-containing portions of 

transcripts, which probably contributed to the high success rate. Because 3’UTRs of many 

genes are long, our method offers flexibility regarding the length of markers, and the 

length can be controlled at the design stage. Moreover, although 3’UTRs often contain 

conserved regulatory sequences, these regions are usually short (Siepel et al. 2005), and 
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thus 3'UTRs are generally more variable than coding regions (Makałowski & Boguski 

1998). A potential disadvantage of 3’UTR markers is their tight linkage to protein-coding 

portions of genes, making them more prone to the effects of selection at linked sites. 

However it is common practice to use coding genes in phylogeographic analyses (Murphy 

et al. 2001; Shen et al. 2012; Townsend et al. 2008) and most genomic regions may be to 

some extent affected by selection at linked sites (Charlesworth 2012). As long as selection 

is mainly purifying, such markers still provide valuable genealogical information. If some 

markers display aberrant patterns of sequence variation and divergence, these may be 

immediately associated with respective genes and eventually provide important 

evolutionary insights.  

We did not notice any significant differences in marker amplification between L. 

montandoni and L.vulgaris or between subspecies of L. vulgaris. The overall design and 

amplification success for the outgroup species L. italicus and L. boscai was lower, however 

still 55% of markers were successfully sequenced in both outgroups. If transcriptomes of 

several individuals from different populations are available, as it was in our case, then to 

reduce the incidence of null alleles polymorphisms present in primer-binding sites can be 

incorporated as degenerate positions. This approach may be extended to multiple species 

by enriching the designed markers into those useful at deeper evolutionary scales, which 

can be easily done by including several focal species during the initial screen for 

amplification success.  

The described approach does not require any marker-specific barcoded PCR 

primers and employs multiplexing. Both features are attractive because they reduce the 

cost, labor and logistic complexity of projects. Multiplexing also reduces the amount of 

template DNA required, which may be an important consideration for some projects, if the 

amount of available tissue/extracted DNA is limiting. Another attractive aspect of our 

approach is that the per individual cost of library preparation remains constant regardless 

of the number of markers investigated. Increasing the number of markers requires more 

sequencing depth, but the amount of sequencing is not large as for current standards 

(Glenn 2011). A single batch of 96 individuals containing 100 markers of 600 bp each can 

be sequenced in a single 2 x 150 bp MiSeq run to the average coverage of > 500 x 

/bp/marker/individual (assuming that about ¾ reads map to reference) at a cost of ca. 1000 

€ (1300 $). Such coverage should be sufficient to obtain sequences of most markers for 
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most samples even taking into account the observed differences in coverage depth between 

libraries and between markers within a library. We tested two levels of multiplexing and 

noticed that both gave comparable variance in coverage between markers. Our 

observations show that a relatively high plexity can be achieved with practically no 

optimization.  

Sequence data were processed with standard, freely available bioinformatics tools, 

producing phase-resolved sequences. We demonstrate that read length is not necessarily 

the limiting factor and there is no need for costly methods such as 454 sequencing, which 

produce several hundred bp reads, because individual reads do not need to cover the full 

marker length for efficient phasing. With paired-end sequencing the length of markers for 

which efficient phasing is possible depends on the actual distribution of variable sites 

across the sequence, coverage, and the distribution of library insert sizes, while the read 

length is less important. Physical phasing is a reliable and efficient method of 

reconstructing haplotypes and seems to be the best option in species with high 

polymorphism and high recombination rate or if single samples from divergent and/or 

structured populations are analysed. Physical phasing may also be combined with 

computational approaches (Browning & Browning 2011) e.g. those implemented in 

PHASE (Stephens & Scheet 2005; Stephens et al. 2001) or HAPLOTYPER (Niu et al. 

2002). Known haplotypes produced by physical phasing may greatly increase the accuracy 

of computational phasing of difficult cases (Stephens & Donnelly 2003).  

The approach presented in this study provides a cost-effective, broadly applicable 

framework for designing, validating and high throughput sequencing of multiple markers 

in non-model species without sequenced genomes. The use of standard, well established 

and actively developed bioinformatic tools, ensures the availability of state-of-the-art 

methods for SNP-calling and genotype quality assessment. We hope that this approach will 

be of broad interest for researchers working at the interface of population genetics and 

phylogenetics, exploring deep intraspecific genetic structure, species boundaries and 

phylogeographies of closely related species. 
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Figures 

 

Figure 1. Workflow illustrating the development and sequencing of the markers. 
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Figure. 2. Sequencing results for individual markers. a) The per base coverage averaged 
over all (L. vulgaris/montandoni) individuals, b) Percentage of the total per base coverage 
(PTC) attributable to the marker averaged over all (L. vulgaris/montandoni) individuals; 
low PTC values indicate that the marker’s coverage was poor compared to other markers. 
Means +/- 1 standard deviation are presented. 
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Figure. 3. Mean percentage of the total coverage (PTC) attributable to individual markers 
in various amplification regimes. A) multiplexes of 3-5 loci, annealing 30 s (6 individuals), 
B) multiplexes of 3-5 loci, annealing 60 s (4 individuals), C) multiplexes of 9-10 loci (8 
individuals), annealing 60 s Means +/- 1 standard deviation are presented. 
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Supplementary tables 

Table S1. Sampling locality and amplification method used for each individual. 
Individual Locality Species/subspecies Amplification method Country Latitude N Longitude E 

1 Lachowice L. montandoni C PL 49.68 19.42 
2 Komańcza L. montandoni A PL 49.33 22.09 
3 Komańcza L. montandoni B PL 49.33 22.09 
4 Komańcza L. montandoni C PL 49.33 22.09 
5 Pascanu L. montandoni A RO 47.57 25.52 
6 Pascanu L. montandoni B RO 47.57 25.52 
7 Pascanu L. montandoni C RO 47.57 25.52 
8 Lacu Roşu L. montandoni A RO 46.78 25.77 
9 Lacu Roşu L. montandoni B RO 46.78 25.77 
10 Lacu Roşu L. montandoni C RO 46.78 25.77 
11 Brończyce L. vulgaris C PL 50.29 20.53 
12 Jasło L. vulgaris C PL 49.74 21.49 
13 Pădureni L. vulgaris C RO 46.56 26.79 
14 Budeni L. vulgaris A RO 45.77 26.84 
15 Budeni L. vulgaris B RO 45.77 26.84 
16 Budeni L. vulgaris C RO 45.77 26.84 
17 Goryachiy Klyuch L. vulgaris lantzi A RU 44.62 39.12 
18 Vernio L. vulgaris meridionalis A IT 44.03 11.15 
19 Pelahustán L. boscai A ES 40.16 -4.59 
20 Conversano L. italicus A IT 40.96 17.12 
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Table S2. Sequence markers developed from transcriptome of Lissotriton newts. Analyzed sequence length was 100 bp shorter than 
amplicon length because the Nextera tagmentation process causes poor coverage of amplicon ends; therefore 50 bp from each end was 
trimmed. % in CDS, % in 3'UTR -percentage of the analyzed sequence located in coding sequence (CDS) and in 3' untranslated region 
(3'UTR). In the last two columns "+" denotes markers succesfully amplified and sequenced  for outgroup species.    

# Marker 
name 

Gene 
symbol 

PCR 
product 
length 

Analyzed 
sequence 

length 

% in 
CDS 

% in 
3'UTR F primer sequence R primer sequence L. 

italicus 
L. 

boscai 

1 abh abhd16a 600 500 0 100 CCTGTGTCCATAGCGAGGTT TTAGGACCCTWGCTCCTCCT - - 
2 abl abl1 597 497 100 0 GGCTCTGTGAGGAAGGTGAG GTGAACCKGAAACCCATGCT + + 
3 ace ace 597 497 0 100 TGACGTCAAGTGGTGGACAT TGCAGCCATGAACAAGAAAG - - 
4 adar adar 596 496 0 100 GACGGTCAACTGCTCCTGAT TAGCCAGGCCAGTTAAAGGA + + 
5 agl agl 613 513 0 100 TGTGCCTTGTAATCGCAGTT GCTTTGATTGCACTTTCACG - + 
6 appl appl1 596 496 0 100 CAGCACACAAAGTCRCAGTT TCCCTGACAGATGTTCCTGA - - 
7 arh arhgap29 600 500 100 0 TCTTGGAGCTGGCTTCACTT GACCAAGTTGGCCAGASTGT + + 
8 atp atp7a 592 492 0 100 ARGGCCATTCGAAGAAGAAT CGGCAAAATACATCATGTGC - + 
9 cask cask 603 503 0 100 TGTGGACAGTTCAAGCGTTC TTCCCTTGCAGCTACCTGAT + + 
10 cep cep104 600 500 0 100 GCCCYGTTTTCCTCTTTTCC AAGCAAATGAACAGGGCATC + - 
11 cidec cidec 602 502 0 100 CTGTACTGGACTGCCAACGA GTGACCACTTCCTCGTCCAT + + 
12 cldn cldn2 597 497 0 100 CCCWGAGTCTGTGCAGTCAA GTMCGCMGAGCTTATTATGA - - 
13 cnppd cnppd1 595 495 100 0 AGGCAAGTCTTCCACCTCCT CACATGCACCATYCTCATCC - + 
14 col1a col1a1 601 501 0 100 CCAGAACAGCAGACAACGAA CTTTCACCCCTGAAGACAGC + + 
15 col3a col3a1 601 501 0 100 GTGTTCGGTTCCCACATTCT GTGTAGACGTTGGCCCAGTT + + 
16 col5a col5a2 598 498 0 100 GGGCCAGTTTGCTTTTTGTA GCATGATGCAAAARCRGTTA - + 
17 cri crim1 598 498 0 100 TCCGACGTCAACAKCTAGAA TATGCACATGCGGGATTTTA - - 
18 dcaf dcaf8 596 496 0 100 AAGGGCGCAAACTTGTTCTA GTGTCCTCACTGTGCTGCAT + + 
19 dcp dcp2 599 499 0 100 CAGGGGAAATTGGGAAKAAT TATGACTAGGGCCCCAAATG - - 
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Table S2. Continued 

# Marker 
name 

Gene 
symbol 

PCR 
product 
length 

Analyzed 
sequence 

length 

% in 
CDS 

% in 
3'UTR F primer sequence R primer sequence L. 

italicus 
L. 

boscai 

20 dht dhtkd1 599 499 0 100 TGGTTGTTGAGACCCATTGA CGAATGAACAAAGCTGACGA + + 
21 dox dox1 595 495 0 100 CATAGCCCATTATCCCATGC CGAGGTTTCGTGGAACAAAT - + 
22 dst dstyk 604 504 0 100 TACGCATATYGGGGTTGGTT CCTTGAGGATTCCACCTGAA + - 
23 ehd ehd4 593 493 0 100 GTGGAAATCTGGGCAYCATT GTTTRAACCCGGACCTCTTT - - 
24 eif eif2ak4 591 491 0 100 AAACCCAGGTTGTTCTGGTG GCCTACCTTGAGTCCCTTCC + + 
25 fam135 fam135a 608 508 0 100 AGCCAGTGAAGTCGAGTGCT GCACGAGTGGCATCCTTTAC + + 
26 fam178 fam178a 615 515 0 100 TCTGCTGCCAAGTGWATGAC TCACACGCCTCATGCTTAAC + + 
27 fgfr fgfr1 592 492 0 100 TGGCAGCTGTGAAGAATGAC AAGGCGAATTCCCAATTCTT - + 
28 gak gak 603 503 0 100 CCCACGACCAGACCATAAAT GCCCATGGCTACAATATGGA + - 
29 gnp gnptab 600 500 0 100 GCGGCAGTGAGATTTGTYTT CMAAGCTGCTAGCTTCGATT + + 
30 gpc gpc4 602 502 0 100 GCCTTSACYCAATGAGTTGT GCTGTGATTTCCGTTCCATT + + 
31 gys gys1 584 484 0 100 TTCGTGGGACATCCTAAAGC GGCGACCTCCACACAACTAT + + 
32 ibtk ibtk 599 499 0 100 GTGTGAGTGATGAGCKGCTA GCAGATCTGTGCTTCAGTGC + + 
33 igfb igfbp4 599 499 0 100 TGCCCATCATTTTCAGATCA AGRTGCCTGCTCTCCTGGTA - + 
34 kdm2 kdm4a 603 503 0 100 TCCTCGTCTCACTGCAAGAA CTCCTSTAGCGGAGTGAAGG + + 
35 kdm3 kdm3b 606 506 0 100 TCTTAGGTCGGGGAAATGTG GCATCAGTGCTGGTGGTAAA + + 
36 kiaa kiaa 603 503 0 100 AGAAACCTGTGTGCCCTCTG GCAGTCACCCAACCCTGTAT + + 
37 kiaa06 kiaa0664 592 492 85 15 TGGGTTCATGGCAAATACAA AGGKTCGCAAACTGATACCG - + 
38 kif5b kif5b 607 507 0 100 TGCAGACGTAACRAGGAATG CTGGAAACAGCTGACAAGCA + + 
39 kpnb kpnb1 564 464 0 100 TTTGGGAATGAGAGGGTGAG AGACAGGTGTTCCCAAGGTG + + 
40 lbr lbr 598 498 0 100 CATGGTGCAGACCAGACAGT AGTCACAAATGGGCCAAATC - + 
41 ldlr ldlr 598 498 0 100 AACCTTGYACAAGACCAAGC GTACTCGCTTGAGGCGTTTC + + 
42 lgr lgr4 602 502 0 100 AAAGCTGATAGGGGGTCGAT GGCAGGCTTCTTATGTTGCT + + 
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Table S2. Continued 

# Marker 
name 

Gene 
symbol 

PCR 
product 
length 

Analyzed 
sequence 

length 

% in 
CDS 

% in 
3'UTR F primer sequence R primer sequence L. 

italicus 
L. 

boscai 

43 lmbr lmbrd2 611 511 0 100 TTGGCTTTGATGATGTGACC GTAAGGCACYTGTGGTGGYT + - 
44 m6pr m6pr 600 500 0 100 CCAAACAACYGAAGCCAACA AAGGTCTGCCACTTGCAGTT - + 
45 man man1a1 584 484 0 100 TTCATCTCGMCAACTGAGC TTGCGCACTTTAGATTGTCTG + + 
46 mkl mkl1 569 469 0 100 GGGGCTATGGTAAGGGTCAT CAGGATCGGACTGAGAGGAG + - 
47 mtm mtmr4 603 503 0 100 CTTGGGCTCTCATCACTTCC CCTAGTTGCCTTTCGTCAGC + + 
48 myo myo1b 575 475 0 100 CAGTGCAACGACGGRAATTA TTTKAAGCCTTTGCCTGTTT - - 
49 myo7 myo7a 597 497 0 100 TGGATYTGATACGCCAGTCM CCRAAATATTTTCCTGGGATT + + 
50 ngef ngef 602 502 8 92 GTGTTTCCGGGTACACAGGT AGGAAGCCTCCTTCTCATCC + + 
51 nisc nisch 600 500 0 100 GCACCAGTGGTCCAAGTATG ATTTTGGCTGGACATGAAGC + + 
52 opa opa1 600 500 0 100 GAGCTGCTTYAGAGGGACAG CTGTTACGCCACCCTCGTAT - - 
53 phf phf20 605 505 0 100 CCGTCCTTTCTCGAAGTCTG ATCTCCACAGCCAAGCAGTT + + 
54 phl phlda3 606 506 0 100 CAATGCCTCCTTTTGCTTTC ACCAGAAGGCATTCAGATGG + - 
55 pik pik3r1 605 505 0 100 TTCCAATAGASMCTGCAACC GCCTTCCCAACAGAATACCA + + 
56 pola pola1 591 491 0 100 TAGTTTGTCGGCATGTGCTC TTCATCAAAAATGGGGAAGC + + 
57 prdm prdm2 603 503 0 100 AACCGATGTTGGAAAAGCTG CTCGCTGCTMCCAGATMCTC + + 
58 prk prkcb 597 497 0 100 TCTAGGGGTGCAGCGYCTAT CGATCCCTGTGCRTACCTCT - + 
59 rab33 rab33b 598 498 0 100 CCATCCAACCCCACTTATTG AGTTGCTTGCTTGCGTTTCT + + 
60 rab3g rab3gap2 594 494 0 100 TCCCAATGTYAACTGCAGAA ACAGAATTTGGTCCGATRCT - + 
61 ralb ralbp1 601 501 0 100 CCAATCATGAAGGTCCTGCT GGGCCGAACTTTGAATACAG - - 
62 rbm rbm15 597 497 100 0 TTGGACGTGTCGGTAAATGA ATTGCGCTCTCGATCTCTGT + + 
63 rfx rfx1 602 502 0 100 TTTAAGGGTCAYGCCAAAGG GGGTCCTCGTAATGCTCAGA + + 
64 rgs rgs12 604 504 0 100 CCYATTTTCATTRTGGTCCT CATCCAATGATGCAACCAAC + + 
65 rnp rnpepl1 600 500 0 100 ACGTMGCCTCWGATCATTCT GACAACAGAACGTGCCTTGA - + 
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Table S2. Continued 

# Marker 
name 

Gene 
symbol 

PCR 
product 
length 

Analyzed 
sequence 

length 

% in 
CDS 

% in 
3'UTR F primer sequence R primer sequence L. 

italicus 
L. 

boscai 

66 rock rock2 603 503 0 100 TTCTTATGGAATGGGCGAAG ACTGGGAGTGAATGGGATYG + + 
67 samd8 samd8 601 501 0 100 AAGGCGARGTTGGCTTTATT YGTGGAGAAGCTGAACGATG + + 
68 samdb samdb4 573 473 0 100 AGCCATTACACCATGCAACA ATTCAGAGAGCGCTGGACAT + + 
69 scap scap 572 472 0 100 ACATTGCCAGAACACTGCTG ACTAGATTGGTCCGCCACAC - + 
70 scf1 csf1r 599 499 0 100 ATCTCTTGGGCACAGTTTGG TGCAACTTGTACGCCCATTA + - 
71 sec sec24a 598 498 0 100 TGATAAGAGGCACCCAGAGG GTGTTCTTGSACCYTCGTTT - - 
72 slc5 slc5a6 600 500 0 100 CACCATGGCCWATCCACTCT ATGGTGGCCACACTTTTGTT + + 
73 slc6a slc6a9 598 498 0 100 CCCCAGAGGTGGTCTACAAA ACCACAGAATCCAAGGAACG - + 
74 son son 597 497 0 100 TCCCTTGCAGTTCTCTGACA TCCCCCAGTCTCTGCATTAC - - 
75 srf srf 598 498 0 100 ATTTGCTGGCAGYAGGGAGA CCATGTTGYGGYGAATACAG - - 
76 stx stxbp5 597 497 0 100 ATGCTGGGAGTTTGCATTTC TCTTTTGCAGGTGCAGTCAC + + 
77 sync syncrip 601 501 0 100 AGCCGAGTGATGGTAAGGAA AAGGGTATAGTTCAATCCTCTGC + + 
78 tex tex2 599 499 0 100 AAGTTGGCCACTGAAATTGG CGTGGCAGSTTTCATGAGTA + + 
79 tob tob2 598 498 0 100 CAGGCATGTGGAAAGGTTTT CAGAAGGCAGGAGGACTGAG + + 
80 trab trabd 596 496 0 100 CGGTCTCTCACAATGCAGAA TTTGCATGATTCTGGGGATT - - 
81 trim trim8 609 509 48 52 AGTCGGTGCTTTCRCAGTAT TTCCGAAACCCAGTCCTATG + + 
82 upf1 upf1 610 510 0 100 CATTGCAGGGAATGTTCAGA CCCCTGTGCTCTGCTTTTAG + + 
83 usp usp7 597 497 0 100 TGGTTCCATCCAGGCTATCT GTGCATTTGAAAAAGCAGCA + - 
84 wiz wiz 594 494 0 100 ATCAGCCACCACACAAACAA GGAGCAGCTGTTGAAACCTC + - 
85 xpo xpo5 602 502 0 100 GCATCCTGGCATAAAATGCT CAAAACTGCCWGATGTGTGC + + 
86 yme yme1l1 601 501 0 100 AGTGTCCWGGCGAAAAGAGA ACKGAGTCATACAGGGTTGG + + 
87 znf4 znf407 601 501 100 0 TGCTTTGAGTCACCCACTTG CTCATCCAGCCACCATCTTT - + 
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Table S3. Average coverage depth per marker per individual.  
Marker 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 AVERAGE 

abh 78 17 24 59 426 862 2515 62 442 575 213 3252 210 171 182 161 1807 4719 876 

abl 2474 486 107 2315 733 2888 5026 204 569 3021 3662 5364 3489 72 2292 3795 1803 2529 2268 

ace 3375 399 230 2595 504 1444 4406 153 300 1830 4045 7502 5414 114 5439 4960 1326 21 2448 

adar 2978 435 159 1986 716 1871 4893 255 454 2785 3162 4139 4344 111 1697 4274 181 1345 1988 

agl 678 1541 861 2236 1275 3890 4255 444 732 3250 2114 5055 2871 157 5740 3374 1057 1927 2303 

appl 1767 393 181 1557 292 1414 2443 181 398 2009 1881 2658 2221 66 1642 2211 2061 2231 1423 

arh 2624 620 613 3119 837 5820 4225 310 614 3796 2862 6169 3492 97 3483 3590 2650 3162 2671 

atp 5106 500 207 2359 929 2487 6548 285 643 3484 4453 7064 11270 96 1814 5638 1102 2197 3121 

cask 1294 863 223 2604 1111 2861 3374 482 598 3787 3119 3936 3587 156 2297 4465 873 2134 2098 

cep 3824 531 171 3291 564 3253 5347 223 421 3270 4204 5884 3481 95 4422 8722 27 1428 2731 

cidec 2872 711 274 2653 1018 4838 5458 436 826 3485 4368 5791 4837 177 3589 4610 4018 9 2776 

cldn 1333 66 90 1212 270 744 1690 76 1 1614 3225 3406 4180 8 1038 8 29 5 1055 

cnppd 2747 770 361 2429 1029 3580 6129 263 664 3017 3598 5509 4051 113 3008 3997 2813 2834 2606 

col1a 500 1217 234 1377 1615 2894 2200 642 648 1664 1637 1869 1726 245 1882 1912 4096 3895 1681 

col3a 794 503 209 994 842 3259 1869 285 576 1563 1532 2610 1671 89 1847 1875 1191 1967 1315 

col5a 682 305 235 1320 439 2329 1448 145 473 1821 1676 3120 1683 86 2093 1977 718 724 1182 

cri 1183 821 509 916 868 2144 2192 350 523 1543 1862 2344 1796 161 2031 1607 2774 3095 1484 

dcaf 2935 906 334 2836 1201 2486 4602 760 1095 4134 2688 4084 3239 183 2089 3206 4885 3578 2513 

dcp 632 354 101 882 592 1784 1610 225 361 1264 1364 1845 1399 14 1407 901 1640 1763 1008 

dht 914 1179 647 1887 1244 2808 2389 477 527 2894 2555 3888 2528 185 4155 3053 1539 1677 1919 

dox 442 203 290 1345 826 2807 3401 288 539 3379 2297 3767 2010 79 2005 2631 1797 1374 1638 

dst 6012 1055 260 3678 1354 3422 8540 526 580 4871 7754 10760 15225 180 3402 6150 3533 3349 4481 

ehd 499 715 354 2339 1531 4060 2381 447 1043 2281 1891 2483 2211 149 3416 2691 4822 6485 2211 

eif 827 1366 246 1755 2299 5095 2452 1185 729 1710 1697 2640 1956 332 3540 2174 3938 4674 2145 

fam135 1750 542 165 2863 825 2671 5251 290 547 4341 4346 4996 3532 95 1884 4289 1650 1618 2314 
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Table S3. Average coverage depth per marker per individual.  
Marker 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 AVERAGE 
fam178 1790 351 270 3202 630 3424 4637 267 645 3988 5898 5465 6374 77 3055 7271 1 1 2630 

fgfr 1400 948 146 1401 1268 1606 2533 432 432 1759 1250 3252 2410 150 1694 1865 4633 3089 1682 

gak 1089 381 444 2016 544 3072 3023 252 517 2988 2646 3605 2762 95 2183 4262 129 1206 1734 

gnp 217 439 175 475 548 1711 1137 196 423 1564 1373 1320 1293 73 1707 1444 566 733 855 

gpc 929 868 359 2271 1772 5024 5234 770 852 3014 4252 6361 3665 134 6211 4089 3024 3249 2893 

gys 5631 1301 500 4644 1138 4073 10432 443 827 5172 5227 6952 5996 78 3378 5164 4409 4115 3860 

ibtk 4900 799 273 2273 1487 2422 7861 635 618 4011 4709 3518 4380 17 2512 3089 606 719 2491 

igfb 4765 1245 557 2361 1067 2314 7297 443 492 3753 5802 7018 12582 183 4353 4295 2780 1951 3514 

kdm2 1376 1486 772 2940 1480 4855 3765 553 1015 3646 3148 5630 3297 200 6068 4286 3557 2914 2833 

kdm3 1995 426 411 1637 564 2881 3892 263 423 2507 3487 3902 3124 77 2416 3087 1243 1068 1856 

kiaa 1190 878 339 2101 1030 3652 3343 443 643 2468 1089 1403 1268 18 1198 1159 1732 3740 1539 

kiaa06 4748 1324 812 2547 1627 2510 7365 761 724 3544 3177 5849 14407 117 4573 5052 4809 5124 3837 

kif5b 556 727 360 2012 717 1991 2899 258 381 2145 2553 3572 2766 84 2694 3659 1659 1655 1705 

kpnb 6293 1020 536 5715 1207 5867 10055 471 935 7208 5381 10603 10460 111 3203 7897 3656 5039 4759 

lbr 1481 682 221 1216 752 2150 2429 273 364 2396 1716 2712 1811 56 1764 2010 1236 1266 1363 

ldlr 5378 330 219 4317 461 2934 8408 211 598 5307 6254 5294 7710 47 2430 5564 1698 1312 3249 

lgr 895 1362 324 2703 1674 3643 4411 632 698 3088 3422 4517 3553 147 3756 3995 3066 4185 2559 

lmbr 697 314 288 1779 337 3268 1991 222 374 2027 2047 3860 2387 70 2224 2873 1383 1558 1539 

m6pr 766 856 270 2378 1096 3456 3941 424 721 3432 3077 3691 2566 167 3513 3892 1446 2780 2137 

man 2062 832 248 1845 1204 3189 3659 355 633 2283 3321 4109 3452 148 3299 3123 2639 3531 2218 

mkl 3808 619 228 3061 1089 3194 6734 333 839 5692 4340 6088 4657 88 2630 4800 1996 2430 2924 

mtm 3257 845 727 2821 1055 5233 5865 531 886 3750 4345 6723 4637 172 5820 5651 4491 4636 3414 

myo 873 122 73 475 2 29 1412 3 63 28 1135 887 602 20 1333 1266 724 759 545 

myo7 334 75 35 286 143 1297 473 118 217 490 476 885 531 14 737 430 248 325 395 

ngef 793 480 332 2775 999 4835 4177 609 835 4732 4341 5541 3827 259 3470 4263 90 943 2406 
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Table S3. Average coverage depth per marker per individual. 
Marker 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 AVERAGE 

nisc 1047 826 315 1644 919 2918 2595 357 611 2250 2652 2902 1898 103 2609 2246 2467 2950 1739 

opa 2581 1043 217 2349 1406 4158 4712 407 647 2944 1547 3925 2464 201 2368 3585 3336 3594 2305 

phf 785 1126 310 1328 1483 3492 2301 681 764 1838 1740 2914 1764 200 3372 2147 1898 2400 1697 

phl 3107 593 146 3152 834 3510 5112 356 729 3549 2666 6925 2217 45 1547 2159 2690 1860 2289 

pik 678 284 325 1298 460 2443 903 71 444 1411 996 1408 833 30 2213 928 1040 189 886 

pola 490 741 216 2200 923 3063 2808 310 619 2221 2772 2800 1896 127 2685 2649 1306 963 1599 

prdm 2060 220 135 1591 562 2492 3567 229 520 2389 4003 4404 3637 84 2074 3820 1263 1397 1914 

prk 1873 318 234 1929 548 5937 2622 384 636 2320 1969 2057 3299 34 3858 2628 4405 2692 2097 

rab33 2396 1372 369 1668 1182 2291 4339 248 291 2649 3339 6882 3751 150 2516 3701 2678 2831 2370 

rab3g 2313 527 283 6029 404 5252 7818 209 780 6312 3310 6724 4429 73 2247 5143 799 955 2978 

ralb 3242 669 454 1948 1276 2113 6542 295 531 3975 4967 7345 4503 154 2024 3833 1711 2187 2654 

rbm 845 270 88 1562 435 1586 2238 156 287 1658 1876 2020 1906 51 1379 2954 658 889 1159 

rfx 5004 1426 601 3380 1457 3994 7358 648 662 4653 4875 7071 5844 144 3282 5464 5152 4745 3653 

rgs 178 37 60 501 78 782 763 14 188 792 515 631 332 5 856 449 268 282 374 

rnp 1581 516 133 3242 1104 3332 5106 436 497 4916 4181 6398 3454 110 2967 4003 2501 2673 2619 

rock 91 62 13 267 94 362 382 37 57 434 318 406 195 9 301 300 219 208 209 

samd8 2095 1427 301 3039 1551 5250 8967 545 927 7589 5252 6416 4443 182 3116 5288 3295 4082 3543 

samdb 1102 1195 426 2050 1367 2783 2944 508 546 2181 2419 3626 2269 118 3101 2673 4249 4537 2116 

scap 1283 846 346 3022 1449 6800 5395 440 1018 4006 2909 5115 2916 83 3003 2926 2647 2318 2585 

scf1 10116 661 301 4848 195 2215 10274 76 386 3045 9052 6734 722 125 3374 8602 0 2 3374 

sec 805 280 105 814 357 1303 1211 150 376 1160 1398 1959 1623 47 1180 1523 1092 1113 916 

slc5 2955 1956 796 2825 2294 7909 7400 964 862 4476 4720 8447 4758 236 8575 3894 5518 13388 4554 

slc6a 3915 635 277 2394 566 1967 5889 328 478 3614 4696 8355 4870 125 2555 4816 514 2669 2704 

son 6596 408 683 1886 905 2442 9470 427 676 5750 6176 6857 11887 141 2757 5878 900 1768 3645 

srf 828 1820 859 3398 1534 7832 5076 639 941 3922 3242 5774 3867 200 6817 4842 1899 3192 3149 
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Table S3. Average coverage depth per marker per individual. 
Marker 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 AVERAGE 

stx 413 579 91 1097 1110 2691 2026 597 409 1462 1359 2132 1615 149 1630 1665 2295 1925 1291 

sync 2658 592 221 2483 926 2682 4672 376 603 3221 3804 4375 3905 139 1943 3744 1984 1947 2238 

tex 3361 529 221 2986 915 3315 5985 332 698 3683 3977 5980 5333 85 2396 4999 1642 3404 2769 

tob 772 368 243 694 349 1096 1006 115 262 1200 1661 3013 2156 119 3253 2541 1797 3188 1324 

trab 582 1263 822 1122 1444 2623 1989 688 672 1498 1226 1694 1397 259 2549 1592 2497 2233 1453 

trim 2747 839 360 2374 837 3127 4542 324 577 3001 3142 5883 3873 64 2536 3150 2253 2698 2352 

upf1 2891 609 153 2775 945 3478 5026 317 738 3306 2929 4461 4190 85 2788 4053 1111 2727 2366 

usp 1745 869 292 1522 1083 2315 3408 507 566 2156 1924 1793 2138 52 1290 2074 1544 1302 1477 

wiz 5580 800 222 5865 1241 4609 8843 468 1037 5049 6287 11038 8624 176 4400 7826 3006 3226 4350 

xpo 1761 619 272 2413 1978 4073 5710 547 650 3135 3882 5568 4218 109 3149 3306 3456 4104 2720 

yme 2001 1210 229 3334 1334 4680 7142 587 531 4882 4685 6762 4098 115 2629 4292 1665 5872 3114 

znf4 3742 1033 478 4194 1386 4800 6172 524 801 5097 3718 7456 4542 185 4291 4495 3638 4165 3373 

AVERAGE 2204 733 317 2288 967 3173 4413 382 592 3059 3182 4611 3779 117 2830 3528 2110 2503 2266 
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Table S4. Relative coverage per marker per individual expressed as a percentage of the total coverage (PTC) obtained for individual. 
Marker 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 AVERAGE 

abh 0.04 0.03 0.09 0.03 0.51 0.31 0.66 0.19 0.86 0.22 0.08 0.81 0.06 1.69 0.07 0.05 0.98 2.17 0.49 
abl 1.29 0.76 0.39 1.16 0.87 1.05 1.31 0.62 1.11 1.14 1.32 1.34 1.06 0.71 0.93 1.24 0.98 1.16 1.02 
ace 1.76 0.63 0.83 1.30 0.60 0.52 1.15 0.46 0.58 0.69 1.46 1.87 1.65 1.12 2.21 1.62 0.72 0.01 1.07 
adar 1.55 0.68 0.58 1.00 0.85 0.68 1.27 0.77 0.88 1.05 1.14 1.03 1.32 1.09 0.69 1.39 0.10 0.62 0.93 
agl 0.35 2.42 3.12 1.12 1.51 1.41 1.11 1.34 1.42 1.22 0.76 1.26 0.87 1.55 2.33 1.10 0.58 0.88 1.35 
appl 0.92 0.62 0.66 0.78 0.35 0.51 0.64 0.54 0.77 0.76 0.68 0.66 0.68 0.65 0.67 0.72 1.12 1.02 0.71 
arh 1.37 0.97 2.22 1.57 0.99 2.11 1.10 0.93 1.19 1.43 1.03 1.54 1.06 0.95 1.41 1.17 1.44 1.45 1.33 
atp 2.66 0.78 0.75 1.19 1.10 0.90 1.71 0.86 1.25 1.31 1.61 1.76 3.43 0.94 0.74 1.84 0.60 1.01 1.36 

cask 0.67 1.35 0.81 1.31 1.32 1.04 0.88 1.45 1.16 1.42 1.13 0.98 1.09 1.54 0.93 1.45 0.48 0.98 1.11 
cep 1.99 0.83 0.62 1.65 0.67 1.18 1.39 0.67 0.82 1.23 1.52 1.47 1.06 0.93 1.80 2.84 0.01 0.66 1.19 

cidec 1.50 1.11 0.99 1.33 1.21 1.75 1.42 1.31 1.60 1.31 1.58 1.44 1.47 1.74 1.46 1.50 2.19 0.00 1.39 
cldn 0.69 0.10 0.33 0.61 0.32 0.27 0.44 0.23 0.00 0.61 1.16 0.85 1.27 0.08 0.42 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.41 

cnppd 1.43 1.21 1.31 1.22 1.22 1.30 1.60 0.79 1.29 1.13 1.30 1.37 1.23 1.11 1.22 1.30 1.53 1.30 1.27 
col1a 0.26 1.91 0.85 0.69 1.92 1.05 0.57 1.93 1.26 0.63 0.59 0.47 0.52 2.41 0.76 0.62 2.23 1.79 1.14 
col3a 0.41 0.79 0.76 0.50 1.00 1.18 0.49 0.86 1.12 0.59 0.55 0.65 0.51 0.88 0.75 0.61 0.65 0.90 0.73 
col5a 0.36 0.48 0.85 0.66 0.52 0.84 0.38 0.44 0.92 0.68 0.61 0.78 0.51 0.85 0.85 0.64 0.39 0.33 0.62 

cri 0.62 1.29 1.84 0.46 1.03 0.78 0.57 1.05 1.02 0.58 0.67 0.58 0.55 1.59 0.82 0.52 1.51 1.42 0.94 
dcaf 1.53 1.42 1.21 1.42 1.43 0.90 1.20 2.29 2.13 1.55 0.97 1.02 0.98 1.80 0.85 1.04 2.66 1.64 1.45 
dcp 0.33 0.55 0.37 0.44 0.70 0.65 0.42 0.68 0.70 0.47 0.49 0.46 0.43 0.14 0.57 0.29 0.89 0.81 0.52 
dht 0.48 1.85 2.34 0.95 1.48 1.02 0.62 1.44 1.02 1.09 0.92 0.97 0.77 1.82 1.69 0.99 0.84 0.77 1.17 
dox 0.23 0.32 1.05 0.68 0.98 1.02 0.89 0.87 1.05 1.27 0.83 0.94 0.61 0.78 0.81 0.86 0.98 0.63 0.82 
dst 3.14 1.65 0.94 1.85 1.61 1.24 2.22 1.59 1.13 1.83 2.80 2.68 4.63 1.77 1.38 2.00 1.92 1.54 2.00 
ehd 0.26 1.12 1.28 1.17 1.82 1.47 0.62 1.35 2.03 0.86 0.68 0.62 0.67 1.47 1.39 0.88 2.63 2.98 1.29 
eif 0.43 2.14 0.89 0.88 2.73 1.85 0.64 3.57 1.42 0.64 0.61 0.66 0.59 3.28 1.44 0.71 2.15 2.15 1.49 

fam135 0.91 0.85 0.60 1.44 0.98 0.97 1.37 0.87 1.06 1.63 1.57 1.25 1.07 0.93 0.77 1.40 0.90 0.74 1.07 
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Table S4. Continued 
Marker 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 AVERAGE 
fam178 0.93 0.55 0.98 1.61 0.75 1.24 1.21 0.81 1.25 1.50 2.13 1.36 1.94 0.76 1.24 2.37 0.00 0.00 1.15 

fgfr 0.73 1.49 0.53 0.70 1.51 0.58 0.66 1.30 0.84 0.66 0.45 0.81 0.73 1.48 0.69 0.61 2.52 1.42 0.98 
gak 0.57 0.60 1.61 1.01 0.65 1.11 0.79 0.76 1.00 1.12 0.96 0.90 0.84 0.93 0.89 1.39 0.07 0.55 0.87 
gnp 0.11 0.69 0.63 0.24 0.65 0.62 0.30 0.59 0.82 0.59 0.50 0.33 0.39 0.72 0.69 0.47 0.31 0.34 0.50 
gpc 0.48 1.36 1.30 1.14 2.11 1.82 1.36 2.32 1.66 1.13 1.54 1.59 1.11 1.32 2.52 1.33 1.65 1.49 1.51 
gys 2.94 2.04 1.81 2.33 1.35 1.48 2.72 1.34 1.61 1.94 1.89 1.73 1.82 0.77 1.37 1.68 2.40 1.89 1.84 
ibtk 2.56 1.25 0.99 1.14 1.77 0.88 2.05 1.91 1.20 1.51 1.70 0.88 1.33 0.17 1.02 1.01 0.33 0.33 1.22 
igfb 2.48 1.95 2.02 1.19 1.27 0.84 1.90 1.33 0.96 1.41 2.10 1.75 3.83 1.80 1.77 1.40 1.51 0.90 1.69 

kdm2 0.72 2.33 2.80 1.48 1.76 1.76 0.98 1.67 1.97 1.37 1.14 1.40 1.00 1.98 2.46 1.40 1.94 1.34 1.64 
kdm3 1.04 0.67 1.49 0.82 0.67 1.04 1.01 0.79 0.82 0.94 1.26 0.97 0.95 0.76 0.98 1.01 0.68 0.49 0.91 
kiaa 0.62 1.38 1.23 1.06 1.22 1.32 0.87 1.34 1.25 0.93 0.39 0.35 0.39 0.18 0.49 0.38 0.94 1.72 0.89 

kiaa06 2.48 2.08 2.94 1.28 1.93 0.91 1.92 2.29 1.41 1.33 1.15 1.46 4.38 1.15 1.86 1.65 2.62 2.35 1.95 
kif5b 0.29 1.14 1.31 1.01 0.85 0.72 0.76 0.78 0.74 0.81 0.92 0.89 0.84 0.83 1.09 1.19 0.90 0.76 0.88 
kpnb 3.28 1.60 1.94 2.87 1.43 2.13 2.62 1.42 1.82 2.71 1.94 2.64 3.18 1.10 1.30 2.57 1.99 2.31 2.16 
lbr 0.77 1.07 0.80 0.61 0.89 0.78 0.63 0.82 0.71 0.90 0.62 0.68 0.55 0.55 0.72 0.65 0.67 0.58 0.72 
ldlr 2.80 0.52 0.79 2.17 0.55 1.06 2.19 0.64 1.16 1.99 2.26 1.32 2.34 0.47 0.99 1.81 0.93 0.60 1.37 
lgr 0.47 2.14 1.17 1.36 1.99 1.32 1.15 1.90 1.36 1.16 1.24 1.13 1.08 1.45 1.53 1.30 1.67 1.92 1.41 

lmbr 0.36 0.49 1.04 0.89 0.40 1.18 0.52 0.67 0.73 0.76 0.74 0.96 0.73 0.69 0.90 0.94 0.75 0.72 0.75 
m6pr 0.40 1.34 0.98 1.19 1.30 1.25 1.03 1.28 1.40 1.29 1.11 0.92 0.78 1.64 1.43 1.27 0.79 1.28 1.15 
man 1.08 1.30 0.90 0.93 1.43 1.16 0.95 1.07 1.23 0.86 1.20 1.02 1.05 1.45 1.34 1.02 1.44 1.62 1.17 
mkl 1.99 0.97 0.83 1.54 1.29 1.16 1.75 1.00 1.63 2.14 1.57 1.52 1.42 0.87 1.07 1.56 1.09 1.12 1.36 
mtm 1.70 1.33 2.63 1.42 1.25 1.90 1.53 1.60 1.72 1.41 1.57 1.68 1.41 1.70 2.36 1.84 2.45 2.13 1.76 
myo 0.46 0.19 0.27 0.24 0.00 0.01 0.37 0.01 0.12 0.01 0.41 0.22 0.18 0.20 0.54 0.41 0.39 0.35 0.24 

myo7 0.17 0.12 0.13 0.14 0.17 0.47 0.12 0.35 0.42 0.18 0.17 0.22 0.16 0.14 0.30 0.14 0.14 0.15 0.21 
ngef 0.41 0.75 1.20 1.39 1.19 1.75 1.09 1.83 1.62 1.78 1.57 1.38 1.16 2.56 1.41 1.39 0.05 0.43 1.28 
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Table S4. Continued 
Marker 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 AVERAGE 

nisc 0.55 1.29 1.14 0.83 1.09 1.06 0.68 1.08 1.19 0.85 0.96 0.72 0.58 1.02 1.06 0.73 1.34 1.35 0.97 
opa 1.35 1.64 0.79 1.18 1.67 1.51 1.23 1.23 1.26 1.11 0.56 0.98 0.75 1.98 0.96 1.17 1.82 1.65 1.27 
phf 0.41 1.77 1.12 0.67 1.76 1.27 0.60 2.05 1.48 0.69 0.63 0.73 0.54 1.97 1.37 0.70 1.03 1.10 1.10 
phl 1.62 0.93 0.53 1.58 0.99 1.27 1.33 1.07 1.42 1.33 0.96 1.73 0.67 0.44 0.63 0.70 1.47 0.85 1.09 
pik 0.35 0.45 1.18 0.65 0.55 0.88 0.24 0.21 0.86 0.53 0.36 0.35 0.25 0.29 0.90 0.30 0.57 0.09 0.50 
pola 0.26 1.16 0.78 1.11 1.10 1.11 0.73 0.93 1.20 0.83 1.00 0.70 0.58 1.25 1.09 0.86 0.71 0.44 0.88 
prdm 1.07 0.35 0.49 0.80 0.67 0.90 0.93 0.69 1.01 0.90 1.45 1.10 1.11 0.83 0.84 1.24 0.69 0.64 0.87 
prk 0.98 0.50 0.85 0.97 0.65 2.15 0.68 1.16 1.24 0.87 0.71 0.51 1.00 0.33 1.57 0.86 2.40 1.24 1.04 

rab33 1.25 2.15 1.34 0.84 1.40 0.83 1.13 0.75 0.57 1.00 1.21 1.72 1.14 1.48 1.02 1.21 1.46 1.30 1.21 
rab3g 1.21 0.83 1.03 3.03 0.48 1.90 2.04 0.63 1.51 2.37 1.20 1.68 1.35 0.72 0.91 1.68 0.44 0.44 1.30 
ralb 1.69 1.05 1.65 0.98 1.52 0.77 1.70 0.89 1.03 1.49 1.79 1.83 1.37 1.52 0.82 1.25 0.93 1.00 1.29 
rbm 0.44 0.42 0.32 0.78 0.52 0.57 0.58 0.47 0.56 0.62 0.68 0.50 0.58 0.51 0.56 0.96 0.36 0.41 0.55 
rfx 2.61 2.24 2.18 1.70 1.73 1.45 1.92 1.95 1.29 1.75 1.76 1.76 1.78 1.42 1.33 1.78 2.81 2.18 1.87 
rgs 0.09 0.06 0.22 0.25 0.09 0.28 0.20 0.04 0.37 0.30 0.19 0.16 0.10 0.05 0.35 0.15 0.15 0.13 0.18 
rnp 0.82 0.81 0.48 1.63 1.31 1.21 1.33 1.31 0.97 1.85 1.51 1.59 1.05 1.08 1.20 1.30 1.36 1.23 1.23 
rock 0.05 0.10 0.05 0.13 0.11 0.13 0.10 0.11 0.11 0.16 0.11 0.10 0.06 0.09 0.12 0.10 0.12 0.10 0.10 

samd8 1.09 2.24 1.09 1.53 1.84 1.90 2.34 1.64 1.80 2.85 1.90 1.60 1.35 1.79 1.27 1.72 1.80 1.87 1.76 
samdb 0.57 1.87 1.54 1.03 1.62 1.01 0.77 1.53 1.06 0.82 0.87 0.90 0.69 1.16 1.26 0.87 2.32 2.08 1.22 
scap 0.67 1.33 1.25 1.52 1.72 2.46 1.41 1.33 1.98 1.51 1.05 1.28 0.89 0.82 1.22 0.95 1.44 1.06 1.33 
scf1 5.27 1.04 1.09 2.44 0.23 0.80 2.68 0.23 0.75 1.14 3.27 1.68 0.22 1.23 1.37 2.80 0.00 0.00 1.46 
sec 0.42 0.44 0.38 0.41 0.42 0.47 0.32 0.45 0.73 0.44 0.50 0.49 0.49 0.46 0.48 0.50 0.60 0.51 0.47 
slc5 1.54 3.07 2.88 1.42 2.73 2.86 1.93 2.90 1.67 1.68 1.70 2.11 1.45 2.32 3.48 1.27 3.01 6.15 2.45 
slc6a 2.04 1.00 1.00 1.20 0.67 0.71 1.53 0.99 0.93 1.36 1.70 2.08 1.48 1.23 1.04 1.57 0.28 1.23 1.22 
son 3.44 0.64 2.47 0.95 1.08 0.88 2.47 1.29 1.31 2.16 2.23 1.71 3.62 1.39 1.12 1.91 0.49 0.81 1.66 
srf 0.43 2.85 3.11 1.71 1.82 2.84 1.32 1.92 1.83 1.47 1.17 1.44 1.18 1.97 2.77 1.58 1.03 1.47 1.77 
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Table S4. Continued 
Marker 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 AVERAGE 

stx 0.22 0.91 0.33 0.55 1.32 0.97 0.53 1.80 0.80 0.55 0.49 0.53 0.49 1.47 0.66 0.54 1.25 0.88 0.79 
sync 1.39 0.93 0.80 1.25 1.10 0.97 1.22 1.13 1.17 1.21 1.37 1.09 1.19 1.37 0.79 1.22 1.08 0.89 1.12 
tex 1.75 0.83 0.80 1.50 1.09 1.20 1.56 1.00 1.36 1.38 1.44 1.49 1.62 0.84 0.97 1.63 0.89 1.56 1.27 
tob 0.40 0.58 0.88 0.35 0.41 0.40 0.26 0.35 0.51 0.45 0.60 0.75 0.66 1.18 1.32 0.83 0.98 1.46 0.69 
trab 0.30 1.98 2.98 0.56 1.72 0.95 0.52 2.07 1.30 0.56 0.44 0.42 0.42 2.55 1.04 0.52 1.36 1.03 1.15 
trim 1.43 1.32 1.30 1.19 0.99 1.13 1.18 0.98 1.12 1.13 1.13 1.47 1.18 0.63 1.03 1.03 1.23 1.24 1.15 
upf1 1.51 0.96 0.56 1.39 1.12 1.26 1.31 0.95 1.43 1.24 1.06 1.11 1.27 0.84 1.13 1.32 0.61 1.25 1.13 
usp 0.91 1.36 1.06 0.76 1.29 0.84 0.89 1.53 1.10 0.81 0.69 0.45 0.65 0.52 0.52 0.68 0.84 0.60 0.86 
wiz 2.91 1.26 0.80 2.95 1.47 1.67 2.30 1.41 2.01 1.90 2.27 2.75 2.62 1.73 1.79 2.55 1.64 1.48 1.97 
xpo 0.92 0.97 0.99 1.21 2.35 1.48 1.49 1.65 1.26 1.18 1.40 1.39 1.28 1.08 1.28 1.08 1.88 1.88 1.38 
yme 1.04 1.90 0.83 1.67 1.58 1.70 1.86 1.77 1.03 1.83 1.69 1.69 1.25 1.13 1.07 1.40 0.91 2.70 1.50 
znf4 1.95 1.62 1.73 2.11 1.65 1.74 1.61 1.58 1.56 1.92 1.34 1.86 1.38 1.83 1.74 1.46 1.98 1.91 1.72 
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Table S5. Basic statistics of DNA polymorphism in Lissotriton montandoni and L. 
vulgaris. n - number of sequenced chromosomes; S - number of segregating sites; π - 
nucleotide diversity. * denotes markers consisting at least partially coding sequence; for 
such markers Pi was calculated for silent (synonymous and noncoding) sites only 

 L. vulgaris  L. montandoni 

Marker n S N 
haplotypes π  n S N 

haplotypes π 

abh 16 22 8 0.01210  20 17 5 0.01294 
adar 16 9 6 0.00492  20 1 2 0.00054 
agl 16 30 11 0.01637  20 14 7 0.00357 

appl 16 22 9 0.00880  20 23 9 0.01041 
arh* 16 12 4 0.00638  20 10 6 0.00287 
atp 16 18 9 0.01081  20 14 6 0.00667 
cep 12 30 10 0.01866  18 24 6 0.01458 

cidec 16 14 7 0.01094  20 33 12 0.01370 
cldn 14 36 7 0.02228  18 20 4 0.00856 

cnppd* 16 14 9 0.00680  20 13 5 0.00433 
col1a 16 11 5 0.00745  20 8 4 0.00250 
col3a 14 18 5 0.00939  20 16 9 0.00598 
col5a 16 26 10 0.01439  20 12 6 0.00567 

cri 16 7 5 0.00491  20 1 2 0.00096 
dcaf 16 29 8 0.01227  20 11 2 0.00222 
dcp 16 8 6 0.00357  20 7 3 0.00158 
dht 16 21 7 0.01069  20 10 5 0.00414 
dox 16 14 7 0.00749  20 29 12 0.01470 
dst 16 20 12 0.01219  20 2 2 0.00075 
ehd 16 22 9 0.01298  20 16 9 0.01304 
eif 16 9 7 0.00501  20 4 5 0.00229 

fam135 16 4 5 0.00120  20 3 3 0.00134 
fam178 12 19 5 0.01666  20 15 4 0.01193 

fgfr 16 50 10 0.03227  20 2 3 0.00059 
gak 16 18 4 0.01403  20 1 2 0.00020 
gnp 16 18 9 0.00864  20 10 7 0.00465 
gpc 16 19 6 0.01013  20 16 7 0.00957 
gys 16 28 5 0.01558  20 24 7 0.01605 
ibtk 16 19 7 0.01705  20 24 8 0.00966 
igfb 16 18 8 0.01273  20 4 5 0.00128 

kdm2 16 20 8 0.01184  20 20 7 0.01089 
kdm3 16 11 5 0.00515  20 4 3 0.00147 
kiaa 16 7 6 0.00363  20 3 4 0.00095 

kiaa06* 16 43 9 0.02086  20 6 5 0.00532 
kif5b 16 7 6 0.00339  20 12 4 0.00288 
lbr 16 16 7 0.00621  20 19 7 0.00993 
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Table S5. Continued 
 L. vulgaris  L. montandoni 

Marker n S N 
haplotyp π  n S N 

haplotyp π 

ldlr 16 23 12 0.01281  20 4 5 0.00229 
lgr 16 8 7 0.00408  20 1 2 0.00020 

lmbr 16 6 4 0.00424  20 13 4 0.00337 
m6pr 16 45 11 0.01876  20 17 12 0.00856 
man 16 13 7 0.00503  20 7 5 0.00356 
mkl 16 10 8 0.00416  20 23 9 0.01238 
mtm 16 11 5 0.00510  20 8 5 0.00197 
myo 16 16 12 0.00689  20 14 5 0.00604 

myo7 16 23 8 0.01181  16 18 5 0.01484 
ngef* 16 11 6 0.00633  20 12 9 0.00541 
nisc 16 16 6 0.00915  20 17 6 0.01356 
opa 16 29 10 0.01605  20 11 7 0.00494 
phf 16 8 9 0.00361  20 5 5 0.00259 
phl 16 20 8 0.00992  20 19 8 0.00876 

prdm 16 17 8 0.01110  20 7 5 0.00414 
prk 16 34 9 0.01788  20 36 9 0.01824 

rab33 16 27 7 0.02075  20 1 2 0.00096 
rab3g 16 23 10 0.01250  20 22 8 0.01703 
ralb 16 32 10 0.02114  20 17 4 0.01369 

rbm* 16 6 3 0.00282  20 2 3 0.00100 
rfx 16 3 3 0.00118  20 11 6 0.00634 
rgs 16 4 5 0.00223  20 9 5 0.00439 
rnp 16 20 6 0.01189  20 13 9 0.00874 
rock 16 5 5 0.00408  20 2 3 0.00076 
scf1 12 19 3 0.01306  20 7 5 0.00633 
sec 16 16 9 0.00864  20 4 3 0.00309 
slc5 16 38 10 0.02268  20 39 10 0.02251 
slc6a 16 36 6 0.01581  20 3 4 0.00119 
son 16 7 4 0.00374  20 8 4 0.00209 
srf 16 23 10 0.01601  20 16 6 0.00669 
stx 16 18 8 0.00987  20 9 7 0.00447 

sync 16 4 3 0.00100  20 2 3 0.00074 
tex 16 12 7 0.00463  20 4 5 0.00128 
tob 16 21 10 0.01067  20 3 4 0.00156 
trab 16 11 7 0.00531  20 15 11 0.01048 

trim* 16 8 7 0.00257  20 3 3 0.00208 
upf1 16 9 5 0.00423  20 1 2 0.00053 
wiz 16 12 7 0.00609  20 2 3 0.00128 
xpo 16 10 5 0.00649  20 9 5 0.00319 
yme 16 12 5 0.00546  20 15 9 0.00928 

znf4* 16 3 2 0.00140  20 1 2 0.00038 
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Supplementary figures 

 

Figure S1. The per base average coverage for individuals averaged across markers. Means 
+/- 1 standard deviation are presented.
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Abstract 

Genetic variation within species is commonly structured in a hierarchical manner which may 

result from superimposition of processes acting at different spatial and temporal scales. In 

organisms of limited dispersal ability, signatures of past subdivision are detectable for a long 

time. Studies of contemporary genetic structure in such taxa inform about the history of 

isolation, range changes and local admixture resulting from geographically restricted 

hybridization with related species. Here we use a set of 139 transcriptome-derived, unlinked 

nuclear single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) to assess the genetic structure of the 

Carpathian newt (Lissotriton montandoni, Lm) and introgression from its congener, the 

smooth newt (L. vulgaris, Lv). Two substantially differentiated groups of Lm populations 

likely originated from separate refugia, both located in the Eastern Carpathians. The 

colonization of the present range in north-western and south-western directions was 

accompanied by a modest loss of variation; admixture between the two groups has occurred in 

the middle of the Eastern Carpathians. Local, apparently recent introgression of Lv alleles into 

several Lm populations was detected, demonstrating increased power for admixture detection 

in comparison to a previous study based on a limited number of microsatellite markers. The 

level of introgression was higher in Lm populations classified as admixed than in syntopic 

populations. We discuss the possible causes and propose further tests to distinguish between 

alternatives. Several outlier loci were identified in tests of interspecific differentiation, 

suggesting genomic heterogeneity of gene flow between species.  
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Introduction 

Most species are genetically structured, and genetic structure is often observed at multiple 

spatial scales (Avise 2000; Slatkin 1987). Genetic structure is the result of a complex interplay 

of drift, gene flow, and natural selection acting on standing variation and new mutations 

(Charlesworth et al. 2003; Excoffier et al. 2009a; Manel & Holderegger 2013). The relative 

importance of these evolutionary forces is contingent on biological features of the organisms 

(Bohonak 1999), and has also been affected by large-scale historical events, such as the 

Pleistocene climatic oscillations (Avise 2000; Hewitt 2011). Identification of factors 

responsible for the observed spatial structuring of genetic diversity is a major goal of 

population genetics (Foll & Gaggiotti 2006). The quantification and understanding of genetic 

structure within species are of fundamental importance for inferential studies of population 

history, population ecology and biodiversity conservation (Frankham et al. 2010; Manel & 

Holderegger 2013; Rosenberg et al. 2002). Analyses of genetic structure are also essential for 

several aspects of the study of adaptation (Beaumont 2005; Charlesworth et al. 2003; Frean et 

al. 2013; Ingvarsson 2004; Narum & Hess 2011; Nielsen 2005; Storz 2005; Städler et al. 

2009; Wakeley 2001).  

Genetic variation within species is commonly structured in a hierarchical manner 

which may result from superimposition of processes acting at different spatial and temporal 

scales. For example the impact of major climatic oscillations is clearly visible in the patterns 

of genetic differentiation observed currently in temperate and boreal species (Avise 2000; 

Hickerson et al. 2010). This is believed to reflect mainly secondary contact and partial 

admixture of populations derived from separate refugia with a contribution of processes 

related to the expansion itself, such as allele surfing (Excoffier et al. 2009a; Hewitt 2011). 

Within these major geographic groups, populations are differentiated due to limited dispersal 

producing isolation by distance (Hutchison & Templeton 1999; Slatkin 1993).  

In species with limited dispersal capabilities, signatures of past subdivision are 

detectable for a long time (Avise 2000; Landguth et al. 2010). This may be due to a 

combination of limited dispersal per se and differential adaptation in refugia superimposed on 

contemporary ecological gradients (Stewart 2009). Admixture may also be delayed or 
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prevented by the accumulation of intrinsic incompatibilities between populations (Bierne et al. 

2011; Corbett-Detig et al. 2013) and poor dispersers appear to speciate on smaller geographic 

scales (Kisel & Timothy G. Barraclough 2010). Thus studying contemporary genetic structure 

in taxa characterized by limited dispersal is likely to provide ample information about 

historical and demographic events. Amphibians and in particular salamanders are ideal for 

such inferences (Smith & Green 2005; Vences & Wake 2007). Another advantage of such taxa 

is that they retain historical information about spatial variation of genetic exchange with 

related, incompletely reproductively isolated species ((Zieliński et al. 2013) and references 

therein).  

Detecting, quantifying and interpreting genetic structure requires appropriate tools. 

Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are powerful markers well suited for assessing 

genetic structure (Brumfield et al. 2003; Helyar et al. 2011). They are amendable to high 

throughput, cost-effective and reliable genotyping through array-based (Fan et al. 2006) and 

genotyping by sequencing (Davey et al. 2011) approaches. If SNP discovery and genotyping 

are performed separately, the researcher has control over the location and other characteristics 

of the SNPs selected for genotyping. For instance, if polymorphism data from transcriptome 

sequencing are available, SNPs located in known protein coding genes can be selected for 

genotyping, providing information about variation in functionally important regions.  On the 

other hand, a discover-then-genotype approach introduces ascertainment bias, which distorts 

the picture of variation obtained from a larger sample (Clark et al. 2005). However, initial 

discovery of SNPs in a smaller sample may be desirable for some applications, such as 

detection and quantification of population structure (Haasl & Payseur 2011; Paschou et al. 

2007). This is because the discovery process is biased towards more variable SNPs, thus 

increasing the per-marker information content, especially if SNP discovery is performed in a 

random or geographically diverse sample (Rosenblum & Novembre 2007). A distinct 

advantage of SNPs over microsatellites is that orders of magnitude more locations in the 

genome, can be easily interrogated. Thus SNPs offer a truly genome-wide perspective, 

essential if the biological processes of interest affect portions of the genome differentially 

(Nosil et al. 2009; Roux et al. 2013; Sousa & Hey 2013). 
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Here we investigate the genetic structure of populations of the Carpathian newt 

(Lissotriton montandoni, Lm), a species which has apparently survived the glacial period in 

the Carpathians (Babik et al. 2005), an important refugial area (Provan & Bennett 2008; 

Tzedakis et al. 2013). Two processes appear to have profoundly affected this species and 

shaped the genetic structure currently observed. The first includes climatic oscillations during 

the Pleistocene, likely responsible for the observed regional-scale genetic structuring. The 

second involves hybridization with and introgression from its widely distributed congener, the 

smooth newt (L. vulgaris, Lv). Previous studies (Babik et al. 2005; Babik et al. 2003; 

Nadachowska-Brzyska et al. 2012; Zieliński et al. 2013) demonstrated that Lm is genetically 

differentiated across its range in both mitochondrial and nuclear (microsatellites) genome. 

Patterns of genetic differentiation and species distribution modeling performed by Zieliński et 

al. (Zieliński et al. 2013) suggest several glacial refugia in the Carpathians. While multiple, 

spatially and temporally distinct introgression events from Lv resulted in complete mtDNA 

replacement in Lm, very little recent interspecific nuclear gene flow was suggested by 

microsatellite markers (Zieliński et al. 2013). However, interspecific gene flow in some parts 

of the nuclear genome has been extensive, as evidenced by data from the Major 

Histocompatibility Complex genes (Nadachowska-Brzyska et al. 2012).  

A set of transcriptome-derived SNPs and extensive sampling are used herein to address 

the following issues. First, we compare genetic structure inferred from the genome-wide 

sample of SNP markers with that estimated previously (Zieliński et al. 2013) from a much 

smaller number of microsatellites. Specifically we wanted to determine the number of genetic 

clusters (which may correspond to glacial refugia) supported by SNP markers, delineate their 

distribution and estimate the extent of admixture between them. To this end we use a 

comprehensive, uniform sampling, including previously undersampled Ukrainian Carpathians 

where admixture between genetic clusters was expected. Second, we test whether 

introgression from Lv is detectable in the nuclear genome of Lm with an increased number of 

markers, and if so, whether introgression varies geographically. Populations in which both 

species co-occur were also sampled across the range to estimate the admixture in syntopy. 

Third, we apply outlier analysis to test heterogeneity of gene flow within and between species 
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and identify genes departing from the genomic average; such genes may be involved in 

population or species-specific adaptations. 
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Material and Methods 

Sample collection 

Altogether we analyzed 473 individuals from 40 populations: 25 populations of Lm (298 

individuals), 7 syntopic populations in which both species co-occur (83 individuals) and 8 

populations of Lv (92 individuals) (Fig. 1; Table 1). Sampling sites were selected to cover the 

Lm range uniformly and to reflect Lv diversity in the surrounding areas. The average per 

population sample size, 12, might be considered low for some of the population genetic 

analyses, however we decided to rather maximize the number of markers as it was shown that 

this might be beneficial for robust landscape genetic inferences (Landguth et al. 2012). 

Throughout the text, we use terms population or locality interchangeably to refer to a 

particular breeding site consisting of one or more closely located water bodies. Adult newts 

were sampled by dip-netting during breeding season. Animals were released after tailtips were 

collected. Tissue samples were stored in 95% ethanol until DNA extraction. DNA was 

extracted using the Wizard Genomic DNA Purification Kit (Promega).  

 

Ethics statement 

Animal samples were collected under permits: DOPozgiz-4200/ II-78/3702/10/JRO provided 

by the Polish General Director for Environmental Protection, 03.04.12 No. 67 provided by the 

National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine and 3256/9.07.2010  provided by the Romanian 

Commission for Protection of Natural Monuments. Samples were collected with institutional 

animal ethics approval (number 101/2009), issued by the First Local Ethical Committee on 

Animal Testing at the Jagiellonian University in Krakow. Tissue samples were collected 

according to the requirements of these institutions: adult newts were captured by dip netting 

and tissue samples from tail tips were taken under anesthesia. Immediately after recovery from 

anesthesia, newts were released at the collection site. The sampling locations were not 

privately owned or protected in any way. 
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SNP discovery, assay development, and genotyping 

SNPs were identified in liver transcriptomes of six Lm individuals sampled to encompass the 

genetic diversity of the species (Fig. 1). Transcriptomes were sequenced using Illumina 

technology and de novo assembled with Trinity (Grabherr et al. 2011). Details of 

transcriptome sequencing and assembly will be provided elsewhere (Stuglik et al. in prep). We 

used a custom bioinformatic pipeline (Stuglik et al. 2014) to construct transcriptome-based 

gene models (TGM) from the Trinity output. Reads were mapped to this reference 

transcriptome with Bowtie2 (Langmead & Salzberg 2012) and SNPs were called with 

SAMTools 0.1.18. (Li et al. 2009). Next, we used blast searches against Xenopus tropicalis 

transcripts to identify TGM representing protein coding genes. To be included in the design of 

the genotyping assay, the SNP had to fulfill the following criteria: i) occur in a TGM which 

produced an unambiguous hit to a single Xenopus gene and to not exhibit high similarity to 

other TGMs in the newt reference transcriptome; this criterion was applied to minimize the 

incidence of false “SNPs” derived from paralogous regions; ii) have a minimum sequencing 

depth of 15 x and minimum genotype quality of 30 phred; iii) be located at least 60 but not 

more than 1000 bp from the exon boundary; the latter filter was used because last exons of 

many genes are long and consist mostly of 3’ untranslated regions (UTR) which are poorly 

conserved between species; thus the length of such exons in the newt could not be reliably 

determined and particularly long last “exons” may be artifacts of misassembly (Edgar et al. 

2011). Filtering was performed with a custom Python script. A total of 251 SNPs and their 

flanking sequences were scored with Illumina Assay Design Tool (ADT) and the Illumina 

VeraCode GoldenGate Assay was designed for 192 best scoring SNPs. GoldenGate provides 

codominant genotype data for polymorphic positions with two segregating variants (Fan et al. 

2006). Genotyping, primary visualization, quality assessment and filtering were performed 

with Illumina GenomeStudio Data Analysis Software. All loci with cluster separation score 

and gen train score lower than 0.2 and 0.7, respectively, were excluded from further analysis. 

We also excluded loci with minor allele frequency (MAF) < 1% and less than 90% genotyped 

individuals.  
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Population genetics analyses 

Allele frequencies for each locus, tests of Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium and tests of linkage 

disequilibrium (LD) were calculated in GENEPOP 4.1.2 (Rousset 2008); the type I error was 

controlled using the false discovery rate (FDR) approach implemented in QVALUE 1.0 

(Storey 2002; Storey & Tibshirani 2003). Expected heterozygosity (HE), was calculated in the 

R package adegenet (Jombart 2008). Allelic richness (AR) was calculated in FSTAT 2.9.3.2 

(Goudet 1995). We interpolated geographic gradients in HE and AR using inverse distance 

weighting (IDW) in ArcGIS v 10.0 (ESRI, Redlands, CA, USA). Pairwise FST values between 

populations and their significance were computed in Arlequin 3.5 (Excoffier & Lischer 2010). 

Multidimensional scaling (MDS) was used for visualization of the FST matrix. Principal 

component analysis (PCA) was performed in R using adegenet. The significance of 

correlations between genetic and geographical distances was calculated using the Mantel test 

implemented in IBDWS (Jensen et al. 2005). A population tree was constructed in 

POPTREE2 (Takezaki et al. 2010) from the pairwise FST (Latter 1972) matrix using the 

neighbor-joining method. The number of genetic clusters was determined and assignment of 

individuals to clusters was performed using the Bayesian approach implemented in 

STRUCTURE 2.3.3 (Falush et al. 2007; Hubisz et al. 2009; Pritchard et al. 2000). We ran 

Structure on two separate datasets: Lm, which included only morphologically pure Lm 

populations and Lm&Lv comprising Lm, Lv and syntopic populations. We ran 10 analyses for 

each K 1-15 for Lm and 10 replicate runs for each K 1-20 for Lm&Lv dataset. In each case, the 

admixture model was applied and the runs consisted of 250 000 MCMC burnin steps followed 

by 1 000 000 post-burnin iterations. We performed inferences under the model of correlated 

allele frequencies for Lm, whereas the uncorrelated model was used for Lm&Lv dataset, 

because Lm and Lv populations were expected to be more divergent on average. To determine 

the most likely number of genetic clusters supported by the data, we calculated ΔK, a measure 

of second order rate of change in the likelihood of data (Evanno et al. 2005), using the online 

software Structure Harvester (Earl & vonHoldt 2012). Analysis of molecular variance 

(AMOVA) in Arlequin was used to partition SNP variation into hierarchical levels. Two 

groupings of populations were used: i) suggested by Structure; ii) supported by the methods 
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based on genetic distances between populations. Significance levels for variance components 

were estimated using 10 000 permutations.  

To identify markers departing significantly from the genome-wide average of 

differentiation among populations a scan for FST outliers was performed. In order to minimize 

the number of false positives the outlier detection was performed under a hierarchical island 

model (Slatkin & Voelm 1991) in Arlequin. We performed separate scans for differentiation 

within Lm and for interspecific differentiation. In each case 50 000 coalescent simulations 

with 2 groups of 100 demes were performed to obtain the null distribution of F-statistics. We 

selected candidate loci based on FST or FCT values falling into the 1% upper and lower 

quantile as suggested by Excoffier et al. (Excoffier et al. 2009b). FCT allows for identification 

of outlier loci between the groups of populations whereas FST identifies outlier loci among 

populations after accounting for higher-level structure (Excoffier et al. 2009b). Genes 

containing outliers were annotated by similarity blastx search against the nr protein database. 
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Results 

Variation 

Genotyping was successful for 139 out of 192 markers (72%) and these were used for 

population genetic analyses (Table S1) (DRYAD entry: SNP data will be deposited in public 

database when accepted). The proportion of missing data among 473 genotyped individuals 

was very low (< 0.2% single-locus genotypes). All 139 markers were polymorphic in Lm and 

112 (81.6%) in Lv (Table S1). No significant deviations from Hardy–Weinberg expectations 

were detected at the FDR 0.05 which indicates that null alleles are very rare in our markers 

(Table S2). Tests for linkage disequilibrium across populations detected significant LD at the 

FDR 0.05 for 12 pairs of loci, however significant results were found only in three syntopic 

populations. Thus significant LD resulted not from physical linkage but from local admixture, 

and we consider all markers as segregating independently. 

The expected heterozygosity (HE) ranged from 0.05 (locality 33, Lv) to 0.29 (locality 

29, syntopic) with a mean of 0.19 (SD = 0.07). HE was significantly higher in Lm than Lv (U-

test, P = 2.9 x 10-5) most likely due to ascertainment bias, as only markers known to be 

polymorphic in Lm were assayed. Within Lm HE was lowest in population 6, isolated in the 

Ukrainian Podolian Upland and highest in population 20 located in the Romanian 

Transylvanian Plateau, and ranged from 0.19 to 0.27 respectively, with a mean of 0.23 (SD = 

0.01) (Fig. S1). Within Lv HE ranged from 0.05 in the northernmost locality 33 to 0.10 in 

locality 36 with a mean of 0.08 (SD = 0.01). HE in syntopic populations spanned a broad range 

from very low (0.06, locality 31) to the highest overall (0.29, locality 29), most likely 

depending on the frequency of both species in the population (Fig. S1b).  

 

Genetic structure and diversity in Lissotriton montandoni 

Genetic differentiation between Lm populations varied from negligible (FST  < 0.001 P = 0.39 

between 14 and 17 located in the northern part of the Romanian Carpathians), to strong (FST = 

0.408 P < 10-3 between populations 1 and 24 at the opposite limits of the species distribution) 

(Table S3). The MDS plot of pairwise FST revealed two major, genetically differentiated 

groups of populations with distinct geographic distributions in the northern and southern part 
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of the species range (Fig. 2a). Pairwise FST values within groups were similar (averages of 

0.100 and 0.098 in the northern and southern group, respectively), and overlapped only 

slightly with the distribution of pairwise FST between populations from different groups (mean 

0.271; randomization test P < 0.001; Fig. S2). Within the northern group two populations 

appeared distinct from the rest. Notably both are isolated from the continuous part of the 

species range (Fig. 1). The westernmost locality 1 in the Sudetes Mountains is separated from 

the main range by the Moravian Gate and locality 6 in the Ukrainian Podolian Upland by the 

Dniester river. The two groups of Lm populations are strongly supported also by the 

population tree (Fig. 3). 

The presence of two genetic clusters is also evident from individual-based analyses. In 

principal component analysis (PCA) PC1 (15.8% of variance explained) separated newts from 

northern and southern populations (Fig. 2b). The Evanno (Evanno et al. 2005) method also 

supported K = 2 as the most likely number of clusters in the Structure analysis (Fig. S3). 

Structure detected some admixture between the two clusters in the Ukrainian Carpathians and 

the northern part of the Romanian Carpathians. Admixture was strongest in population 10 

which was therefore excluded from the AMOVA analysis (Fig. 4). AMOVA attributed 19.5% 

of total variation to differentiation between clusters and 8.2% to differentiation between 

populations within clusters (Table 2). Whereas no alleles were private to any population, 8 and 

20 alleles were private for the northern and southern group, respectively. No significant 

differences between groups were detected in HE (U-test, P = 0.37), but allelic richness was 

higher in the southern group (1.62 vs, 1.57; U-test, P = 0.0042) (Fig. S4). As could have been 

expected from the significant among-population differentiation, there was a strong, highly 

significant isolation by distance observed both at the level of the entire species (Mantel test, r 

= 0.89, P < 0.001) and within genetic clusters (North: r = 0.78, P < 0.001; South: r = 0.78, P < 

0.001) (Fig. S5). 

 

Differentiation within Lissotriton vulgaris 

Genetic structure among Lv populations around the Carpathians is stronger and presumably 

deeper than that within Lm. A deep split between populations outside the Carpathian belt and 

those in the Carpathian Basin is visible in the population tree (Fig. 3), MDS (Fig. 5a) and PCA 
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plot (PC3, Fig. 5c). Structuring within the Carpathian Basin is also pronounced, as substantial 

genetic distance separates the single analysed population of L. vulgaris ampelensis (locality 

38) from two populations of the nominal subspecies L. vulgaris vulgaris (Fig. 3, 5a, 5c).  

 

Genetic differentiation and gene flow between species 

Strong differentiation between Lm and Lv was detected by the population-based analyses 

(Table S3, Fig. 3, 5a). AMOVA revealed that 43.5% variation was distributed between species 

and 13.3% between populations within species (Table 2). Three of seven syntopic populations 

occupied intermediate positions in the MDS plot (Fig. 5a). However, an overwhelming 

majority of newts in syntopic populations fell within the range of variation of either one or the 

other species; only a handful of substantially admixed individuals and possibly a single F1 

hybrid were detected (Fig. 5b, 6). K = 2 was strongly supported by Structure when the two 

species were analyzed together (Fig. 6, S6). Structure confirmed that in syntopic populations 

admixture is limited, genotypes of two parental species dominate and significantly admixed 

individuals are rare. Structure also provided an important insight which was not visible in 

PCA results: a clearly detectable (>3%) admixture of Lv genes in four Lm populations. Three 

of these were in the southern part of the Romanian Eastern Carpathians (localities 19, 20, 25) 

and one was the isolated locality 1 in the Sudetes Mountains; the average admixture in these 

populations was 8.5%. No admixture of Lm genes was detected in Lv populations. The 

comparison of the average proportion of  admixture on both genetic backgrounds in syntopic 

populations demonstrated that the mean admixture was very low, ca. 2% and that the 

proportion of admixture did not differ (U-test, P = 0.24) between Lv and Lm backgrounds. 

 

Detection of outliers 

The scan for outliers performed in Lm (locality 10 excluded, see above) revealed 14 FST 

outliers (10.0%) at the significance level of 0.01: 9 loci (9, 17, 25, 28, 34, 45, 57, 73, 137) 

showed an excess of differentiation among populations (candidates for local adaptations) and 

5 (4, 6, 22, 84, 93) loci were less differentiated than expected under neutrality (candidates for 

balancing selection) (Fig. 7a). Three FCT outliers (45,73,75) were identified as candidates for 
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diversifying selection between the northern and southern Lm groups and two (72, 89) as 

candidates for balancing selection (Fig. 7b). 

Screening for outlier loci between Lm and Lv was performed excluding syntopic 

populations (26-32). A total of nine (6.5%) FCT outlier loci were identified: eight (15, 72, 79, 

112, 116, 117, 128, 129) were more differentiated than expected under the neutral model and 

one (126) was less differentiated (Fig. 7c). Only one of the interspecific outliers was a 

nonsynonymous polymorphism. Locus 72 located within gene SRSF1, involved in splicing 

regulation,  was classified as a candidate for balancing selection between the northern and 

southern Lm groups and at the same time as a candidate for divergent selection between 

species.
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Discussion  

Isolation in glacial refugia and limited dispersal determine the genetic structure of Lm 

Two clearly differentiated genetic units were identified in Lm by SNP data: the northern group 

in the Western Carpathians and the western part of the Eastern Carpathians, and the southern 

group across the rest of the species range. Admixture between them occurs around the 

Romanian-Ukrainian border. Zieliński et al. (Zieliński et al. 2013) identified three units in 

microsatellite data: our southern group combines their eastern and southern units. Can the 

discrepancy between the two studies be reconciled? Below we argue that SNPs reflect the 

history and differentiation better than microsatellites and offer several explanations of the 

apparent discrepancy between the datasets. We consider the alternative explanation that SNP 

data fail to detect true differentiation unlikely on several grounds. First, an overwhelming 

majority of pairwise FST values calculated from SNPs were significant, demonstrating 

substantial power to detect differentiation. Second, remarkably strong isolation by distance is 

observed in Lm and the apparent break between the eastern and southern groups of Zieliński et 

al. (Zieliński et al. 2013) coincides with a gap in their sampling. This gap has been filled by 

the present study. Thus, isolation by distance and non-uniform sampling may have resulted in 

delineation of the apparently distinct unit (Frantz et al. 2009; François & Durand 2010). Third, 

the population tree based on SNPs shows a remarkable pattern consistent with colonization 

from two refugia, but it is difficult to explain under the assumption of expansion from three 

refugia. While in both groups relationships between some populations are poorly resolved, in 

each group several populations are related in a nested fashion, with progressively longer 

branches at the deeper nesting levels. Nesting involves populations distributed from the center 

to the periphery of the species range – to the west in the Western Carpathians and to the south-

west in the Romanian Carpathians. We hypothesize that the populations with poorly resolved 

relationships are those inhabiting the refugial areas and sharing most variation retained there. 

Populations related to each other in a nested fashion would be those which colonized the 

present range through serial events (Excoffier et al. 2009a; Li et al. 2008). Taking the 

evidence together, we propose that the location of the refugium for the northern group was in 

the Eastern Carpathians close to the Polish-Ukrainian border, and that the refugium for the 
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southern group was in the central part of the Eastern Carpathians in Romania. Species 

distribution models for the LGM reported by Zieliński et al. (Zieliński et al. 2013) are broadly 

consistent with the proposed location of refugia. The role of the Carpathians as a major 

refugium for European biota has recently been well documented (Provan & Bennett 2008; 

Ronikier 2011; Sommer & Nadachowski 2006; Tzedakis et al. 2013). Multiple species show 

genetic differentiation between the Western, Eastern and Southern Carpathians, pointing to the 

presence of several refugia (reviewed in (Ronikier 2011; Zieliński et al. 2013)). So far, a 

refugium in the western part of the Eastern Carpathians has to our knowledge not been 

proposed.  

Expansion from refugia is commonly accompanied by loss of variation (Excoffier et al. 

2009a; Hewitt 1999). Reduction of genetic variation along the postulated expansion routes is 

visible in our data, but the signal is not strong, and may be distorted locally by introgression 

from Lv (see below). Hence expansion was apparently not accompanied by severe bottlenecks 

and thus only a minor fraction of variation has been lost. The strongest reduction in genetic 

variation occurred in locality 6 in the Podolian Upland isolated from the main portion of the 

range. This population is a remnant of a geographically remote group of Lm populations 

(Bayger 1937) which has been hypothesized to be isolated from the main part of the range for 

several thousand years (Litvinchuk et al. 2003).  

Salamanders often exhibit low individual mobility and strong philopatry (Beebee 1996; 

Smith & Green 2005). Genetic differentiation between salamander populations appears to 

reflect these features although the geographic scale of subdivision differs among species (Cabe 

et al. 2007; Helfer et al. 2012), which may be related to habitat characteristics (Mullen et al. 

2010; Savage et al. 2010) and to life-history traits (Steele et al. 2009). In continuous habitats 

limited dispersal abilities are likely to generate isolation by distance patterns with a gradient of 

genetic differentiation among sites, on which larger-scale, hierarchical differentiation 

reflecting geographic or environmental barriers may be superimposed (Mullen et al. 2010; 

Unger et al. 2013). A comparison of our results with those of a study (Sotiropoulos et al. 

2013) on fine-scale genetic differentiation in L. vulgaris graecus suggests that a combination 

of isolation by distance, probably due to limited dispersal, and spatial clustering due to 
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historical fragmentation and/or landscape barriers occurs in Lissotriton newts at both micro- 

and macroscales. 

 

Local introgression of Lv alleles into the Lm nuclear genome is detectable with SNP markers 

A major finding of the present study is substantial introgression of Lv nuclear alleles into some 

Lm populations. This is contrary to the findings of Zieliński et al. (Zieliński et al. 2013) who 

detected very little recent nuclear introgression in either direction. One likely explanation for 

the difference between the studies is the number of markers employed (Vähä & Primmer 

2006). While we analyzed 139 unlinked SNPs, inference about introgression in the previous 

study was based on only 10 microsatellites. The observed discrepancy does not result from 

differences in sampling because three of four admixed populations were analysed in both 

studies. As SNP markers were discovered in a sample of Lm individuals, our study did not use 

diagnostic markers. This could be considered a weakness if viewed from the perspective of 

classical studies of hybrid zones which usually employed a limited number of diagnostic 

markers. However, because of the widespread genomic heterogeneity of interspecific gene 

flow (Flaxman et al. 2013; Nadeau et al. 2012; Nosil et al. 2009; Roux et al. 2013), such 

diagnostic markers may constitute a highly nonrandom sample of the genome, enriched in 

genomic regions strongly differentiated between species. In our opinion randomly selected 

polymorphisms are better suited for an unbiased assessment of introgression. We acknowledge 

that ideally both species should be included in the discovery panel; this would however limit 

the number of polymorphic loci useful for the assessment of genetic structure within Lm. The 

current study demonstrates two peculiar features of Lm x Lv hybridization. First, appreciable 

(> 3%) introgression was detectable only locally, in four of 25 sampled Lm localities. In these 

populations most individuals were introgressed and the average admixture of Lv genes was 

8.5%. Second, in the introgressed Lm populations, admixture was stronger than in seven 

syntopic localities, where it was barely detectable. Thus current syntopy, even if it leads to 

occasional hybridization, as shown by a single putative F1 hybrid, does not necessarily cause 

introgression. This is somewhat surprising because a study of a Lm/Lv hybrid zone at 

microscale detected strong assortative mating but also found that syntopy was almost 

universally accompanied by some admixture (Babik et al. 2003). As the four admixed Lm 
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populations testify, nuclear introgression of Lv alleles into Lm populations extends beyond 

syntopy, but does not permeate into the core of the Lm range.  

Local differences in the extent of introgression may be explained by several 

mechanisms. The introgressed populations may be simply located at the tails of local hybrid 

zones, and would thus be sampled entirely by chance. However other potential explanations 

deserve consideration. Local ecological conditions may either favor introgression or delay 

removal of introgressed alleles by selection (Nolte et al. 2009). Differences in abundance of 

species in a breeding locality may force the rarer species to hybridize due to scarcity of 

conspecific mates, but we have not observed this effect in syntopic populations. If species are 

genetically structured, as in our case, introgression may be easier between some genetic 

groups if their genomes harbor fewer incompatible alleles and thus intrinsic selection against 

hybrids is weaker or ecological/sexual adaptations are similar (Bierne et al. 2011; Corbett-

Detig et al. 2013). Lv is strongly differentiated genetically (Babik et al. 2005; Nadachowska & 

Babik 2009; Rafiński et al. 2001) and various Lv groups come into contact with Lm 

populations in the Carpathian Basin, and outside the Carpathian belt. If introgression is 

neutral, the observed pattern may result from expansion-related phenomena (Excoffier et al. 

2009a). Under the scenario modeled by Currat et al. (Currat et al. 2008), when one species 

invades the range of another, neutral introgression occurs almost exclusively from the resident 

to the invading species. Thus, local expansion of Lm would bring Lv genes onto its genetic 

background. A comparison of the two isolated Lm populations may be instructive in this 

respect. Population 1 at the western margin of the species range, probably the result of 

postglacial or more recent expansion, has recently introgressed Lv mtDNA and shows clear 

evidence of nuclear introgression. Another isolated population (6), close to the postulated 

refugial area of the northern Lm group and possibly surviving in situ for a long time, shows no 

trace of nuclear introgression. Scenarios related to the Currat et al. (Currat et al. 2008) model 

were favored as the explanation of mtDNA introgression and replacement in Lm by Zieliński 

et al. (Zieliński et al. 2013).  

In addition to laboratory experiments which are difficult to perform in this system due 

to logistic reasons, two other kinds of analyses would be informative with respect to the causes 

of the apparent differentiation in the extent of introgression. Examination of several transects 
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through hybrid zones in the context of local environmental conditions and relative species 

abundance could be informative as demonstrated in multiple systems (Aboim et al. 2010; 

Dowling et al. 1997; Nolte et al. 2009; Teeter et al. 2010). Another important way forward 

would be to use multilocus sequence data (Zieliński et al. 2014) to construct and test 

multipopulation models of gene flow between Lm and Lv. Models distinguishing two groups 

within Lv, inside and outside of the Carpathian basin, as well as two groups within Lm can be 

evaluated and hypotheses regarding the timing and extent of gene flow may be tested within 

an Approximate Bayesian Computations framework (Beaumont 2010; Nadachowska-Brzyska 

et al. 2013). This approach would provide a longer-scale perspective on gene flow between 

species and its spatial and temporal variation. 

 

Genomic heterogeneity of gene flow within and between species 

Outlier loci were detected both within Lm and between Lm and Lv. Such candidate loci may 

signal various forms of selection acting on the markers themselves or at linked sites (Bierne et 

al. 2011; Nosil et al. 2009). Alternatively their apparent outlier status may result from 

violation of the model assumptions, to which the available methods are very sensitive (Narum 

& Hess 2011). We do not attempt a formal functional analysis of the identified outliers but 

rather emphasize that the outliers detected in the Lm-Lv comparison indicate heterogeneity of 

interspecific gene flow in nuclear protein coding genes. Dramatic discordance in the 

propensity for interspecific gene flow occurs between the mitochondrial and nuclear genome 

((Zieliński et al. 2013); this study). Within the nuclear genome the genes of MHC class II 

introgress easily between the two species (Nadachowska-Brzyska et al. 2012). The present 

study suggests that heterogeneity of gene flow is widespread in the nuclear genome. Some 

genomic regions, typically linked to genes involved in intergenomic incompatibilities or 

underlying species-specific adaptations, i.e. genes which may cause reduced hybrid fitness, 

acquire reproductive isolation earlier than other regions (Nosil & Feder 2012; Nosil et al. 

2009; Wu & Ting 2004). The size of such regions and mechanisms responsible for 

maintenance of genomic differentiation have been a subject of ongoing controversy and 

intense recent research (Flaxman et al. 2013; Lawniczak et al. 2010; Noor & Bennett 2009; 

Nosil & Feder 2012; Via 2012). It is expected that the shape of the heterogeneity in gene flow 
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will evolve over time and a comparison of the extent of heterogeneity at various stages of 

divergence is of great interest for the understanding of the buildup of genomic divergence as 

differentiation progresses (Nadeau et al. 2012; Roux et al. 2013). Transcriptome data, such as 

those used here for the development of SNP markers, are being applied to study genomic 

heterogeneity of gene flow in the Lm/Lv system (Stuglik et al. in prep.). 
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Conclusions 

Using a panel of transcriptome-derived SNP markers, our study has demonstrated  that 

isolation in glacial refugia and limited dispersal have been the main factors determining the 

genetic structure of Lm. Two substantially differentiated groups of Lm populations likely 

originated from separate refugia, both located in the Eastern Carpathians. The colonization of 

the present range in north-western and south-western directions was accompanied by a modest 

loss of variation. Local introgression of Lv alleles into several Lm populations was detected. 

Introgression was higher in Lm populations classified as admixed than in syntopic populations. 

We discuss the possible causes of this discrepancy and propose further tests to distinguish 

between alternatives. Several outliers were identified in tests of interspecific differentiation, 

suggesting genomic heterogeneity of gene flow between species. The shape of genomic 

heterogeneity at various stages of species divergence is of major interest for the understanding 

of the buildup of differentiation across the genome and Lm/Lv is a promising study system in 

this respect.  
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Tables 

Table 1. Sampling. 

Number Locality Country N individuals Species 
Longitude 

E 
Latitude 

N 
1 Jeseniki CZ 12 Lm 17.31 50.07 
2 Sihelne SK 12 Lm 19.39 49.51 
3 Łopuszna PL 14 Lm 20.14 49.51 
4 Krempna PL 12 Lm 21.48 49.47 
5 Smerek PL 12 Lm 22.44 49.16 
6 Rakovets UA 12 Lm 24.04 49.63 
7 Pereprostynya UA 12 Lm 23.36 49.21 
8 Zbyny UA 12 Lm 22.95 48.80 
9 Vyshkivsky Pass UA 12 Lm 23.63 48.70 

10 Mykulychyn UA 12 Lm 24.59 48.38 
11 Dzembronia UA 9 Lm 24.62 48.07 
12 Suceviţa RO 12 Lm 25.68 47.75 
13 Pasul Gutâi RO 12 Lm 23.78 47.70 
14 Pasul Pascanu RO 12 Lm 25.52 47.57 
15 Romuli RO 12 Lm 24.39 47.51 
16 Lunca Leşului RO 12 Lm 24.86 47.30 
17 Holda RO 12 Lm 25.67 47.27 
18 Cuejdiu RO 12 Lm 26.27 47.00 
19 Lacu Roşu RO 12 Lm 25.77 46.78 
20 Brădeţelu RO 12 Lm 25.13 46.76 
21 Bolătău RO 12 Lm 26.38 46.64 
22 Pasul Musat 1 RO 12 Lm 26.40 45.96 
23 Săcele RO 12 Lm 25.82 45.55 
24 Predeal RO 11 Lm 25.56 45.49 
25 Voina RO 12 Lm 25.05 45.44 
26 Kuźmina PL 11 Lm&Lv 22.43 49.62 
27 Bronytsya 1 UA 12 Lm&Lv 23.41 49.43 
28 Lyucha UA 12 Lm&Lv 24.91 48.38 
29 Lypcha UA 12 Lm&Lv 23.38 48.28 
30 Valea Uzului RO 12 Lm&Lv 26.30 46.34 
31 Penteleu RO 12 Lm&Lv 26.35 45.61 
32 Lereşti RO 12 Lm&Lv 25.06 45.37 
33 Pokrzywna PL 11 Lvv 17.45 50.29 
34 Jasło PL 12 Lvv 21.49 49.74 
35 Lipníky SK 13 Lvv 21.42 49.07 
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Table 1. Continued 

36 Rosilna UA 8 Lvv 24.34 48.80 
37 Dertsen UA 12 Lva 22.65 48.35 
38 Strâmba RO 12 Lvv 24.65 47.25 
39 Tazlău RO 12 Lvv 26.47 46.73 
40 Pasul Musat 2 RO 12 Lvv 26.40 45.97 

Country abbreviations: CZ – Czech Republic, PL – Poland, RO – Romania, SK – Slovakia, 
UA – Ukraine. Species and subspecies abbreviations: Lm – Lissotriton montandoni, Lva – L. 
vulgaris ampelensis, Lvv – L. v. vulgaris, Lm&Lv – syntopic populations. 
 

 

Table 2. Results of the Analysis of Molecular variance (AMOVA).  

Source of variation d.f. 
Sum of  
squares 

Percentage  of variation 
explained p 

Two groups within L. montandoni     
Among groups 1 1260.054 19.52 < 0.0001 
Among populations within groups 22 1330.68 8.16 < 0.0001 
Within populations 548 8988.36 72.32 < 0.0001 
Two species     
Among groups 1 4019.136 43.47 < 0.0001 
Among populations within groups 31 3545.323 13.31 < 0.0001 
Within populations 747 10316.708 43.22 < 0.0001 

AMOVAs were performed for: i) two groups within L. montandoni; ii) two species (excluding 
syntopic populations). 
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Figures 

 

 
Fig. 1. The distribution of sampling localities (details in Table 1). Red triangles — Lissotriton 
montandoni (Lm); green circles— L. vulgaris (Lv); two symbols superimposed — syntopic 
locality where both species co-occur; T – localities from which six Lm individuals were 
sampled for liver transcriptomes. The distribution of Lm (Zavadil et al. 2003 and own 
unpublished data) is hatched. Areas above 500 m a.s.l. are shaded. 
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Fig. 2. Genetic differentiation within L. montandoni. (a) Non-metric two-dimensional scaling 
of the pairwise FST matrix; orange – populations from the northern group; blue – populations 
from the southern group; (b) Principal Component Analysis (PCA) performed on individual 
genotypes; in parentheses percentage of variance explained by principal components; orange – 
individuals from the northern group; blue – individuals from the southern group.  
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Fig. 3. Relationships among populations. A neighbor-joining tree was constructed from the 
matrix of pairwise FST; syntopic populations were excluded. Robustness of relationships was 
tested with 1000 bootstrap replicates. Red – L. montandoni: orange – northern, blue – southern 
group; green – L. vulgaris: yellow – populations in the Carpathian Basin, violet – populations 
outside the Carpathian Basin. 
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Fig. 4. Genetic structure of L. montandoni inferred by Structure for K = 2 groups. For each 
population pie charts show the fraction of the genes from the northern (orange) and southern 
(blue) groups. 
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Fig. 5. Genetic differentiation between L. montandoni (Lm) and L. vulgaris (Lv). (a) Non-
metric two-dimensional scaling of the matrix of pairwise FST between populations; red 
triangles – Lm; green circles – Lv; grey diamonds – syntopic populations; (b) and (c) Principal 
Component Analysis (PCA) performed on individual genotypes; in parentheses percentage of 
variance explained by principal components; red triangles – Lm; green circles – Lv; grey 
diamonds – individuals from syntopic populations.  
 
 

 
Fig. 6. Genetic differentiation and admixture between L. montandoni and L. vulgaris inferred 
by Structure for K = 2 groups. For each population pie charts show the fraction of L. 
montandoni (red) and L. vulgaris (green) genes. 
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Fig. 7. Detection of outlier loci from genome scans. (a) FST outliers in L. montandoni, (b) FCT 
outliers in L. montandoni, (c) FCT outliers in interspecific analysis – markers at the extremes of 
interspecific differentiation. 
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Fig. 7. Detection of outlier loci from genome scans. (a) FST outliers in L. montandoni, (b) FCT 
outliers in L. montandoni, (c) FCT outliers in interspecific analysis – markers at the extremes of 
interspecific differentiation. 
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Fig. 7. Detection of outlier loci from genome scans. (a) FST outliers in L. montandoni, (b) FCT 
outliers in L. montandoni, (c) FCT outliers in interspecific analysis – markers at the extremes of 
interspecific differentiation. 
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Supplementary tables 

Table S1. Characteristics of the single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) used in the present 
study. 

SNP 
index 

Reference 
contig 

Position on 
reference contig  

SNP 
variants 

Illumina ADT 
Final Score 

polymorphic 
in L. vulgaris? 

1 8436 3287 T/G 0.937 - 
2 11584 1811 A/T 0.616 + 
3 47644 477 A/T 0.798 + 
4 259 2913 A/G 0.653 + 
5 21613 1351 A/G 0.685 + 
6 1110 2095 T/C 0.943 + 
7 26627 1752 A/T 0.952 + 
8 127835 7376 T/C 0.768 + 
9 101533 2419 A/G 0.638 + 

10 96207 2380 T/C 0.982 + 
11 34923 2021 C/G 0.956 + 
12 89867 2873 T/G 0.809 + 
13 72247 1328 T/C 0.837 + 
14 8498 2112 A/G 0.659 + 
15 26726 561 T/C 0.832 + 
16 12463 1049 A/C 0.905 - 
17 1441 857 T/G 0.738 + 
18 81642 981 A/T 0.842 + 
19 16947 766 T/C 0.969 + 
20 196906 827 T/G 0.984 + 
21 9563 906 T/C 0.861 + 
22 174153 6275 A/G 0.65 + 
23 55000 1149 T/C 0.827 + 
24 24224 92 A/G 0.985 + 
25 170 1441 C/G 0.634 + 
26 24839 2847 T/C 0.907 + 
27 11996 1280 T/C 0.984 + 
28 569 2949 T/C 0.971 - 
29 133327 552 T/G 0.933 + 
30 22911 8879 T/C 0.857 + 
31 7343 2080 A/T 0.884 + 
32 1524 1440 T/G 0.702 + 
33 13652 655 A/G 0.918 + 
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Table S1. Continued 
SNP 
index 

Reference 
contig 

Position on 
reference contig  

SNP 
variants 

Illumina ADT 
Final Score 

polymorphic 
in L. vulgaris? 

34 31568 3520 A/G 0.821 + 
35 10174 1543 T/C 0.925 + 
36 27828 1902 A/C 0.962 + 
37 8568 1540 T/C 0.746 - 
38 3269 2659 T/C 0.93 + 
39 148377 1624 A/T 0.976 + 
40 54437 2198 A/C 0.786 + 
41 120406 1620 T/C 0.947 + 
42 68771 5594 A/G 0.867 + 
43 217886 2101 A/G 0.894 + 
44 20089 451 T/C 0.97 + 
45 7782 968 T/C 0.989 - 
46 16119 2993 A/G 0.719 + 
47 95643 3464 A/G 0.943 - 
48 85968 348 A/G 0.963 + 
49 9024 1037 A/C 0.873 + 
50 4745 3199 T/G 0.811 + 
51 148100 1142 T/C 0.977 + 
52 14250 1738 A/T 0.873 + 
53 7563 7497 A/T 0.931 - 
54 81168 1929 C/G 0.642 + 
55 10144 363 T/G 0.964 + 
56 2923 1708 A/G 0.727 + 
57 19893 3448 A/G 0.787 - 
58 11468 1155 C/G 0.73 - 
59 48012 5432 A/C 0.65 + 
60 44376 1307 T/C 0.737 + 
61 16554 2284 T/C 0.952 + 
62 90407 783 A/T 0.926 + 
63 199717 474 A/G 0.973 + 
64 17043 8206 T/C 0.898 + 
65 16813 5146 C/G 0.792 + 
66 11263 436 A/C 0.962 + 
67 1133 1064 C/G 0.645 - 
68 95051 1307 A/G 0.733 + 
69 144083 5144 A/C 0.879 + 
70 23759 2816 A/G 0.813 + 
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Table S1. Continued 
SNP 
index 

Reference 
contig 

Position on 
reference contig  

SNP 
variants 

Illumina ADT 
Final Score 

polymorphic 
in L. vulgaris? 

71 27789 2096 A/G 0.945 - 
72 16798 1619 A/T 0.917 + 
73 48415 2399 T/C 0.819 + 
74 6762 746 T/C 0.772 + 
75 16711 3157 T/C 0.895 + 
76 184887 4427 T/C 0.872 + 
77 12167 2201 T/C 0.821 + 
78 149100 6535 T/G 0.844 - 
79 6192 8535 A/T 0.841 + 
80 16477 547 A/T 0.997 + 
81 17045 4616 A/T 0.748 + 
82 15178 2647 A/C 0.95 + 
83 18737 3633 T/G 0.607 + 
84 22226 3725 T/C 0.882 + 
85 5440 7780 T/C 0.945 + 
86 1739 1262 A/G 0.647 + 
87 105480 1137 A/C 0.971 + 
88 14575 3763 A/G 0.898 + 
89 11032 851 A/T 0.961 + 
90 14109 950 A/G 0.7 + 
91 7722 2622 T/G 0.999 + 
92 24948 1595 A/G 0.902 + 
93 16325 725 T/C 0.696 + 
94 2318 5866 A/G 0.627 + 
95 72095 1703 T/G 0.877 + 
96 189489 11918 A/G 0.954 + 
97 6127 4883 T/G 0.979 - 
98 118931 3416 A/T 0.986 + 
99 120574 593 T/C 0.781 + 

100 6169 2480 T/C 0.737 + 
101 53215 2017 A/C 0.985 + 
102 8562 2556 A/G 0.802 + 
103 199568 1166 A/G 0.861 - 
104 8128 2187 T/C 0.866 - 
105 72216 1838 A/T 0.968 - 
106 173772 3017 T/C 0.675 + 
107 13219 2148 T/C 0.971 + 
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Table S1. Continued 
SNP 
index 

Reference 
contig 

Position on 
reference contig  

SNP 
variants 

Illumina ADT 
Final Score 

polymorphic 
in L. vulgaris? 

108 2913 931 T/C 0.723 + 
109 15918 3406 A/C 0.77 + 
110 5395 1022 T/G 0.886 - 
111 152410 4918 T/C 0.616 - 
112 16340 1674 T/C 0.966 + 
113 9910 2666 A/T 0.955 - 
114 214634 376 A/T 0.622 + 
115 28137 7430 A/C 0.926 + 
116 6955 713 A/T 0.954 + 
117 14334 2702 T/G 0.927 + 
118 173874 2632 T/C 0.855 - 
119 81114 702 T/C 0.908 + 
120 305 2458 C/G 0.993 + 
121 1376 1202 A/T 0.819 - 
122 159781 2137 T/C 0.935 + 
123 7662 3111 A/C 0.771 + 
124 23955 362 A/C 0.926 - 
125 4495 830 T/C 0.943 - 
126 84608 2124 T/G 0.892 + 
127 1921 546 A/C 0.914 - 
128 25984 1435 T/C 0.616 + 
129 146258 965 A/G 0.982 + 
130 13081 1681 A/G 0.946 - 
131 8641 1290 A/C 0.977 + 
132 13136 4114 T/C 0.939 + 
133 73037 811 T/G 0.985 + 
134 72217 4004 T/C 0.9 - 
135 61483 1601 T/C 0.961 + 
136 3594 7875 A/G 0.898 - 
137 2183 3039 T/C 0.8 + 
138 86521 2542 A/G 0.897 + 
139 211091 3298 T/C 0.885 + 
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Table S2. Results of the tests of the Hardy-Weinberg proportions for all loci in all populations. Uncorrected P values are given; 

“-“ indicates that test was not performed due to insufficient polymorphism. 
Locus 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

1 - - - - - - - - - - - 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .03 1.00 .52 1.00 1.00 .56 .29 .22 .58 1.00 - - - - .52 - - - - - - - - - -
2 .22 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1.00 - - 1.00 .40 1.00 - 1.00 1.00 .01 .03 1.00 .00 .10 - 1.00 - - - 1.00 - - - -
3 1.00 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1.00 1.00 .52 .29 1.00 - 1.00 - 1.00 .00 .01 - .00 .03 - .13 1.00 - - - - - - -
4 1.00 1.00 1.00 .59 1.00 1.00 1.00 .53 1.00 .04 1.00 .59 .40 .53 1.00 1.00 .53 1.00 1.00 .53 1.00 1.00 .09 - - .25 .13 - .00 .29 - .13 - - - 1.00 - - 1.00 -
5 1.00 1.00 .14 1.00 1.00 1.00 .19 .09 .40 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1.00 - - .22 1.00 - .00 .00 .40 .59 - 1.00 - .49 1.00 - .19 -
6 .59 .55 .57 .59 1.00 .53 1.00 .09 1.00 - - 1.00 1.00 .22 1.00 .49 .09 1.00 1.00 .52 1.00 .29 1.00 .26 .49 .11 .04 - - .40 - - - - - - - - - -
7 1.00 - - - - 1.00 - - - 1.00 .46 1.00 1.00 1.00 .19 1.00 .25 1.00 1.00 .19 .40 1.00 1.00 .44 1.00 .01 .01 - .00 1.00 - 1.00 - - - 1.00 - - - -
8 1.00 1.00 1.00 .29 1.00 - .55 1.00 1.00 .40 1.00 .59 1.00 .53 1.00 1.00 1.00 .53 .40 - 1.00 .25 .22 1.00 1.00 .28 - - 1.00 .40 - - - - - - - .04 - -
9 - - - - - - - - - 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .49 - 1.00 .19 .28 .19 .22 .25 1.00 1.00 - - - - - - .03 - 1.00 - - - - - - - -
10 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1.00 - - - - - - - - .40 - - - - - - - - .52 - 1.00
11 1.00 1.00 .35 1.00 1.00 - 1.00 .29 1.00 1.00 1.00 .04 1.00 .59 .25 1.00 1.00 1.00 .55 1.00 .22 1.00 1.00 - .25 1.00 - 1.00 .25 1.00 - .13 - - - - - 1.00 - -
12 .49 .25 .21 .49 .29 1.00 .22 .29 1.00 1.00 1.00 .29 1.00 1.00 .59 .10 1.00 .40 .59 .59 .06 .19 .55 .23 - .21 - 1.00 .19 1.00 - .13 - - - - - .40 - -
13 - - - - - - 1.00 - - - - .59 1.00 .59 1.00 .59 .21 1.00 .01 .59 1.00 1.00 .21 .54 .40 - - - 1.00 .25 - - - - .52 - 1.00 .52 - 1.00
14 - - - .04 - - 1.00 1.00 1.00 - - - - 1.00 - - - - - - - - - - 1.00 1.00 1.00 .49 1.00 1.00 1.00 .29 - 1.00 1.00 .20 1.00 1.00 .28 1.00
15 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .09 .00 .01 1.00 .00 .10 - .25 - - - - - - - -
16 - - - - - .06 1.00 - 1.00 - 1.00 1.00 - - - 1.00 - - .04 .25 - - - 1.00 1.00 - 1.00 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
17 1.00 1.00 1.00 .49 .49 - - 1.00 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1.00 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
18 .01 - 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .28 1.00 1.00 .52 .53 1.00 .53 .53 1.00 - - 1.00 - - - - - .28 .01 1.00 1.00 - - - - - - - - - - -
19 1.00 - - - - - - - - - - - - 1.00 1.00 - - - 1.00 1.00 - 1.00 1.00 - 1.00 .28 1.00 1.00 .21 .10 - .59 1.00 .10 .21 .49 .49 - - -
20 .56 .22 .17 .22 1.00 1.00 1.00 .09 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .49 1.00 1.00 .25 .40 .40 1.00 1.00 - 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .28 1.00 1.00 .52 .40 - 1.00 - - - 1.00 .49 1.00
21 - - - - - - 1.00 - - - - 1.00 - 1.00 - 1.00 - 1.00 1.00 .52 .13 1.00 .55 1.00 - .01 .01 .28 .00 1.00 - .04 - - - - - 1.00 1.00 -
22 - 1.00 - - - - - 1.00 1.00 1.00 - - - - - 1.00 - - - 1.00 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
23 - 1.00 .57 1.00 1.00 .19 .40 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .18 1.00 - .04 1.00 .29 1.00 1.00 1.00 - - - - .55 .59 .29 .53 .29 1.00 1.00 .26 1.00 - .07 1.00 .01 1.00 .25
24 1.00 - 1.00 - - - - 1.00 1.00 1.00 .49 1.00 .59 .55 1.00 1.00 .59 1.00 .59 .09 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .56 .21 .40 1.00 1.00 1.00 - 1.00 - 1.00 1.00 - 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
25 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1.00 - - .13 .22 1.00 - - - - - - .13 - - - - - - - 1.00
26 - - - - - - 1.00 - - 1.00 .17 .09 1.00 .22 .29 1.00 1.00 1.00 .19 1.00 1.00 .55 .29 1.00 1.00 - - - 1.00 - - - - - - - - - - -
27 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1.00 .25 1.00 .13 1.00 .13 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 - - 1.00 - 1.00 .04 - .53 .29 - -
28 - - - - - - 1.00 - .13 1.00 1.00 .59 1.00 1.00 .55 1.00 .26 1.00 1.00 .40 1.00 - - 1.00 - - - - 1.00 .10 - .13 - - - - - - - -
29 1.00 - - - - - .40 - - 1.00 - 1.00 - - 1.00 .40 1.00 - - 1.00 1.00 .40 .19 1.00 .25 1.00 - - - - - - - - 1.00 - 1.00 .59 - -
30 - - - - - 1.00 - 1.00 1.00 .01 1.00 1.00 .52 .29 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .11 1.00 - .13 - 1.00 .21 - .13 - - - - - - - -
31 - - - - 1.00 .53 1.00 - .40 .53 1.00 .52 .53 .53 1.00 1.00 .49 1.00 1.00 .59 1.00 .04 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .29 .59 1.00 .13 .44 .59 - 1.00 - .59 .55 .29
32 .04 .09 1.00 1.00 .40 1.00 .55 .59 .49 .49 .46 .55 .02 1.00 1.00 .33 .05 1.00 1.00 .50 .55 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .05 - - 1.00 - - - - - - - - - - 1.00
33 1.00 .24 1.00 1.00 .03 .40 .19 .04 .59 .29 1.00 .56 1.00 .53 1.00 1.00 .59 .13 .53 .21 1.00 1.00 - - 1.00 1.00 - - .40 .59 - .25 - - - - - - - -
34 1.00 .09 .27 .21 .40 - 1.00 1.00 1.00 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .28 1.00 - - - - - - 1.00 - - - - - -
35 - - - - - 1.00 - 1.00 1.00 - 1.00 - .53 - .40 1.00 1.00 .13 .40 .21 .52 1.00 1.00 .22 1.00 - - - - - - - 1.00 - - 1.00 - - - -
36 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1.00 - - - - - - - - .00 - - - - - - - - - - 1.00
37 - - - - - - - - - 1.00 1.00 1.00 - 1.00 - 1.00 1.00 - - - 1.00 1.00 - 1.00 .24 - - 1.00 - .13 - 1.00 - - - - - - - -
38 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1.00 - .40 .21 1.00 1.00 .40 1.00 - .59 1.00 .21 1.00 .20 1.00 - 1.00 .04
39 .59 - - - - - - - .13 1.00 - 1.00 1.00 1.00 .52 - .09 - 1.00 - - - 1.00 1.00 - .06 .01 - - .00 - .59 1.00 .59 - 1.00 - - - 1.00
40 - .21 .59 1.00 1.00 - .59 .22 .06 .06 1.00 .29 .29 1.00 1.00 .29 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .24 1.00 1.00 .48 .53 1.00 1.00 1.00 .24 .49 .53 .49 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 - .53 1.00  
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Table S2. Continued 
Locus 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

41 .59 .21 1.00 .03 1.00 1.00 .25 1.00 1.00 1.00 - - - - - - - - 1.00 - 1.00 1.00 .40 1.00 .59 .23 .25 - .21 .03 1.00 - - - - - - - - 1.00
42 1.00 1.00 .32 .04 .25 1.00 .21 1.00 1.00 1.00 .54 1.00 .04 1.00 .49 1.00 .04 1.00 .19 1.00 1.00 1.00 .21 1.00 1.00 .44 - - 1.00 1.00 - - - - - - - - 1.00 -
43 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1.00 1.00 1.00 - 1.00 1.00 1.00 - - 1.00 - - - - 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 - - - - - .00 .59 1.00
44 .55 1.00 .51 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .56 1.00 1.00 .17 1.00 .22 .55 .52 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 - 1.00 1.00 .23 .01 - .19 .25 - - - - - 1.00 - - - -
45 .53 1.00 .49 1.00 1.00 .40 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .44 - - .25 - - - - - - - - - - -
46 1.00 .22 .13 .22 .56 1.00 .22 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .21 1.00 .29 1.00 .53 1.00 - 1.00 .59 .56 .50 1.00 .44 - - 1.00 1.00 1.00 - - - 1.00 - - 1.00 - 1.00
47 - - - - - - - - - 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 - 1.00 .40 1.00 .40 1.00 .19 1.00 .21 1.00 .26 .56 - - - - .19 - - - - - - - - - -
48 1.00 .19 1.00 1.00 1.00 .55 .22 .59 .24 1.00 .18 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 - 1.00 .03 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .19 - 1.00 .58 .01 - 1.00 1.00 - 1.00 - - - - - 1.00 - -
49 .24 .52 1.00 .06 .06 1.00 .09 .22 1.00 1.00 1.00 .40 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 - - - 1.00 - 1.00 - - 1.00 .06 1.00 - .00 .03 - .13 - 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 - - -
50 .22 .59 1.00 .55 .53 .55 .29 .56 .53 1.00 .49 .59 .29 1.00 1.00 1.00 .49 1.00 .29 1.00 .59 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .06 .13 1.00 .21 1.00 - - - - - - - 1.00 - 1.00
51 - - .13 .04 1.00 .59 .52 .59 1.00 .59 1.00 1.00 .49 1.00 1.00 .03 1.00 .40 1.00 .52 .03 1.00 - .11 1.00 - - - 1.00 - 1.00 .25 - - - - - - - -
52 1.00 .56 1.00 .24 1.00 .52 1.00 .21 1.00 .19 1.00 .25 1.00 1.00 1.00 .56 1.00 .56 .21 .19 1.00 .52 1.00 .54 1.00 .01 1.00 1.00 .59 - - .03 - - - - - .52 - -
53 - - - .09 1.00 - - 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .53 .55 .25 1.00 .53 1.00 1.00 1.00 .03 1.00 .59 .52 1.00 .19 - - - 1.00 .25 - .04 - - - - - - - -
54 - - - 1.00 1.00 .03 1.00 1.00 .55 1.00 1.00 1.00 - - .53 - - .13 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .13 - .09 .21 - .04 - - - - - - - -
55 1.00 1.00 .04 .04 1.00 1.00 1.00 .40 .22 1.00 .54 1.00 1.00 1.00 .24 .49 .49 1.00 .24 .59 .53 1.00 1.00 1.00 .08 1.00 .25 - .59 .19 1.00 - - 1.00 - - - - 1.00 -
56 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1.00 - - - - .59 - - - - - - - - 1.00 - - - - - 1.00 - 1.00 1.00 - 1.00
57 .52 1.00 1.00 1.00 .59 - - 1.00 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
58 1.00 1.00 .62 .52 1.00 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
59 - - - 1.00 1.00 1.00 - 1.00 1.00 1.00 - 1.00 .56 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .21 1.00 1.00 .53 .40 1.00 .44 1.00 - - - .00 1.00 .06 - - - - - - .49 - -
60 - 1.00 .51 - .40 1.00 1.00 .40 - - - 1.00 1.00 1.00 - - - - - - 1.00 1.00 - .28 - - - 1.00 1.00 - 1.00 1.00 - - - 1.00 1.00 1.00 - 1.00
61 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1.00 - 1.00 - - - 1.00 - 1.00 - - 1.00 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
62 - - - - - 1.00 - - - - 1.00 1.00 .25 1.00 .29 .04 1.00 .19 .56 1.00 1.00 1.00 .53 - .59 .23 .01 1.00 .04 1.00 - .13 - - 1.00 - 1.00 - - -
63 1.00 - - - - 1.00 - 1.00 1.00 .09 .18 .56 .53 .09 .53 .22 .55 .06 .09 1.00 .01 .00 .01 .26 .24 .06 .01 .13 .00 1.00 - 1.00 - - .24 1.00 1.00 - - -
64 1.00 - - - - - - - - - - - 1.00 1.00 - .52 1.00 1.00 1.00 .40 .52 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .01 .52 .49 - .52 - 1.00 1.00 - - .53 - - .28 -
65 - - - - 1.00 1.00 1.00 - - 1.00 1.00 .25 1.00 .22 1.00 .53 .29 .49 1.00 1.00 - 1.00 1.00 - - - - - .19 - - - - - - - - - - -
66 - - - 1.00 - 1.00 1.00 .40 1.00 - - - - - - - - - - .52 - 1.00 - - 1.00 .26 .59 .53 .19 .53 - 1.00 1.00 1.00 - .20 - - 1.00 1.00
67 - - - - - - 1.00 - .03 1.00 .50 1.00 .52 1.00 - - 1.00 1.00 - 1.00 .29 .59 1.00 .58 1.00 - - - - - - 1.00 - - - - - - - -
68 - - - - - - - - - - - - 1.00 - 1.00 1.00 .50 1.00 1.00 .59 1.00 1.00 .59 .19 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 - .40 1.00 1.00 - - 1.00 - 1.00 - - 1.00
69 .55 .40 1.00 1.00 .56 .53 .55 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 - - - - - - - - - - 1.00 1.00 1.00 .40 - - - - 1.00 1.00 1.00 .40 1.00 - -
70 1.00 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1.00 1.00 - - - - 1.00 1.00 .02 1.00 1.00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .04 - .38 - - 1.00 1.00
71 - 1.00 .59 .59 1.00 1.00 .55 .59 .56 1.00 1.00 .25 .24 - 1.00 1.00 1.00 .53 .29 .59 1.00 1.00 .22 .48 1.00 1.00 1.00 - .03 .09 1.00 .13 - - - - - - - -
72 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1.00 1.00 - - - - 1.00 .01 .01 - .00 .00 - .13 - - - - - - - -
73 - .29 1.00 .22 .59 1.00 .28 .29 .25 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .44 - - 1.00 - - - - 1.00 - - - - - -
74 1.00 .52 .62 .59 1.00 - .52 1.00 1.00 .19 .49 1.00 .49 .25 1.00 - - - .04 1.00 - 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
75 .09 1.00 1.00 .59 .22 .55 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 - - 1.00 - - 1.00 - - - - - - - - .28 - - 1.00 - - - - 1.00 - - - - - -
76 .22 1.00 .32 1.00 .59 1.00 .21 .59 1.00 - .34 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .40 - - - .13 - 1.00 - 1.00 - .11 .04 - .21 .00 - .40 - - - - - - - -
77 .19 .56 1.00 1.00 .59 1.00 .53 .40 .53 - - - - - - - - - - 1.00 - - 1.00 - - .23 .25 1.00 1.00 .00 1.00 1.00 - - - - - 1.00 - -
78 .49 1.00 1.00 .49 1.00 .55 1.00 .55 1.00 1.00 1.00 .49 1.00 1.00 - - 1.00 1.00 .04 1.00 1.00 1.00 - - - .01 .04 - .09 1.00 - - - - - - - - - -
79 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1.00 - - 1.00 - - - .06 .03 - .00 .00 1.00 1.00 - - - - - - - -
80 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1.00 - - - - .13 1.00 1.00 - .03 1.00 1.00 .28 1.00 - - - - - 1.00 1.00  
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Table S2. Continued 
Locus 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

81 1.00 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1.00 - - - - - .11 1.00 .40 1.00 .03 - .40 1.00 .06 .51 .53 .59 - 1.00 -
82 1.00 1.00 1.00 .59 1.00 1.00 .53 .52 1.00 - - - 1.00 - - 1.00 - - - - - - - - - .54 .01 .53 - .03 - .55 1.00 .53 - - - 1.00 - -
83 - 1.00 1.00 - .40 1.00 1.00 1.00 .40 1.00 .18 1.00 1.00 .19 .53 1.00 1.00 1.00 .52 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .26 .59 - 1.00 - 1.00 .01 - .04 - - - - - - - -
84 .49 1.00 1.00 1.00 .40 - - 1.00 1.00 .40 .17 1.00 .59 .40 .52 1.00 1.00 1.00 .40 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 - 1.00 1.00 - - .21 1.00 - - - - 1.00 - 1.00 1.00 - -
85 - - - - 1.00 - - - - - - .09 .59 .53 1.00 1.00 1.00 .53 .09 .53 .21 1.00 .59 - 1.00 - - - - 1.00 - - - - - - - - - -
86 1.00 - - - - 1.00 1.00 1.00 - 1.00 1.00 - - 1.00 - - - 1.00 1.00 .24 1.00 1.00 .59 1.00 .09 .22 .01 .53 .00 .03 - .13 - - - 1.00 - - - -
87 1.00 .09 - .40 1.00 - 1.00 .29 1.00 1.00 1.00 - - 1.00 - .13 1.00 - 1.00 - - .40 1.00 1.00 .55 1.00 - - 1.00 - - 1.00 - - - - - - - -
88 - - - - - - - - - 1.00 1.00 1.00 .25 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .09 - - - - - - .40 - - - - - - - - - -
89 1.00 - - - - 1.00 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .13 - 1.00 - - .21 .03 .13 - .00 - .25 - - - .49 - - - 1.00
90 1.00 .53 .27 1.00 .01 1.00 1.00 .22 .40 1.00 1.00 .24 .55 .09 .00 1.00 .59 1.00 .21 - 1.00 1.00 - 1.00 .04 1.00 - - .40 1.00 - - - 1.00 .50 - 1.00 - - -
91 - - 1.00 .19 .59 - 1.00 1.00 - 1.00 1.00 - .55 1.00 .25 1.00 1.00 - 1.00 1.00 - - - - - 1.00 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
92 - - - - - - - - - 1.00 .06 1.00 1.00 1.00 .40 1.00 1.00 - - 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 - - - - 1.00 - 1.00 - - - - - - - 1.00
93 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .19 1.00 1.00 .13 .29 - 1.00 1.00 .19 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .19 1.00 1.00 .59 .44 .09 .25 .03 .29 - - 1.00 1.00 .52 - .19 1.00 1.00 -
94 - - - - - - - - - 1.00 - 1.00 - 1.00 - - 1.00 1.00 .13 1.00 1.00 .25 1.00 1.00 - - - 1.00 - 1.00 1.00 .25 - - - - - - 1.00 1.00
95 .49 .56 .59 1.00 .25 .25 1.00 1.00 1.00 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1.00 - - - - - - - .40 - - - - - -
96 1.00 1.00 1.00 .24 1.00 .22 1.00 .40 .53 .49 1.00 .52 1.00 1.00 .19 .40 .06 .55 .53 1.00 1.00 .59 .10 .23 .52 1.00 1.00 1.00 .59 .10 - .13 - - .17 .38 1.00 - - 1.00
97 1.00 .13 .26 1.00 1.00 - 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .34 .40 1.00 .55 1.00 .59 .10 .09 1.00 .29 1.00 1.00 .59 .58 .55 1.00 - - - .40 - 1.00 - - - - - - - -
98 1.00 1.00 - 1.00 .40 1.00 .49 .22 .25 .29 1.00 1.00 .29 1.00 .53 1.00 .49 1.00 .59 1.00 1.00 - 1.00 - - 1.00 - 1.00 .21 1.00 - 1.00 - - - - 1.00 1.00 - -
99 1.00 - - 1.00 - - - - 1.00 1.00 1.00 .21 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .40 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .54 .13 .22 .03 .03 1.00 - 1.00 - 1.00 1.00 1.00 - - .53

100 .19 .10 1.00 .52 .55 1.00 1.00 1.00 .40 1.00 1.00 1.00 .59 1.00 1.00 1.00 .53 .01 .49 .56 1.00 .59 1.00 1.00 .10 .21 .13 1.00 .22 1.00 - .04 - - 1.00 1.00 .09 - - -
101 1.00 .49 1.00 .19 1.00 - 1.00 1.00 - - - .05 - 1.00 1.00 .21 1.00 1.00 1.00 .52 1.00 .40 .40 .50 1.00 1.00 - - 1.00 1.00 - - 1.00 - - - - .55 - 1.00
102 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1.00 1.00 - - 1.00 1.00 1.00 - - - .40 - - 1.00 - - .60 - 1.00 1.00 - -
103 - 1.00 1.00 1.00 .28 - - 1.00 - - - - - 1.00 - - - - - - - - - - - 1.00 1.00 - .04 - - - - - - - - - - -
104 - - - - - - - - - - 1.00 1.00 1.00 .21 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .49 1.00 .24 .52 .52 1.00 1.00 - - - - 1.00 - - - - - - - - - -
105 .21 1.00 1.00 1.00 .03 1.00 .22 1.00 .25 .21 1.00 1.00 .21 1.00 .59 1.00 .59 1.00 1.00 .03 .49 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 - 1.00 1.00 .52 - - - - - - - - - -
106 1.00 1.00 .62 .22 .59 1.00 .03 .22 .52 .21 .34 1.00 1.00 .53 .28 .55 .25 .59 .49 .40 .49 1.00 .59 1.00 .59 .21 1.00 .25 1.00 1.00 .22 .21 1.00 .24 - .44 - - 1.00 1.00
107 .29 1.00 .62 .56 1.00 1.00 1.00 .59 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .24 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 - - 1.00 1.00 - 1.00 .04 - - - - - - - - - -
108 1.00 .04 .51 1.00 1.00 - 1.00 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1.00 - .59 - - -
109 1.00 .53 .55 1.00 .09 1.00 .53 1.00 .03 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .29 .59 .53 .59 .19 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .11 .01 1.00 1.00 1.00 - - - - - 1.00 - - - -
110 1.00 1.00 1.00 .13 .40 1.00 1.00 - .40 1.00 - 1.00 .10 1.00 1.00 .24 .06 .53 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 - 1.00 - 1.00 - - .04 1.00 - - - - - - - - - -
111 - 1.00 .51 .53 1.00 1.00 .49 1.00 1.00 .59 1.00 1.00 - 1.00 1.00 1.00 .53 1.00 .53 1.00 1.00 - 1.00 .50 1.00 - - - 1.00 - - - - - - - - - - -
112 - - - - - - - - - - - 1.00 - - - - 1.00 .13 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 - - .53 .06 .03 - .00 .55 - .40 - - - 1.00 - - - -
113 1.00 - 1.00 .49 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .40 1.00 - - - 1.00 .49 .09 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .53 .49 1.00 - - - 1.00 - 1.00 1.00 - - - - - - - - - -
114 1.00 1.00 .22 1.00 .59 - 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .53 1.00 .53 1.00 .10 1.00 1.00 .56 .55 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .52 1.00 1.00 - 1.00 .19 1.00 .44 - 1.00 - - - - - -
115 1.00 1.00 .51 1.00 .25 .19 1.00 .52 1.00 1.00 - 1.00 1.00 1.00 .53 1.00 1.00 1.00 .19 1.00 .53 .40 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 - - 1.00 .25 - .25 - - - - 1.00 - - -
116 1.00 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1.00 .40 - 1.00 - - 1.00 .00 .01 1.00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 - - - - - - - -
117 - - 1.00 - - - - - - - - - - - - 1.00 - - - .25 1.00 - - 1.00 1.00 .01 .01 1.00 .00 .10 - - - - - - - - - -
118 .09 .09 .06 1.00 .53 1.00 1.00 .53 1.00 1.00 .17 .49 .55 .53 1.00 1.00 .25 - - - 1.00 - - - - .21 .03 1.00 .52 - - - - - - - - - - -
119 1.00 1.00 - 1.00 - .53 1.00 - 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .49 .53 .56 1.00 1.00 .52 .55 1.00 - 1.00 1.00 .54 .25 .25 .00 .25 - - - - - .38 - - - -
120 1.00 1.00 1.00 .09 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .21 - - - - - - - - - 1.00 .09 1.00 .19 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .01 - .03 .10 - .25 - - - - - - - -  
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Table S2. Continued 
Locus 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
121 1.00 1.00 .06 1.00 1.00 1.00 .29 .28 .24 1.00 1.00 .25 - 1.00 1.00 1.00 .40 - - - - - - - - .21 .04 1.00 .04 - - - - - - - - - - -
122 - .59 1.00 .59 .29 1.00 1.00 .59 1.00 - 1.00 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .48 1.00 1.00 .25 - - - 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .49 1.00 - -
123 .25 .24 .57 .56 1.00 - .53 .29 .29 .25 - - 1.00 - 1.00 .40 1.00 1.00 .53 1.00 1.00 1.00 .49 1.00 1.00 1.00 - - .25 1.00 - - - - - - - - - -
124 1.00 1.00 .62 1.00 1.00 .03 1.00 1.00 .03 .25 - 1.00 .04 1.00 1.00 .56 1.00 .24 .59 .09 .49 1.00 .59 1.00 .52 .02 1.00 - 1.00 .40 - - - - - - - - - -
125 .19 1.00 1.00 .59 .08 1.00 .53 1.00 1.00 .59 - 1.00 - 1.00 1.00 - - 1.00 1.00 - 1.00 - - - - 1.00 - 1.00 1.00 - - - - - - - - - - -
126 .49 - 1.00 1.00 - .55 1.00 1.00 .40 1.00 1.00 1.00 .19 1.00 1.00 .59 .29 .19 1.00 1.00 .19 1.00 - 1.00 .25 .54 .22 1.00 1.00 - .09 .59 - 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .29 1.00
127 - - 1.00 .09 1.00 - 1.00 .55 1.00 .40 - 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .09 1.00 .22 1.00 .08 .19 .56 1.00 1.00 - - - - 1.00 1.00 - 1.00 - - - - - - - -
128 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1.00 1.00 - - - - .25 .00 .01 - .00 .10 - 1.00 - - - - - - - 1.00
129 - - - - - - - - - - - - 1.00 - 1.00 - - - - 1.00 - - - .01 .40 .06 .03 - .00 .03 1.00 .25 - - - - - - - -
130 1.00 .59 .32 .40 .53 .19 1.00 1.00 .22 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1.00 - - 1.00 - - - - - - - - - - -
131 .04 1.00 1.00 .52 .53 1.00 1.00 .40 1.00 .55 1.00 - 1.00 - - - 1.00 - - 1.00 .59 1.00 1.00 .44 1.00 1.00 1.00 - 1.00 1.00 1.00 - - - - - - .52 - 1.00
132 1.00 1.00 1.00 .55 1.00 1.00 .40 .25 1.00 1.00 1.00 .40 .19 .28 .53 1.00 .59 .59 .10 1.00 .09 .09 .09 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .52 1.00 1.00 1.00 - 1.00 - - 1.00 .59 - -
133 - - - 1.00 - - .04 1.00 - .01 1.00 .04 1.00 1.00 - .52 .03 .59 .02 .09 .55 .59 .22 1.00 - - - - 1.00 1.00 - - - - - - - .03 - -
134 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .40 - 1.00 1.00 1.00 .49 1.00 1.00 - 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .55 - 1.00 1.00 - - - - .25 - - - - - - - - - -
135 - - - - - - - - - - - - 1.00 - - .04 - 1.00 .40 .52 1.00 1.00 - - 1.00 - - - - - - - - - - - - 1.00 - -
136 .09 .09 .10 .59 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .22 .24 1.00 - .49 .59 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 - 1.00 - - - .23 .13 - .03 .10 - .13 - - - - - - - -
137 1.00 .25 1.00 1.00 .53 1.00 1.00 1.00 .06 .52 1.00 .29 1.00 1.00 .59 .25 - - - - - - - - - 1.00 1.00 - .00 - - - - - - - 1.00 .56 - -
138 - 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .09 1.00 .22 .59 1.00 1.00 1.00 .59 .52 .52 .59 1.00 .55 1.00 1.00 .40 1.00 - 1.00 .52 .02 .13 - .00 .03 - .04 - - - - - - - -
139 1.00 1.00 .27 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .53 .55 1.00 .10 1.00 1.00 1.00 .10 .24 .53 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 - - .23 .01 - .21 - - - - - - 1.00 - - - -  
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Table S3. Pairwise FST values. Non-significant (P < 0.05) values marked in red. 
Population 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39

2 .146
3 .128 .035
4 .130 .043 .027
5 .150 .064 .044 .027
6 .254 .182 .213 .178 .143
7 .169 .098 .110 .084 .050 .076
8 .151 .072 .069 .050 .013 .096 .008
9 .168 .134 .134 .101 .084 .111 .030 .035
10 .256 .225 .220 .187 .177 .192 .145 .139 .117
11 .272 .245 .245 .198 .189 .198 .159 .162 .141 .004
12 .271 .258 .255 .226 .207 .220 .176 .178 .161 .056 .022
13 .261 .234 .233 .196 .171 .198 .142 .148 .138 .056 .046 .045
14 .269 .262 .246 .214 .190 .207 .176 .172 .159 .060 .034 .008 .043
15 .281 .297 .287 .251 .229 .227 .194 .196 .171 .076 .055 .051 .052 .059
16 .299 .278 .272 .237 .221 .209 .193 .191 .178 .089 .070 .045 .061 .017 .053
17 .309 .295 .293 .252 .239 .248 .212 .216 .196 .083 .053 .023 .047 .000 .074 .020
18 .316 .307 .302 .260 .251 .250 .229 .222 .211 .107 .090 .049 .069 .025 .086 .016 .011
19 .309 .306 .300 .252 .247 .261 .227 .223 .204 .119 .093 .067 .070 .042 .079 .027 .028 .004
20 .351 .346 .347 .301 .305 .298 .265 .277 .259 .195 .172 .147 .145 .134 .165 .095 .100 .084 .047
21 .363 .341 .341 .297 .298 .304 .273 .268 .259 .153 .135 .118 .123 .112 .148 .075 .084 .038 .037 .070
22 .379 .361 .362 .318 .317 .330 .291 .289 .281 .188 .160 .141 .146 .141 .179 .103 .103 .076 .047 .094 .014
23 .404 .392 .389 .352 .352 .369 .324 .317 .310 .225 .201 .158 .184 .165 .206 .139 .130 .092 .089 .107 .053 .031
24 .408 .393 .390 .345 .343 .368 .329 .322 .304 .226 .210 .189 .182 .175 .218 .136 .132 .098 .089 .121 .055 .059 .065
25 .391 .394 .386 .344 .341 .358 .323 .321 .311 .239 .225 .199 .213 .198 .228 .163 .175 .128 .119 .121 .089 .110 .102 .056
26 .210 .247 .253 .202 .212 .235 .199 .197 .192 .262 .245 .257 .250 .250 .249 .261 .273 .256 .247 .258 .304 .321 .342 .346 .312
27 .450 .514 .511 .463 .484 .489 .466 .465 .450 .494 .483 .478 .474 .476 .468 .475 .481 .460 .451 .426 .490 .505 .520 .528 .480 .108
28 .554 .620 .608 .567 .590 .600 .576 .571 .561 .595 .595 .582 .581 .576 .572 .578 .583 .563 .548 .523 .585 .597 .614 .623 .578 .237 .053
29 .245 .277 .292 .233 .241 .231 .206 .208 .199 .243 .230 .237 .225 .240 .221 .244 .263 .242 .235 .236 .294 .308 .327 .332 .294 .073 .216 .324
30 .321 .370 .376 .321 .334 .334 .315 .312 .289 .287 .261 .261 .264 .251 .253 .240 .245 .205 .198 .201 .235 .247 .267 .271 .244 .075 .105 .194 .136
31 .632 .686 .672 .638 .658 .671 .646 .641 .632 .664 .672 .648 .647 .644 .639 .643 .650 .631 .620 .587 .648 .665 .675 .688 .641 .319 .113 .144 .393 .263
32 .488 .545 .540 .494 .513 .515 .494 .492 .484 .514 .510 .500 .498 .492 .495 .490 .495 .468 .459 .424 .494 .507 .524 .527 .475 .170 .077 .114 .248 .133 .162
33 .615 .667 .652 .617 .636 .656 .628 .622 .613 .650 .657 .633 .631 .631 .626 .627 .637 .615 .602 .572 .633 .648 .661 .673 .620 .278 .058 .153 .364 .244 .195 .184
34 .595 .648 .636 .599 .620 .639 .612 .606 .597 .633 .637 .615 .615 .611 .607 .610 .618 .594 .584 .558 .619 .633 .647 .658 .609 .250 .056 .128 .354 .220 .139 .154 .073
35 .636 .684 .669 .634 .651 .664 .639 .638 .633 .658 .665 .639 .635 .636 .629 .637 .647 .626 .607 .575 .650 .663 .670 .678 .625 .406 .446 .566 .290 .423 .633 .458 .613 .604
36 .530 .593 .582 .537 .557 .578 .544 .538 .528 .571 .570 .556 .547 .549 .542 .550 .557 .540 .523 .492 .563 .578 .596 .605 .555 .193 .026 .054 .278 .180 .168 .118 .129 .114 .557
37 .610 .665 .650 .614 .630 .641 .617 .616 .610 .638 .642 .616 .614 .614 .607 .614 .626 .603 .587 .555 .629 .640 .647 .658 .603 .382 .412 .528 .254 .394 .596 .429 .577 .568 .050 .519
38 .639 .683 .669 .638 .652 .658 .635 .635 .632 .653 .659 .635 .630 .632 .620 .625 .638 .625 .600 .540 .638 .654 .664 .663 .612 .445 .488 .560 .365 .443 .637 .461 .646 .634 .525 .556 .498
39 .624 .681 .665 .630 .652 .666 .640 .636 .625 .657 .663 .640 .639 .636 .630 .636 .641 .623 .609 .576 .640 .656 .669 .681 .632 .311 .085 .099 .384 .251 .161 .189 .166 .159 .634 .103 .596 .630
40 .614 .671 .656 .622 .642 .658 .631 .627 .617 .649 .654 .633 .631 .628 .624 .628 .633 .615 .602 .571 .633 .647 .660 .670 .622 .303 .092 .101 .375 .244 .088 .157 .138 .134 .591 .113 .554 .590 .086  
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Supplementary figures 

 

 
Fig. S1. Expected heterozygosity. (a) interpolated geographic gradients in L. montandoni 

(Lm), (b) means for all populations: triangles – Lm, diamonds – syntopic, circles – Lv. 
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Fig. S2. Histograms showing the distribution of pairwise FST between populations within the 

northern and southern L. montandoni groups and between groups. 
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Fig. S3. Identification of the number of groups (K) in Structure analysis for L. montandoni. (a) 

Evanno et al. (2005) method; (b) means and standard deviations (SD) of the ln-likelihood of 

the probability of data for various values of K. 
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Fig. S4. Interpolated geographic gradients of allelic richness in L. montandoni. 
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Fig. S5. Isolation by distance in L. montandoni. Relationships between pairwise FST and log-

geographic distances are presented for all populations and populations within northern and 

southern groups separately. 

 

 
Fig. S6. Identification of the number of groups (K) in Structure analysis for L. montandoni and 

L. vulgaris. (a) Evanno et al. (2005) method; (b) means and standard deviations (SD) of the ln-

likelihood of the probability of data for various values of K. 
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Abstract 

Knowledge of species demographic history is essential for the understanding of the processes 
of population differentiation and speciation. The analysis of patterns of genetic variation 
within and between closely related species can provide insight into the history of their 
interactions. In the present study we investigated historical demography and gene exchange 
between the Carpathian (Lissotriton montandoni, Lm) and smooth (L. vulgaris, Lv) newts. We 
combine an extensive geographical sampling and multilocus nuclear sequence data to assess 
the temporal and spatial pattern of gene flow between species. To evaluate hypotheses about 
the extent, direction and timing of gene flow between species, as well as  changes in their 
effective population size (Ne) over time we used the Approximate Bayesian Computations 
(ABC) framework. The model of recent (last glacial period) interspecific gene flow, allowing 
for demographic change during the Pleistocene was favored over alternative models. The 
estimated divergence time of ca. 4-6mya is consistent with the fossil record and suggests pre-
Pleistocene species divergence. Models allowing demographic changes were favored, 
suggesting that Ne of both species at least doubled since divergence reaching the current Ne of 
ca 0.2 mln in Lm and 1 mln in Lv. We found asymmetry in rates of interspecific gene flow 
between Lm and one geographic group of Lv. We discuss the possible causes of asymmetric 
vs. symmetric introgression between species and propose further tests to distinguish between 
alternative explanations. Our study indicates that despite the apparent long-term evolution in 
isolation the species retained the ability to exchange genes. 
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Introduction 

One of the main goals of evolutionary biology is to understand the natural history of 
organisms and answer the question how species diverge (Coyne & Orr 2004). The process of 
speciation, defined as the development of reproductive isolation between populations, may 
take place in complete geographic isolation or in the face of unrestricted gene flow (Coyne & 
Orr 2004; Seehausen et al. 2014). These two extremes are linked via a continuum of 
intermediate situations where gene exchange may be restricted temporally, spatially and may 
occur in some parts of the genome but not in the others (Abbott et al. 2013; Feder et al. 2012; 
Mallet 2007; Nosil 2008; Pinho & Hey 2010). Even if speciation is initiated in isolation, the 
time required for the evolution of full reproductive isolation can be very long, reaching 
millions of generations (Abbott et al. 2013; Hewitt 2011). Often environmental changes 
causing shifts of species ranges are more rapid, as was in the case of the Pleistocene climatic 
oscillations (Hewitt 2004, 2011). Such processes may lead to situations where not yet fully 
reproductively isolated species come into contact and interbreed (Abbott et al. 2013; Hewitt 
2011; Hoffmann & Sgro 2011). As long as differentiating populations are able to produce 
viable and fertile hybrid offspring which backcross to the parental species, interspecific gene 
flow will ensue (Mallet 2005). It has been shown that gene flow in different genomic regions 
can stop at different times (Ellegren et al. 2012; Nosil et al. 2008; Nosil et al. 2009; Poelstra et 
al. 2014; Wu 2001). However some outstanding questions regarding the buildup of genomic 
differentiation between differentiating species and the impact of gene flow on the processes of 
speciation remain unanswered (Abbott et al. 2013; Seehausen et al. 2014).  

Major questions that need to be addressed are: i) what has been the temporal pattern of 
gene flow between differentiating species?, and ii) are the patterns of gene flow contingent on 
the intraspecific genetic structure of the hybridizing species? First, the recognition of the 
temporal pattern of gene flow between differentiating species holds the potential to resolve the 
long standing question about the role of gene exchange in species formation and in shaping 
patterns of variation and diversity (Pinho & Hey 2010). Second, the genetic architecture of 
isolation between a pair of taxa may vary spatially due to environmental, ecological or genetic 
variation in factors that contribute to isolation (Nolte et al. 2009; Teeter et al. 2010). Genetic 
differences accumulated during the divergence may result in negative epistatic interactions, 
known as Dobzhansky-Muller incompatibilities, causing low fitness of hybrids (Dobzhansky 
1936; Muller & Pontecorvo 1942). Therefore if some populations within species harbor fewer 
alleles incompatible with alleles of another species then introgression following hybridization  
involving these populations, may be easier because intrinsic selection against hybrids would 
be weaker (Corbett-Detig et al. 2013; Cutter 2012). Thus, variable patterns of introgression 
may indicate intraspecific variation at loci responsible for interspecific reproductive isolation 
(Cutter 2012).  
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The quantitative characterization of patterns of gene flow between populations of 
differentiating species is required to understand the process of divergence and differentiation 
(Pinho & Hey 2010; Sousa & Hey 2013). Fortunately, demographic processes leave detectable 
signatures within the genomes. Therefore knowledge about demography and patterns of 
historical gene flow may be acquired from analysis of DNA polymorphism (Avise 1989). 
Such analysis is especially powerful if performed in the genealogical framework provided by 
the coalescent theory (Hudson 1990; Tajima 1983; Wakeley 2009). However, histories of 
various parts of the genome may differ, simply due to stochasticity of the coalescent process 
or because strength of gene flow that varies depending on linkage to regions underlying 
reduced fitness of hybrids (Barton & Bengtsson 1986). Thus, only data collected from 
multiple genomic regions can provide reliable and quantitative information about the historical 
and contemporary gene flow between differentiating taxa (Edwards & Beerli 2000; Sousa & 
Hey 2013).  

A wide range of approaches have been developed to reconstruct demographic history 
of species (Sousa & Hey 2013). Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC; Beaumont et al. 
2002) is an approach which has recently gained in popularity. ABC methods are flexible, 
allowing inference of demographic parameters under complex demographic models. It is 
possible because ABC methods bypass exact likelihood calculation by using summary 
statistics to characterize patterns of variation in the data (Bertorelle et al. 2010; Csillery et al. 
2010). ABC framework coupled with the coalescent theory creates an opportunity to evaluate 
various hypotheses of differentiation, regarding the extent, direction and timing of gene flow 
between differentiating species, as well as  changes in effective population size over time 
(Sousa & Hey 2013; Sousa et al. 2012). These features make ABC useful for differentiating 
between various models of species divergence, for instance between speciation models 
allowing or excluding post-divergence gene flow. In recent years ABC approach has been 
widely used to infer demographic history for numerous species, including plants (François et 
al. 2008; Ross-Ibarra et al. 2009), insects (Adrion et al. 2014; Thornton & Andolfatto 2006), 
tunicates (Roux et al. 2013), birds (Lopes & Boessenkool 2010; Nadachowska-Brzyska et al. 
2013), humans (Fagundes et al. 2007; Patin et al. 2009; Veeramah et al. 2012) and other 
primates (Wegmann & Excoffier 2010).   

In the present study we use the ABC approach to investigate the demographic history 
of two sister species of newts: the Carpathian newt (Lissotriton montandoni, Lm) and the 
smooth newt (L. vulgaris, Lv). Molecular and fossil data  suggest their pre-Pleistocene 
divergence (Babik et al. 2005; Pabijan et al. 2015; Rafinski & Arntzen 1987; Roček 1994). 
The species are easy to distinguish in the field due to many morphological differences. The 
Carpathian newt is endemic to the Carpathians and easternmost Sudetes Mountains. The 
smooth newt is widely distributed in Eurasia ranging from western Europe to western Siberia, 
and comprises several morphologically and genetically differentiated groups (Babik et al. 
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2005; Nadachowska & Babik 2009; Pabijan et al. 2015; Rafiński et al. 2001). Substantial 
premating reproductive isolation between species was inferred in the hybrid zone (Babik et al. 
2003). However as evidenced by mtDNA analysis all lineages currently present in the Lm 
have been derived through hybridization, both ancient and recent, from Lv (Babik et al. 2005; 
Zieliński et al. 2013) suggesting prolonged history of hybridization and gene flow between 
species. Contrary to mtDNA, microsatellite data show little evidence of recent interspecific 
nuclear gene flow (Zieliński et al. 2013). The study of the genetic composition of Lm and 
adjacent populations of Lv (Zieliński et al. 2014a) and MHC class II genes (Nadachowska-
Brzyska et al. 2012) provided evidence of limited, genomically and spatially heterogeneous 
gene flow between species in nuclear genome. Thus, nuclear allele frequency data corroborate 
limited recent interspecific gene flow but do not provide information about historical genetic 
exchange.  

In this study we reconstruct the demographic divergence history of Lm and Lv, using 
multilocus nuclear sequence data. We provide a long-scale perspective on the process of gene 
flow between species and its spatial and temporal variation. Based on massive mtDNA 
introgression we hypothesize that demographic scenario indicating substantial asymmetric 
gene flow between species will be supported. To assess whether interspecific gene flow 
depends on species genetic structuring we incorporate intraspecific genetic structuring into the 
analyses. Models distinguishing two groups within Lv, inside and outside of the Carpathian 
basin, are evaluated and hypotheses regarding the timing and extent of gene flow are tested 
within an ABC framework. We hypothesize that if variants underlying reproductive isolation 
show intraspecific polymorphism in Lv, we will find different patterns of introgression 
between Lm and both Lv groups. 
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Methods 

Sampling and markers 

We sampled 31 populations of Lm (39 individuals) and 38 populations of Lv (45 individuals) 
(Figure S1, Table S1). Newts were sampled in water during the breeding season; individual 
ponds were treated as local populations. Samples of Lm covered the entire species range, 
whereas populations of Lv were sampled in the areas surrounding the Lm range but extending 
far beyond the area of sympatry. Samples from syntopic populations (ponds where both 
species co-occur) were not analyzed to exclude the effect of ongoing hybridization and early-
generation hybrids. To characterize sequence variation and differentiation we used data 
acquired from 500-bp fragments of the last exon of 74 protein coding genes (Poly dataset). 
These markers encode mostly 3’ untranslated regions (3’UTR), are single copy and do not 
show evidence of null alleles (Zieliński et al. 2014b). Markers were amplified and analyzed as 
described in Zieliński et al. (2014b). For the ABC analysis we further excluded eight markers 
which were fully coding (arh, cnppd, rbm, znf4) or amplified inconsistently (cep, fam178, 
myo7, scf1), which gave the set of 66 markers. Protein-coding parts of the markers and 
alignment columns containing gaps were removed. Individuals in which more than 10% 
markers did not amplify were removed from the analysis. Finally, the dataset was subsampled 
to the lowest number of observations per locus, thus our final ABC dataset contained 58 
populations, 26 Lm and 32 Lv (Figure 1). Smooth newt populations were assigned to two 
genetic groups, inside (LvIN) and outside (LvOUT) the Carpathian basin (Zieliński et al. 
2014a). To minimize the confounding effects of population structure we randomly subsampled 
one gene copy per population. We assume that newt breeding ponds correspond to discrete 
demes which may undergo extinction and recolonization and thus the set of regional 
populations can be considered a metapopulation. It has been shown (Wakeley 2004; Wakeley 
& Aliacar 2001) that if one gene copy per locus is sampled per deme in a metapopulation 
composed of a large number of demes, the ancestral process producing such sample is 
identical to the unstructured coalescent process. Linkage disequilibrium was tested in 
GENEPOP 4.1.2 (Rousset 2008); the type I error was controlled using the false discovery rate 
(FDR) approach implemented in QVALUE (Storey 2002; Storey & Tibshirani 2003).  

Polymorphism and population differentiation 

The extent of DNA polymorphism within species and populations was measured by nucleotide 
diversity i.e. the average fraction of nucleotide positions differing between a pair of 
homologous sequences within a group, denoted as π (Nei & Kumar 2000; Nei & Li 1979). 
Nucleotide divergence between populations was measured using average fraction of pairwise 
differences (dXY) and net nucleotide divergence (dA; Nei & Kumar 2000; Nei & Li 1979). All 
polymorphism measures were calculated in mstatspop v.0.998980beta (Ramos-Onsins, 
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unpublished, available at http://bioinformatics.cragenomica.es/numgenomics/people/sebas/ 
software/software.html). Differentiation between species and populations was measured by 
FST, which was calculated using Weir & Cockerham (1984) approach based on the analysis of 
molecular variance, implemented in Arlequin with pairwise differences as the measure of 
genetic distance (Excoffier & Lischer 2010). Since we sampled one to three individuals per 
population we treat FST as empirical measure of differentiation and did not calculate its 
significance. FST and above mentioned inter and intra population measures of polymorphism 
and divergence were calculated on the concatenated Poly dataset (i.e. data file witch aggregate 
sequences of all markers). Whereas within species nucleotide diversity (π) and Tajima’s D (D; 
Tajima 1989) were calculated for each gene separately, to assess the variation across markers.  
FST and the numbers of nucleotide differences between and within populations were visualized 
using R (R Development Core Team 2011).  

To infer the number of genetic clusters present in the dataset, we used the Bayesian 
clustering method implemented in STRUCTURE 2.3.3 (Falush et al. 2007; Hubisz et al. 2009; 
Pritchard et al. 2000); entire haplotypes were treated as alleles at each locus. Structure clusters 
individuals into the predefined number of K genetic clusters, each characterized by a set of 
allele frequencies. The individuals are assigned to clusters minimizing the deviations from the 
Hardy–Weinberg expectations and linkage disequilibrium. We ran Structure under the 
admixture model with uncorrelated allele frequencies. We examined K values from 1 to 15 
with 10 replicate runs for each K and 250 000 burn-in steps followed by a million postburn-in 
MCMC iterations. To infer the most likely number of clusters, we used the averaged posterior 
probability of the data given K clusters (Pritchard et al. 2000) and  ΔK, a measure of second-
order rate of change in the likelihood of K (Evanno et al. 2005), using the online software 
Structure Harvester (Earl & vonHoldt 2012). 

Summary statistics for ABC 

Summary statistics are values calculated from the data to represent the maximum amount of 
the information present in the data in the simplest possible form (Csillery et al. 2010). If 
summary statistics adequately capture information about the model parameters contained in 
the data, then posterior distributions of the model parameters are highly informative. It might 
seem that increasing the number of summary statistics should increase the amount of available 
information. However, it was shown that the larger the number of summary statistics, the 
larger the statistical noise included in the posterior estimation (Joyce & Marjoram 2008). 
Indeed Wegmann et al. (2009) showed that when too many summary statistics are included, 
the obtained posteriors may be biased. Thus we decided to focus on a set of basic summary 
statistics: number of segregating sites (S), number of fixed polymorphisms (SF), number of 
shared polymorphisms (SS), number of polymorphisms private to each species/group of 
populations (SP), FST calculated between species/groups of populations and between given 
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group and all other (in three population models, see below), Tajima’s D (D) and nucleotide 
diversity (π). The last two were calculated both within each group and for the whole dataset. 
Summary statistics for both observed and simulated datasets were calculated on polymorphic 
biallelic sites only, positions with more than two segregating variants were excluded as 
departing from the infinite sites model. Calculations were done using mstatspop 
v.0.998980beta.  

Following Wegman et al.(2009), to reduce the dimensionality of the summary statistics 
space we also calculated the Partial Least Squares (PLS) regression (Boulesteix & Strimmer 
2007). PLS regression seeks linear combinations of the original summary statistics that are 
maximally uncorrelated and, at the same time, highly correlated with the parameters (Hastie et 
al. 2011). A reduction in dimensions is achieved by choosing only few first PLS components. 
The appropriate number of retained PLS components was identified based on root mean 
squared error plots (RMSEP plots). PLS transformed statistics were used to calculate the 
Euclidean distance between observed and simulated datasets and to retain simulations that 
were closest to the observed data. We investigated  5-7 PLS components in three population 
models and 4-6 in two population models. Apparently, in our case, simulations retained using 
PLS components gave very similar results (same models and similar parameter estimates) to 
those obtained with untransformed summary statistics. Thus we further capitalize on results 
obtained with untransformed summary statistics.  

Demographic models 

We tested various scenarios of species divergence regarding the extent, direction and timing of 
interspecific gene flow in the context of intraspecific structuring. Because historical 
demographic changes may affect inferences about gene flow, we analyzed also models 
allowing such changes. Smooth newts inhabiting areas surrounding the Carpathian newt range 
are deeply structured genetically into two groups (Zieliński et al. 2014a). It was shown that 
not accounting for population structure might introduce false signals of population size 
changes (Chikhi et al. 2010), whereas migration from unsampled populations can introduce 
serious bias in population size estimates (Beerli 2004). Thus, we started with three population 
models which potentially provide the most comprehensive picture of the divergence history. 
However, due to large number of parameters that need to be estimated, three population 
models may become highly complex and intractable (Aeschbacher et al. 2013). Thus we 
analyzed only simple scenarios using three population models. To reduce the dimensionality 
of the parameter space and increase the accuracy of estimation we also analyzed pairwise 
models. Such models allowed analysis of the alternative scenarios regarding the temporal 
aspects of gene flow under constant and variable population sizes.  
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We built seven models with three descendant populations (Figure 2). No demographic 
changes or changes in historical gene flow were allowed to keep the models as simple as 
possible. The first model (M1), assumed no gene flow between any of the populations, 
whereas all other models allowed constant migration between some or all populations. The 
second model (M2) allowed migration between the Lv groups only. Two models (M3 and M4) 
allowed for migration between the Lv groups and between LvIN or LvOUT and Lm, 
respectively. Two models (M5 and M6) assumed only migration between Lm and LvIN or 
LvOUT, respectively. Finally model seven (M7) allowed for migration between all three 
groups.  

The two-population models were constructed for the following pairs: i) Lm and Lv 
(combined LvIN and LvOUT), ii) Lm and LvIN, iii) Lm and LvOUT, iv) LvIN and LvOUT. 
For each pairwise comparison we tested 12 demographic models (Figure 3): six scenarios of 
gene flow were analyzed, each either under constant population size (CS) or allowing a single 
demographic change (VS) in both descendant populations. The six scenarios were: i) no gene 
flow (NGF), ii) constant gene flow (CGF), iii) recent (last 200 kya) gene flow (RGF), iv) 
single instantaneous admixture event at any time after the divergence (A), v) recent gene flow 
plus single admixture event older than 200 kya (RGFA), vi) old (older than 200 kya) gene 
flow (OGF). Admixture models (A & RGFA) reflect short episodes of genetic exchange. 

Simulations and ABC analysis 

Coalescent simulations were performed using fastsimcoal2.01 (Excoffier et al. 2013). We 
simulated data using finite site mutation model (as our data did not met infinite site model) 
and single, fixed mutation rate. Loci were simulated as independent chromosomes. We paid 
special attention to treat simulated data in exactly the same way as observed data. Thus we 
simulated loci of the same lengths as in the observed ABC dataset and used only biallelic sites 
for the calculation of summary statistics. We simulated exactly the same number of sequences 
as were in the observed dataset. We performed ABC analysis within the ABCtoolbox 
(Wegmann et al. 2010) which facilitates the integration of simulations, summary statistics 
calculation, parameter estimation and validation (updated for us by D. Wegmann).  

Parameter values were sampled from uniform prior distributions, priors for population 
sizes were uniform on a log10 scale (Tables S2-S6). Mutation rate (µ = 5.7 x 10-9 per site, per 
generation) was calculated from the data, using nuclear sequences of L. boscai and L. italicus 
(Zieliński et al. 2014b), divergence time estimates from Pabijan et al. (2015) and generation 
time of 4 years (Nadachowska & Babik 2009). Recombination rate (r) prior spanned two 
orders of magnitude (1.0 x 10-10 - 1.0 x 10-8 per generation between adjacent sites), and 
encompassed the mean value (6.0 x 10-9 , SD±2.50 x 10-9) estimated with LDhat (McVean et 
al. 2002). For each model we ran 2.0 x 105 exploratory simulations to examine whether the 
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model was able to explain the observed data. Prior ranges were kept wide enough to cover 
biologically plausible ranges of parameter values, were identical and adjusted for all models 
simultaneously, to avoid the risk of introducing bias into model selection by creating more and 
less optimized models. The final analyzes were based on 106 datasets simulated under each 
demographic model. We retained 1% (104) best simulations for each model and computed the 
marginal likelihood of the observed and retained datasets under Generalized Linear Model 
(GLM; Leuenberger & Wegmann 2010). We inspected posterior probability curves and the 
fraction of retained simulations with the marginal likelihood smaller or equal to that of the 
observed data (observed P-value) to determine if models can faithfully reproduce the observed 
data. We assumed that P-values lower than 0.05 indicate that most of simulated datasets have 
higher likelihood than the likelihood of observed data; such models were excluded from the 
final model choice procedure. Error rate was controlled applying the Bonferroni correction. 
The best fitting model was selected via Bayes factors (ratios of model marginal densities). 

Power estimation and posterior validation 

For the three population models we applied the single model selection procedure whereas for 
the two population models both single and hierarchical model choice procedure were applied 
following Fagundes et al. (2007). In the hierarchical procedure we first evaluated posterior 
probabilities of different demographic models nested within each scenario of gene flow and 
then compared best models among scenarios.  

To estimate the power to distinguish between models we generated for each model 100 
pseudo-observed datasets and checked how often the ABC model choice procedure correctly 
predicted the true model (the one that produced the dataset). Each pseudo-observed dataset 
was treated as the observed data and used to calculate marginal densities of all compared 
models. Bayes factors were then used to select the best model. As we were interested in the 
power to identify the true model in the observed summary statistics space, the pseudo-
observed datasets for each model were chosen from retained instead of random simulations. 

We checked for a bias in the posterior distributions by generating 1000 pseudo-
observed datasets with known parameter values and computed coverage property of the 
posterior distributions obtained with ABC-GLM regression adjustment. If the parameter 
values for these pseudo-observed data were randomly chosen from the prior distribution we 
expect the posterior quantiles (the position of the true values within the posterior distribution) 
to be uniformly distributed. The uniformity of the posterior quantiles for each parameter was 
checked with a Kolmogorov-Smirnoff test and its significance was obtained after the 
Bonferroni correction. 
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Results 

Polymorphism and Differentiation 

The full dataset comprised alignments of 74 genes of average length of 499 bp (total length 
36,918 bp) acquired from 39 Lm and 45 Lv individuals (31 and 38 populations, respectively), 
sequenced to the average per base coverage of 1017 ± (SD) 1181. Physical phasing resulted in 
phase-resolved haplotypes (alleles) for most (95.1%) heterozygous genotypes. In the 
remaining 4.9% cases physical phasing was incomplete and haplotypes were resolved 
randomly. As no linkage disequilibrium was found we further consider the markers unlinked. 
Species-wide nucleotide diversity was almost twice as high in Lv as in Lm (πLv = 0.0101 ± 
0.0071, πLm = 0.0057 ± 0.0050, Wilcoxon test, T=38, p<10-6, Table S7). Also within 
population nucleotide diversity was significantly higher in Lv than in Lm (πLv = 0.0063, πLm = 
0.0041, Mann-Whitney U-test, Z=6.42, p<10-6, Figure S2, Table S8). Between population 
nucleotide diversity was also significantly higher in Lv than in Lm (mean dXYLv = 0.0103, 
dXYLm = 0.0055, Mann-Whitney U-test, Z=27.70, p<10-6, Figure S2, Table S8).  

Interspecific FST of 0.50 was highly significant. The mean FST between interspecific 
population pairs was 0.66 ± 0.05 (Table S9, Figure S3). Within species differentiation between 
populations was substantial, but weaker in Lm (FST=0.22), than in Lv (FST=0.34) (Table S9; 
Figure S3). The Structure analysis revealed the presence of three genetic clusters and 
relatively little admixture between them, that is, in most populations all individuals were 
classified entirely or almost entirely to a single cluster (Figure 4). All Lm populations formed 
a single cluster while Lv populations were assigned to two clusters, one grouping populations 
within the Carpathian basin and the other grouping populations outside the Carpathian belt 
(LvIN and LvOUT, respectivley). Only two smooth newt populations (68 & 69) were highly 
admixed, with approximately equal proportions of ancestry from the LvIN and LvOUT 
clusters; these populations were not included in the ABC dataset. The mean FST between pairs 
of LvIN and LvOUT populations, was high (0.50), whereas between population pairs within 
groups FST was lower, 0.30 for LvINC and 0.17 for LvOUTC (Table S9). Tajima’s D was 
negative for both species and higher in Lm (mean D=-0.92, SD±0.83)  than Lv (mean D=-
1.13, SD±0.69), but the difference was not significant (Wilcoxon test, T=1087, p=0.11) (Table 
S7). 

The ABC dataset included 66 markers of the average length 484bp (31,929 bp) and 
consisted of one gene copy per marker sampled from each of 26 Lm and 32 Lv populations 
(Tables S10-S11). There were 2046 polymorphic sites (S), of which 231 (11.29%) were shared 
between species (SS) and 52 (2.54%) were fixed differences (SF). We observed many more 
polymorphism private (SP) to Lv (1330; 65%) than to Lm (433; 21.16%).  
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Model choice 

The P-values calculated under the GLM were used to check whether tested models were able 
to reproduce the observed data. For five out of seven three population models (M1, M2,  M3, 
M5, M6) the observed data fell well into distribution of retained simulated data (Table S12) 
and these models were used for model choice. The best was the M3 model with posterior 
probability (PP) 0.80 (Table S12); this model allowed migration between LvIN and LvOUT as 
well as between LvIN and Lm. The power to correctly predict the true model ranged from 0.42 
for M5 to 0.68 for M2 (mean = 0.50) and for all models was higher than the random 
expectation of 0.2 (Table S13).  

All two-population models were able to reproduce the observed data (Table S14). 
Within each gene flow scenario, the VS models always outperformed the CS models (Table 
S14). The VS.RGF model had the highest PP for each population pair, although in the LvIN-
LvOUT comparison its PP was below 0.5  (Table S14). The second best in all interspecific 
comparisons was the RGFA model, while in the LvIN-LvOUT comparison the CGF and 
RGFA models performed similarly (Table S14). The power to correctly predict the true model 
was similar in all interspecific comparisons (0.42 – 0.43) and was slightly lower for the LvIN-
LvOUT comparison (0.36); in all cases the power was higher than the random expectation of 
0.17 (Table S15). In all cases the lowest power was found for the VS.RGFA and VS.A as 
simulations produced by these models were commonly choosing as true models the VS.RGF 
and VS.OGF, respectively (Table S15).  

History of divergence and gene flow  

The three population model M3 indicates the Messinian (6.26 mya) divergence between Lm 
and Lv and the Pleistocene (1.04 mya) divergence  between LvIN and LvOUT (Figure 5, 
Table S2, Figure S4). Estimated effective population size (Ne) of LvIN (4.64 mln) was an 
order of magnitude higher than that of LvOUT (0.34 mln) and two orders of magnitude higher 
than that of Lm (0.06 mln). According to the posterior validation (Figure S9, Table S2) and 
posterior probability curves (Figure S4), LvIN Ne is underestimated. However when compared 
with two population models (see below) it appears severely overestimated. Both ancestral 
populations had similar Ne of ca. 0.10 mln (Table S2). Moderately strong and asymmetric 
gene exchange between LvIN and both Lm and LvOUT was inferred. Intraspecific migration 
rate was an order of magnitude stronger form LvIN to LvOUT (mLvIN to LvOUT 1.81*10-06 
compared to mLvOUT to LvIN 3.39*10-07). Interspecific migration rate was two orders of 
magnitude stronger in the direction to Lm from LvIN (mLvIN to Lm 6.53*10-06 compared to mLm 

to LvIN 8.31*10-08). Interestingly, interspecific migration rate from LvIN to Lm appears at least 
three times higher than intraspecific migration rate between LvIN and LvOUT (Table S2).  
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The two-population models involving various population pairs consistently estimated 
the time of divergence between Lm and Lv as 3.7 to 4.2 mya (Figures 6-8). The divergence 
between LvIN and LvOUT was estimated at ca. 3.0 mya (Figure 9). Thus the estimates of 
interspecific divergence are considerably younger and those of intraspecific divergence are 
considerable older than those from the three-population model. Demographic expansion was 
detected in all groups (Figure 6-9, Tables S10-S13). In Lm the two-fold expansion occurred 
ca. 0.5 mya leading to the current Ne of 0.14-0.23 mln (Tables S3-S6). The two- or three-fold 
demographic expansions in LvIN and LvOUT occurred earlier, 0.9-1.5 mya (Tables S4-S6). 
The current Ne of LvIN (ca. 1.09-1.25 mln) is three to four times higher than LvOUT (ca. 
0.26-0.39 mln, Tables S4-S6, Figures 6,7,9). All interspecific models clearly support recent 
(starting 45-52 kya) gene flow scenario. The model comparing Lm and Lv (LvIN an LvOUT 
combined) indicated three times higher migration rate from Lv to Lm than in the opposite 
direction (mLv to Lm 2.99*10-06 vs mLm to Lv 1.02*10-06) (Figure 8, Table S3, Figure S5). Patterns 
of gene flow between Lm and each Lv group differed considerably. The rate of gene flow 
between Lm and LvOUT was similar in both directions (mLvOUT to Lm 1.84*10-06 compared to 
mLm to LvOUT 1.82*10-06) (Figure 7, Table S5, Figure S7). On the contrary gene flow between 
Lm and LvIN was asymmetric, with migration rate over two times higher from LvIN to Lm 
(mLvIN to Lm 2.32*10-06 compared to mLm to LvIN 1.00*10-06, Figure 6, Table S4, Figure S6). Gene 
exchange between smooth newt groups started ca. 130 kya and was also asymmetric (mLvIN to 

LvOUT 3.34*10-06 compared to mLvOUT to LvIN 1.26*10-06) and (Figure 9, Table S6, Figure S8). 
Gene flow is also given as the number of migrants per generation (Nm, Figures 5-9, Table S2-
S6), i.e. the product of population size and migration rate. Due to the substantial differences in 
population sizes the numbers of exchanged migrants suggest an opposite pattern than 
migration rates. To reduce confusion and redundancy, we will restrict further discussion on 
gene flow to migration rate estimates.  

To check whether the marginal posterior distributions estimated from the best models 
were biased we generated 1000 pseudo-observed data sets for each best model and tested 
uniformity of posterior quantile distributions for each parameter. According to the 
Kolmogorov-Smirnoff test results (Table S2-S6) in each best model some parameters were 
biased. However visual inspection of the distributions of posterior quantiles (Figures S9-S13) 
suggests that most deviations from uniformity were slight. In certain models the true values of 
some parameters were more often found in the center of the distribution which is the 
consequence of too wide priors. This kind of bias does not affect interpretation of posterior 
distributions and may only slightly decrease precision of the estimates. 
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Discussion 

Demographic history of the Carpathian and smooth newt divergence 

The aim of this study was to provide insight into the history of divergence and longer-scale 
perspective on historical and contemporary gene flow between the Carpathian and smooth 
newts. While multiple, spatially and temporally distinct introgression events from Lv resulted 
in complete mtDNA replacement in Lm, little recent introgression has been suggested by 
microsatellites and SNPs (Zieliński et al. 2014a; Zieliński et al. 2013). The demographic 
history inferred in this study suggests prolonged isolation followed by demographic expansion 
and recent, secondary contact between all population groups. Species divergence was dated 
between upper Miocene (6.3 mya) and lower Pliocene (3.7 - 4.2 mya). These results are 
plausible as fossils uncontroversially assigned to both species are known from the upper 
Pliocene (Pabijan et al. 2015; Roček 1994). Since the original Lm mtDNA was replaced by 
the Lv mtDNA we cannot estimate the time of divergence from mtDNA (Babik et al. 2005; 
Zieliński et al. 2013). Although the credibility intervals of divergence from three- and two-
population models overlap, it appears that the three-population models may overestimate the 
time of divergence (Table S2, Figures S4-S5). Posteriors of the divergence time are much 
flatter in the three-population models and, as evidenced by two population models, constant 
gene flow is unlikely in this system (Table S14). A given amount of shared polymorphism 
may be explained by either long divergence and substantial gene flow or by more recent 
divergence and limited or no gene flow (Kutschera et al. 2014; Leaché et al. 2014). Therefore 
models assuming constant gene flow tend to overestimate divergence time. In either case 
interspecific genetic differentiation predates the Pleistocene glaciations. This pattern is 
repeatedly found in temperate amphibians (Pabijan et al. 2013; Weisrock et al. 2001; Wielstra 
& Arntzen 2011). Perhaps speculations on the role of environmental factors in initiating 
divergence are premature, but we note that our more ancient divergence times estimates agree 
well with the Messinian salinity crisis, a major climatic and environmental event in Europe 
(Krijgsman et al. 1999). Upper Pliocene (3.0 mya) or Pleistocene (1.04 mya) estimates of 
intraspecific divergence between Lv groups are consistent with estimates of divergence 
between major mtDNA lineages present in both groups (Babik et al. 2005; Pabijan et al. 
2015). Thus climatic oscillations during the Pleistocene could trigger intraspecific 
differentiation within Lv. The Pleistocene climatic changes affected most species inhabiting 
temperate regions by causing range shifts and long-term range fragmentation (Hewitt 2000; 
Hewitt 2004). Long term geographic isolation could facilitate intraspecific genetic 
differentiation. 

Since our primary focus was on gene flow rather than demography our models allow 
only a single, instantaneous demographic change, which is certainly a huge oversimplification 
of biological reality. We do not claim that only a single demographic change occurred in each 
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species, but use this as a crude approximation of complex historical demography. Changes of 
population size inferred from the two population models suggest that since initial divergence, 
populations of both species at least doubled reaching the current sizes of approximately two 
hundred thousand and over one million in case of Carpathian and smooth newt, respectively. 
The oldest expansion time was inferred for LvIN (1.4-1.5mya), second for LvOUT (0.9mya) 
and most recent for Lm (0.5mya). These estimates are in line with previously inferred 
moderate, ancient (ca. 0.8 mya) population growth for major mtDNA clades present in both 
Lv groups (Babik et al. 2005). The Pleistocene has been dominated by repeated periods of 
global cooling. These climatic oscillations have been linked to periodic variations in the 
earth’s orbit around the sun (Croll-Milankovitch cycles). Since 0.9 mya 100 ky periodicity of 
increased amplitude dominated (Hewitt 2011). The ice sheets, permafrost, lower temperature 
and reduced water availability had a profound influence on the population distributions of 
many organisms (Hewitt 2000; Hewitt 2004). Populations and species retracted their habitats 
to limited areas which served as refugia (Bennett & Provan 2008; Provan & Bennett 2008). 
When climate ameliorated, range expansions and colonizations accompanied by demographic 
expansions occurred (Hewitt 2000; Taberlet et al. 1998).  

Finally the relationship between the census and estimated effective population size 
(Ne) is not obvious in our case. We use the coalescent Ne which is an inverse of the coalescent 
rate (Sjödin et al. 2005). If one gene copy is sampled per deme in a many deme model, the Ne 
in the collecting phase is estimated (Wakeley 2009). In such model Ne is often larger than 
census population size and is determined mainly by the rate of migration between demes 
(Wakeley 2009) which remains unknown. Lv population size could be also overestimated due 
to migration from surrounding, unsampled, Lv populations (Beerli 2004). This is especially 
likely for LvIN which has been exchanging genes with southern smooth newt populations 
(Pabijan et al. in preparation).  

History of genetic exchange between the evolutionary lineages 

One of the main goals of this study was testing various scenarios of gene flow between Lm 
and the two evolutionary lineages of Lv. Both three and two population models support the 
asymmetric gene flow. Thus clearly massive mitochondrial introgression, resulting in 
complete mtDNA replacement (Zieliński et al. 2013), was at least to some extent accompanied 
by nuclear genes. Introgression between hybridizing species is often asymmetric (Barton & 
Hewitt 1985; Niemiller et al. 2008; Orive & Barton 2002). Such pattern could be a 
consequence of spatial expansions (Currat et al. 2008; Excoffier et al. 2009). Under the 
scenario modeled by Currat et al. (2008) introgression from the resident to the invading 
population is expected and it should be stronger in uniparentally inherited genes transferred by 
the less mobile sex. However, conversely to mtDNA, asymmetry in introgression of nuclear 
genes inferred in the newt system was limited to one Lv group. Asymmetry in gene flow was 
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detected between LvIN and Lm, consistent with observation of  admixture of Lv genes in 
several Lm populations close to the Carpathian basin (Zieliński et al. 2014a). Such pattern 
could be explained by expansion-related phenomena (Currat et al. 2008; Excoffier et al. 2009) 
or by intraspecific polymorphism in reproductive incompatibilities (Cutter 2012). First 
explanation is plausible since different times of population expansion might induce the 
observed regional asymmetric gene flow pattern. Second explanation assumes the existence of 
intraspecific polymorphism in reproductive isolation between species. The genetic architecture 
of isolation between two taxa may vary spatially due to environmental, ecological or genetic 
variation in factors that contribute to isolation (Nolte et al. 2009; Teeter et al. 2010). Many 
recent studies demonstrate substantial intraspecific polymorphism for hybrid 
incompatibility(Charron et al. 2014; Corbett-Detig et al. 2013; Good et al. 2008; Sweigart et 
al. 2007). Introgression may be easier between some genetic groups if their genomes harbor 
fewer incompatible alleles and thus intrinsic selection against hybrids is weaker (Cutter 2012). 
Hence the differences in the pattern of gene flow between Lm and two Lv groups may suggest 
regional differences in the genetic architecture of isolation between the species. The relevance 
of such polymorphism in the process of speciation is of great interest and has been the focus of 
much debate (Cutter 2012). Further insights may be obtained by comparison of introgression 
in multiple transect through hybrid zones (Cutter 2012; Seehausen et al. 2014; Teeter et al. 
2010).  

Ongoing gene flow despite long divergence time 

The role of hybridization and interspecific gene flow in specialization is controversial and 
remains poorly understood (Abbott et al. 2013; Coyne & Orr 2004; Harrison & Larson 2014; 
Seehausen et al. 2014). The pattern of contemporary hybridization is only a single snapshot of 
a complex historical process. Thus to understand the process of divergence, longer-scale 
perspective on historical gene flow between species is essential (Sousa & Hey 2013). We 
found evidence for recent (last glacial period) gene flow between Lm and Lv despite their 
relatively old divergence (4-6 mya) and presumably long periods of  isolation. It is possible 
that simple models used in this study oversimplify complexity of historical genetic exchange 
in this system. For example the model allowing both recent gene flow and more ancient 
admixture also received substantial posterior probability. Moreover, multiple periods of 
genetic exchange are suggested by mtDNA data (Babik et al. 2005; Zieliński et al. 2013). 
Therefore we rather advocate that our analyses suggest long periods of isolation during 
divergence instead of pure isolation followed by recent secondary contact. Nevertheless it may 
seem surprising that populations so divergent in respect to morphology, behavior, ecology and 
genetic still maintain the ability to exchange genes, despite apparently strong prezygotic 
isolation (Babik et al. 2003). Strong reproductive isolation should result in very low per 
generation migration rates (m) between two species (Sambatti et al. 2012). Thus small 
migration rates (ca. 10−6) estimated in this study are fully consistent with strong assortative 
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mating observed in the hybrid zone and population genetic studies which found little evidence 
for contemporary gene flow between species (Zieliński et al. 2014a; Zieliński et al. 2013). 
Simultaneously species exchange relatively high number of migrants (Nm = 0.39-1.29), 
however this is mainly due to their large population sizes (N ca. 105-106). Differentiation 
between two species depends on the levels of ancestral polymorphism and the overall level of 
gene flow, Nm (Sambatti et al. 2012). In isolation, given sufficient time, drift eliminates 
ancestral polymorphism and two species become differentiated. However, if the population 
sizes are large, as in this case, even very small migration rates can be sufficient to preclude 
differentiation via genetic drift (Sambatti et al. 2012). Thus the large population size of the 
two hybridizing newt species has two main consequences. First, relatively little gene flow is 
needed to prevent their differentiation at neutral loci. Second, the efficacy of selection relative 
to genetic drift in generating divergence is increased. Therefore we hold the view that 
relatively little of the differentiation between the two species is likely to have resulted from 
genetic drift. 

The evolution of complete reproductive isolation may take hundreds to millions of 
generations (Abbott et al. 2013; Butlin 2005; Pinho & Hey 2010). Gene flow is first impeded 
in parts of the genome located in the proximity to genes involved in initial reproductive 
isolation while rest of the genome might introgress freely (Nosil & Feder 2012; Nosil et al. 
2009). The size and relative position of regions responsible for maintenance of genomic 
differentiation have been a subject of ongoing debate (Cruickshank & Hahn 2014; Flaxman et 
al. 2013; Via 2012). Comparison of the extent of heterogeneity at various stages of divergence 
is of great interest for the understanding of the buildup of genomic differentiation as 
divergence progresses (Kronforst et al. 2013; Nadeau et al. 2012; Roux et al. 2013; Seehausen 
et al. 2014). Judging from the generally high level of divergence between smooth and 
Carpathian newts, given their large population sizes and small migration rates, it is possible 
that the gene flow is opposed by selection in relatively many parts of their genome. As 
evidenced by single nucleotide polymorphisms (Zieliński et al. 2014a) and MHC class II 
genes (Nadachowska-Brzyska et al. 2012) gene flow between Lm and Lv is genomically 
limited and heterogeneous. Currently transcriptome data, are being applied to study genomic 
heterogeneity of gene flow in the newt system (Stuglik et al. in preparation). 
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Conclusions 

In this study we tested, using the ABC approach, various models of historical gene flow 
between two species of Lissotriton newts. The species started diverging in the early Pliocene 
or even the late Miocene. Prolonged isolation was apparently followed by asymmetric genetic 
exchange after the secondary contact during the last glacial period. Thus, despite their old 
divergence newts still retain the ability to hybridize and exchange genes. One of the two 
smooth newt lineages exchanged genes with the Carpathian newt symmetrically while the 
other asymmetrically. This illustrates the importance of incorporating intraspecific genetic 
structure into models of interspecific gene flow. Asymmetric vs. symmetric introgression 
between could be explained by expansion related phenomena or intraspecific polymorphism 
for hybrid incompatibilities segregating within the smooth newt. 
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Figures 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Localities sampled for demographic analyses (details in Table S1). Red triangles - 
Lissotriton montandoni (Lm); green circles - L. vulgaris (Lv). The distribution of L. 
montandoni is hatched. Areas above 500 m a.s.l. are shaded. 
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Figure 2. The three-group models investigated in the study. M1 - no gene flow, M2 - migration 
between the Lv groups only, M3 - migration between Lv groups and between LvIN and Lm, 
M4 - migration between Lv groups and between LvOUT and Lm, M5 - migration between Lm 
and LvIN, M6 - migration between Lm and LvOUT, M7 - migration between all three groups. 
The frame indicate the best model. NLm, NLv, NLvIN and NLvOUT – population size of Lm, Lv, 
LvIN and LvOUT, respectively; Nanc and NLvanc – ancestral and ancestral Lv population sizes, 
respectively. TS and TSLv – time of split between species and Lv groups, respectively. Arrows 
indicate migration. 
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Figure 3. The two-group models investigated. Models were constructed for the 
followinggroups: i) Lm and Lv (combined LvIN and LvOUT), ii) Lm and LvIN, iii) Lm and 
LvOUT, iv) LvIN and LvOUT. Six scenarios of gene flow were analyzed (NGF - no gene 
flow, CGF - constant gene flow, RGF - recent (last 200 kya) gene flow, A - single 
instantaneous admixture event at any time after the divergence, RGFA - recent gene flow plus 
single admixture event older than 200 kya, OGF - old (older than 200 kya) gene flow), each 
under constant population size (CS) or a single demographic change (VS). The frame indicate 
the best model in all pairwise comparisons. Npop1, Npop2, Npop1pre, Npop2pre and Nanc– population 
size of group 1, group 2, group 1 before demographic change, group 2 before demographic 
change and ancestral population, respectivley. TS– time of split. Tde1 and Tde2 – time of 
demographic change in group 1 and group 2, respectivley. Tm – time of migration. Tm21 and 
Tm12 – time of instantaneous admixture of genes from group 2 to group 1 and conversely. 
Constant arrows indicate migration whereas dotted admixture. 
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Figure 4. Species genetic structuring inferred by Structure from 74 sequence loci for K = 3. 
Symbol areas are proportional to sample sizes (details in Table S1). Red - Lm, light green - 
LvOUT, dark green - LvIN. The distribution of L. montandoni is hatched. Areas above 500 m 
a.s.l. are shaded. 
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Figure 5. Parameters estimated from best three population model - M3 (migration between Lv 
groups and between LvIN and Lm). NLm, NLvIN and NLvOUT – population size of Lm, LvIN and 
LvOUT, respectively; Nanc and NLvanc – ancestral and ancestral Lv population sizes, 
respectively. TS and TSLv – time of split between species and Lv groups, respectively. 
Numbers above arrows indicate number of migrants per generation (Nm). PP – posterior 
probability. Power – power to correctly predict inferred model. m – migration rate. 

 

Figure 6. Parameters estimated from best Lm – LvIN two group model – VS.RGF 
(demographic change and recent migration). NLm, NLvINC – population size of Lm and LvIN, 
respectively; Nanc ancestral population size. NLmpre and NLvpre – population size before size 
change of Lm and LvIN, respectively. Tsplit – time of split. TdeLm and TdeLv - time of 
demographic change in Lm and LvIN, respectively. Tmig – time of migration start. Numbers 
above arrows indicate number of migrants per generation (Nm).  PP – posterior probability. 
Power – power to correctly predict inferred model. m – migration rate. 
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Figure7. Parameters estimated from best Lm – LvOUT two group model – VS.RGF 
(demographic change and recent migration). NLm, NLvOUTC – population size of Lm and 
LvOUT, respectively; Nanc ancestral population size. NLmpre and NLvpre – population size before 
size change of Lm and LvOUT, respectively. Tsplit – time of split. TdeLm and TdeLv - time of 
demographic change in Lm and LvOUT, respectively. Tmig – time of migration start. Numbers 
above arrows indicate number of migrants per generation (Nm). PP – posterior probability. 
Power – power to correctly predict inferred model. m – migration rate. 

 

Figure 8. Parameters estimated from best Lm – Lv two group model – VS.RGF (demographic 
change and recent migration). NLm, NLv – population size of Lm and Lv, respectively; Nanc 
ancestral population size. NLmpre and NLvpre – population size before size change of Lm and Lv, 
respectively. Tsplit – time of split. TdeLm and TdeLv - time of demographic change in Lm and Lv, 
respectively. Tmig – time of migration start. Numbers above arrows indicate number of 
migrants per generation (Nm). PP – posterior probability. Power – power to correctly predict 
inferred model. m – migration rate. 
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Figure 9. Parameters estimated from best LvIN – LvOUT two group model – VS.RGF 
(demographic change and recent migration). NLvINC, NLvOUTC – population size of LvIN and 
LvOUT, respectively; Nanc ancestral population size. NLvpre – population size before size 
change of either LvIN or LvOUT. Tsplit – time of split. Tde - time of demographic change in 
either LvIN or LvOUT. Tmig – time of migration start. Numbers above arrows indicate number 
of migrants per generation (Nm). PP – posterior probability. Power – power to correctly 
predict inferred model. m – migration rate. 
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Supplementary tables 
Table S1. Sampling sites. Number of individuals sampled for polymorphism data (N) and 
demographic analysis (ABC) are given. Lm - Lissotriton montandoni, Lv - L. vulgaris 
Number Species Locality Country Lattitude (N) Longitude (E) ABC - Group N ABC 

1 Lm Jeseniki CZ 50.07 17.31 Lm 1 1 
2 Lm Lachowice PL 49.68 19.42 Lm 3 1 
3 Lm Rakovets UA 49.63 24.04 Lm 1 1 
4 Lm Sihelne SK 49.51 19.39 Lm 1 1 
5 Lm Krempna PL 49.47 21.48 Lm 1 0 
6 Lm Komańcza PL 49.33 22.09 Lm 3 1 
7 Lm Pereprostynya UA 49.21 23.36 Lm 1 1 
8 Lm Smerek PL 49.16 22.44 Lm 1 1 
9 Lm Rakhynya UA 49.01 24.03 Lm 1 1 

10 Lm Zbyny UA 48.80 22.95 Lm 1 1 
11 Lm Vyshkivsky_Pass UA 48.70 23.63 Lm 1 1 
12 Lm Vuchkove UA 48.44 23.57 Lm 1 1 
13 Lm Mykulychyn UA 48.38 24.59 Lm 1 1 
14 Lm Dzembronia UA 48.07 24.62 Lm 1 1 
15 Lm Kostylivka UA 48.00 24.18 Lm 1 1 
16 Lm Gutai RO 47.70 23.78 Lm 1 1 
17 Lm Pascanu RO 47.57 25.52 Lm 3 1 
18 Lm Romuli RO 47.51 24.39 Lm 1 0 
19 Lm Voroneţ RO 47.51 25.87 Lm 1 1 
20 Lm Lunca_Ilvei RO 47.33 24.97 Lm 1 0 
21 Lm Holda RO 47.27 25.67 Lm 1 1 
22 Lm Petru_Vodă RO 47.16 26.01 Lm 1 1 
23 Lm Cuejdiu RO 47.00 26.27 Lm 1 1 
24 Lm Secu RO 46.98 25.47 Lm 1 1 
25 Lm Lacu_Roşu RO 46.78 25.77 Lm 3 1 
26 Lm Bolătău RO 46.64 26.38 Lm 1 1 
27 Lm Sântimbru RO 46.30 25.77 Lm 1 1 
28 Lm Musat_1 RO 45.96 26.40 Lm 1 1 
29 Lm Săcele RO 45.55 25.82 Lm 1 0 
30 Lm Predeal RO 45.49 25.56 Lm 1 1 
31 Lm Voina RO 45.44 25.05 Lm 1 0 
32 Lv Lipníky SK 49.07 21.42 LvIN 1 0 
33 Lv Dertsen UA 48.35 22.65 LvIN 1 1 
34 Lv Şoimuş RO 47.30 23.20 LvIN 1 1 
35 Lv Strâmba RO 47.25 24.65 LvIN 1 1 
36 Lv Mănăşturel RO 47.19 23.93 LvIN 1 1 
37 Lv Peştiş_1 RO 47.09 22.39 LvIN 1 1 
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Table S1 Continued 
Number Species Locality Country Lattitude (N) Longitude (E) Group N ABC 

38 Lv Bogdana RO 47.03 23.03 LvIN 1 1 
39 Lv Visuia RO 46.84 24.30 LvIN 1 1 
40 Lv Valea_Ierii RO 46.65 23.36 LvIN 1 1 
41 Lv Arieseni RO 46.47 22.78 LvIN 1 1 
42 Lv Carpeniş RO 46.33 23.06 LvIN 1 1 
43 Lv Sighişoara RO 46.19 24.76 LvIN 1 1 
44 Lv Săcărâmb RO 45.97 23.05 LvIN 1 1 
45 Lv Jiu_Gorge RO 45.25 23.42 LvIN 1 1 
46 Lv Pokrzywna PL 50.29 17.45 LvOUT 1 1 
47 Lv Brończyce PL 50.29 20.53 LvOUT 2 1 
48 Lv Spytkowice PL 50.00 19.48 LvOUT 1 1 
49 Lv Maćkowice PL 49.86 22.72 LvOUT 1 0 
50 Lv Jasło PL 49.74 21.49 LvOUT 3 1 
51 Lv Bronytsya_1 UA 49.43 23.41 LvOUT 1 1 
52 Lv Myluvannya UA 48.97 24.94 LvOUT 1 1 
53 Lv Honcharivka UA 48.87 25.02 LvOUT 1 1 
54 Lv Rosilna UA 48.80 24.34 LvOUT 1 1 
55 Lv Obertyn UA 48.69 25.19 LvOUT 1 1 
56 Lv Lyucha UA 48.38 24.91 LvOUT 1 1 
57 Lv Iorcani RO 47.36 26.53 LvOUT 1 1 
58 Lv Tolici RO 47.10 26.45 LvOUT 1 1 
59 Lv Tazlău RO 46.73 26.47 LvOUT 1 1 
60 Lv Pădureni RO 46.56 26.79 LvOUT 3 1 
61 Lv Musat_2 RO 45.97 26.40 LvOUT 1 1 
62 Lv Budeni RO 45.77 26.84 LvOUT 3 1 
63 Lv Penteleu_1 RO 45.56 26.36 LvOUT 1 1 
64 Lv Lereşti RO 45.37 25.06 LvOUT 1 1 
65 Lv Ciolanu RO 45.24 26.55 LvOUT 1 1 
66 Lv Vilsanesti RO 45.15 24.79 LvOUT 1 0 
67 Lv Plopu_1 RO 45.05 26.15 LvOUT 1 0 
68 Lv Ciceu RO 46.40 25.79 Uncategorized 1 0 
69 Lv Bixad RO 46.11 25.92 Uncategorized 1 0 
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Table S2. Prior and posterior distribution of M3 model. Nanc, NLvanc, NLm, NLvIN and NLvOUT – population sizes of ancestral 
population, ancestral Lv population, Lm, LvIN and LvOUT, respectively. Nm – number of migrants per generation. TS and TSLv – 
time of split between species and Lv groups, respectively; r – recombination rate between adjacent sites. 

Parameter 
Priora Posterior characteristics Posterior 

validation 
minimum maximum mode mean median 

HPDIb 50 HPDI 90 HPDI 95 

lower upper lower upper lower upper P valuec 

log10 NLvanc 4.5 6.7 4.89 5.19 5.12 4.64 5.25 4.51 5.86 4.51 6.09 4.76E-06 
log10 Nanc 4.5 6.7 5.01 5.30 5.24 4.72 5.41 4.52 6.05 4.51 6.25 3.41E-03 
log10 NLm 4.5 6.5 4.77 4.82 4.80 4.64 4.91 4.52 5.10 4.52 5.18 3.68E-02 

log10 NLvIN 4.5 6.7 6.67 6.52 6.55 6.54 6.69 6.31 6.69 6.22 6.69 2.78E-13 
log10 NLvOUT 4.5 6.7 5.53 5.51 5.52 5.28 5.77 4.92 6.09 4.82 6.20 2.90E-07 
NmLvIN→Lm

d 0.005 2 0.39 0.51 0.48 0.19 0.62 0.02 0.97 0.01 1.11 5.55E-12 
NmLm→LvIN

e 0.005 2 0.39 0.81 0.74 0.10 0.82 0.02 1.59 0.02 1.76 1.52E-05 
NmLvOUT→LvIN

f 0.01 4 1.57 1.91 1.87 0.78 2.49 0.15 3.51 0.06 3.70 1.08E-01 

NmLvIN→LvOUT
g 0.01 4 0.61 1.29 1.11 0.14 1.25 0.02 2.62 0.02 3.04 1.13E-02 

TSLv
h 50000 1500000 261306 345262 319591 141080 396630 60930 621680 53643 707038 2.20E-16 

TS
 50000 2500000 1564940 1424300 1441920 1077180 2001710 554296 2444630 413707 2493850 2.31E-02 

r x 10-9 0.10 10.00 4.38 5.09 5.07 2.71 7.09 0.95 9.38 0.67 9.77 2.60E-03 
a all priors are uniformly distributed. 
b highest posterior density intervals. 
c p values computed with Kolmogorov – Smirnoff test; bold values indicate significant deviations from uniformity after Bonferroni correction. 
d NmLvIN→Lm equals mLvIN→Lm x NLm 
e NmLm→LvIN equals mLm→LvIN x NLvIN 
f NmLvOUT→LvIN equals mLvOUT→LvIN x NLvIN 
g NmLvIN→LvOUT equals mLvIN→LvOUT x NLvOUT 
h all times given in generations 
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Table S3. Prior and posterior distribution of VS.RGF model for Lm – Lv comparison. Nanc, NLm, NLmanc, NLv, NLvanc,– population 
sizes of ancestral population, Lm, Lm before demographic change, Lv, Lv before demographic change, respectively. Nm – number 
of migrants per generation. TS - time of split between species. TDLm and TDLv - time of demographic change in Lm and Lv, 
respectively. Tm – time of migration start. r – recombination rate between adjacent sites. 

Parameter 
Priora Posterior characteristics Posterior validation 

minimum maximum mode mean median 
HPDIb 50 HPDI 90 HPDI 95 

lower upper lower upper lower upper P valuec 

log10 Nanc 4.5 6.7 5.06 5.19 5.15 4.80 5.37 4.52 5.76 4.52 5.92 3.30E-09 
log10 NLm 4.5 6.5 5.15 5.27 5.23 4.89 5.46 4.57 5.91 4.52 6.06 6.39E-05 
log10 NLmanc 4.5 6.5 4.97 5.28 5.20 4.69 5.35 4.52 6.03 4.52 6.23 1.44E-05 
log10 NLv 4.5 6.7 6.10 5.99 6.03 5.82 6.37 5.43 6.68 5.26 6.69 1.11E-14 
log10 NLvanc 4.5 6.7 5.72 5.64 5.65 5.30 6.11 4.78 6.53 4.68 6.63 5.11E-02 

NmLv→Lm
d 0.005 2 0.43 0.79 0.72 0.15 0.84 0.02 1.56 0.02 1.74 1.09E-04 

NmLm→Lv
e 0.005 2 1.29 1.02 1.02 0.66 1.54 0.19 1.88 0.10 1.93 1.10E-01 

TDLm
f 1000 500000 126377 234107 226673 62435 276413 15059 436058 4761 459996 1.60E-09 

TDLv
 1000 500000 296889 263546 269301 192924 393428 63361 476177 40289 491222 6.21E-02 

Tm 1 50000 12815 22071 20855 5528 25252 629 41354 378 44884 3.37E-01 

TS 50000 2500000 936461 1071020 1034940 632153 1299650 268834 1853650 171438 2013700 1.12E-07 

r x 10-9 0.1 10 4.33 5.05 5.03 2.81 7.23 0.84 9.28 0.51 9.63 1.89E-01 
a all priors are uniformly distributed. 
b highest posterior density intervals. 
c p values computed with Kolmogorov – Smirnoff test; bold values indicate significant deviations from uniformity after Bonferroni correction. 
d NmLv→Lm equals mLv→Lm x NLm 
e NmLm→Lv equals mLm→Lv x NLv 
f all times given in generations 
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Table S4. Prior and posterior distribution of VS.RGF model for Lm – LvIN comparison. Nanc, NLm, NLmanc, NLvIN, NLvINanc,– 
population sizes of ancestral population, Lm, Lm before demographic change, LvIN, LvIN before demographic change, 
respectively. Nm – number of migrants per generation. TS - time of split between species. TDLm and TDLvIN - time of demographic 
change in Lm and LvIN, respectively. Tm – time of migration start. r – recombination rate between adjacent sites. 

Parameter 
Priora Posterior characteristics Posterior 

validation 
minimum maximum mode mean median 

HPDIb 50 HPDI 90 HPDI 95 

lower upper lower upper lower upper P valuec 

log10 Nanc 4.5 6.5 5.03 5.15 5.12 4.78 5.32 4.52 5.69 4.52 5.84 7.08E-07 
log10 NLm 4.5 6.5 5.27 5.38 5.34 5.01 5.59 4.68 6.10 4.59 6.22 4.03E-06 
log10 NLmanc 4.5 6.5 5.00 5.24 5.16 4.71 5.33 4.52 5.94 4.51 6.14 2.20E-16 
log10 NLvIN 4.5 6.5 6.10 5.88 5.94 5.82 6.35 5.30 6.49 5.10 6.49 1.09E-05 
log10 NLvINanc 4.5 6.5 5.63 5.57 5.59 5.29 5.98 4.84 6.38 4.74 6.46 2.85E-02 

NmLvIN→Lm
d 0.005 2 0.44 0.78 0.71 0.16 0.83 0.02 1.54 0.02 1.72 1.14E-08 

NmLm→LvIN
e 0.005 2 1.26 1.02 1.03 0.67 1.55 0.18 1.87 0.10 1.93 2.01E-02 

TDLm
f 1000 500000 123869 224356 211628 49842 250500 6209 421013 4761 455536 3.35E-07 

TDLvIN 1000 500000 359578 273275 284348 236008 438565 75187 491224 46691 498746 1.06E-01 

Tm 1 50000 12312 21351 19850 4991 23996 378 40311 378 44323 4.92E-02 

TS 50000 2500000 985701 1079630 1047280 708698 1324500 351670 1827680 231377 1964450 9.22E-15 

r x 10-9 0.10 10 5.72 5.04 5.03 2.91 7.33 0.78 9.23 0.46 9.58 5.59E-02 
a all priors are uniformly distributed. 
b highest posterior density intervals. 
c p values computed with Kolmogorov – Smirnoff test; bold values indicate significant deviations from uniformity after Bonferroni correction. 
d NmLvIN→Lm equals mLvIN→Lm x NLm 
e NmLm→LvIN equals mLm→LvIN x NLvIN 
f all times given in generations 
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Table S5. Prior and posterior distribution of VS.RGF model for Lm – LvOUT comparison. Nanc, NLm, NLmanc, NLvOUT, NLvOUTanc,– 
population sizes of ancestral population, Lm, Lm before demographic change, LvOUT, LvOUT before demographic change, 
respectively. Nm – number of migrants per generation. TS - time of split between species. TDLm and TDLvOUT - time of demographic 
change in Lm and LvOUT, respectively. Tm – time of migration start. r – recombination rate between adjacent sites. 

Parameter 
Priora Posterior charakteristics Posterior 

validation 
minimum maximum mode mean median 

HPDIb 50 HPDI 90 HPDI 95 

lower upper lower upper lower upper P valuec 

log10 Nanc 4.5 6.5 5.07 5.17 5.14 4.82 5.36 4.53 5.71 4.52 5.85 3.58E-04 
log10 NLm 4.5 6.5 5.36 5.44 5.41 5.08 5.69 4.74 6.18 4.64 6.29 2.12E-04 
log10 NLmanc 4.5 6.5 5.00 5.23 5.16 4.71 5.32 4.52 5.93 4.51 6.13 1.83E-11 
log10 NLvOUT 4.5 6.5 5.60 5.57 5.58 5.29 5.91 4.87 6.31 4.75 6.39 1.15E-05 
log10 NLvOUTanc 4.5 6.5 5.27 5.39 5.35 4.92 5.64 4.55 6.12 4.52 6.26 1.36E-04 
NmLvOUT→Lm

d 0.005 2 0.43 0.80 0.72 0.15 0.85 0.02 1.56 0.02 1.74 2.47E-02 

NmLm→LvOUT
e 0.005 2 0.72 0.96 0.94 0.39 1.22 0.10 1.77 0.05 1.86 1.98E-01 

TDLm
f 1000 500000 131392 222384 206621 57420 252110 9777 422081 4762 454143 5.73E-05 

TDLvOUT 1000 500000 234201 251382 249249 141618 345786 49897 464184 29003 481193 5.37E-01 

Tm 1 50000 11559 19836 18091 4288 21483 378 38559 378 43075 1.05E-04 
TS 50000 2500000 1059700 1115540 1096640 772788 1361300 425717 1820070 327234 1964400 1.23E-09 

r x 10-9 0.10 10 6.17 5.09 5.12 3.24 7.64 0.92 9.35 0.52 9.63 5.94E-03 
a all priors are uniformly distributed. 
b highest posterior density intervals. 
c p values computed with Kolmogorov – Smirnoff test; bold values indicate significant deviations from uniformity after Bonferroni correction. 
d NmLvOUT→Lm equals mLvOUT→Lm x NLm 
e NmLm→LvOUT equals mLm→LvOUT x NLvOUT 
f all times given in generations 
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Table S6. Prior and posterior distribution of VS.RGF model for LvIN – LvOUT comparison. Nanc, NLvIN, NLvINanc, NLvOUT, 
NLvOUTanc,– population sizes of ancestral population, LvIN, LvIN before demographic change, LvOUT, LvOUT before demographic 
change, respectively. Nm – number of migrants per generation. TS - time of split between LvIN and LvOUT. TDLvIN and TDLvOUT - 
time of demographic change in LvIN and LvOUT, respectively. Tm – time of migration start. r – recombination rate between 
adjacent sites. 

Parameter 
Priora Posterior charakteristics Posterior 

validation 
minimum maximum mode mean median 

HPDIb 50 HPDI 90 HPDI 95 

lower upper lower upper lower upper P valuec 

log10 Nanc 4.5 6.5 4.97 5.09 5.05 4.73 5.23 4.52 5.59 4.52 5.73 2.87E-06 
log10 NLvIN 4.5 6.5 6.04 5.87 5.92 5.77 6.29 5.33 6.49 5.14 6.49 2.08E-06 
log10 NLvINanc 4.5 6.5 5.73 5.61 5.64 5.35 6.07 4.90 6.45 4.78 6.49 1.79E-01 

log10 NLvOUT 4.5 6.5 5.41 5.44 5.42 5.15 5.69 4.78 6.10 4.66 6.20 2.44E-07 
log10 NLvOUTanc 4.5 6.5 5.35 5.46 5.44 5.01 5.76 4.65 6.26 4.59 6.36 6.54E-09 
NmLvOUT→LvIN

d 0.005 2 1.38 1.06 1.08 0.82 1.67 0.26 1.94 0.17 1.98 2.20E-02 

NmLvIN→LvOUT
e 0.005 2 0.87 0.99 0.99 0.53 1.35 0.18 1.82 0.10 1.90 1.73E-01 

TDLvIN
f 1000 500000 372115 278924 291870 250383 448595 87972 498745 50722 498745 2.82E-03 

TDLvOUT 1000 500000 216648 249104 246736 132646 338070 47389 462222 29837 482308 3.66E-01 

Tm 1 50000 31659 26873 27387 19625 39573 7915 48179 5485 49623 2.97E-03 
TS 10000 2000000 756975 852047 826582 518733 1040380 225721 1467980 155352 1603580 9.59E-11 

r x 10-9 0.10 10 5.42 5.09 5.07 3.11 7.50 0.90 9.33 0.62 9.72 1.10E-03 
a all priors are uniformly distributed. 
b highest posterior density intervals. 
c p values computed with Kolmogorov – Smirnoff test; bold values indicate significant deviations from uniformity after Bonferroni correction. 
d NmLvOUT→LvIN equals mLvOUT→LvIN x NLvIN 
e NmLvIN→LvOUT equals mLvIN→LvOUT x NLvOUT 
f all times given in generations 
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Table S7. Within species nucleotide diversity (π) and  
Tajima’s D calculated for each gene separately. 

Marker 
Lm Lv 

π D π D 
adar 0.0018 -2.2939 0.0044 -1.9447 
agl 0.0035 -1.9909 0.0167 -0.9598 

appl 0.0115 -0.1201 0.0111 -1.5308 
arh 0.0016 -1.9525 0.0039 -0.8269 
atp 0.0077 -0.8805 0.0090 -1.5299 

cask 0.0042 -1.3470 0.0057 -0.7911 
cep 0.0130 0.1562 0.0186 -1.4742 

cidec 0.0104 -1.2373 0.0167 -1.4265 
cldn 0.0117 -1.0024 0.0464 -1.0681 

cnppd 0.0070 0.1790 0.0093 -1.5817 
col1a 0.0029 -1.8505 0.0047 -1.7618 
col3a 0.0047 -1.4235 0.0104 0.7262 
col5a 0.0052 -0.4469 0.0148 -1.4021 

cri 0.0012 -0.6061 0.0040 -0.4167 
dcaf 0.0019 -2.2726 0.0117 -1.2317 
dcp 0.0011 -1.8243 0.0036 -2.1374 
dht 0.0039 -1.2783 0.0105 -1.2353 
dox 0.0156 -0.0321 0.0115 -1.3082 
dst 0.0007 -0.7788 0.0138 -0.8635 
ehd 0.0112 1.0388 0.0105 -1.0400 
eif 0.0024 0.3026 0.0097 -1.2715 

fam135 0.0029 -0.7516 0.0036 -1.5783 
fgfr 0.0012 -2.4764 0.0323 -0.2606 
gak 0.0005 -1.2378 0.0129 -0.0167 
gnp 0.0030 -0.7122 0.0076 -1.8636 
gpc 0.0063 -0.4299 0.0080 -0.3581 
gys 0.0125 0.8002 0.0195 -0.8478 
ibtk 0.0090 -1.0786 0.0214 0.2055 
igfb 0.0034 -2.1912 0.0163 -0.2876 

kdm2 0.0061 -1.4407 0.0154 -0.2290 
kdm3 0.0013 -1.7937 0.0033 -1.3389 
kiaa06 0.0097 -1.3408 0.0185 -1.1645 
kiaa 0.0010 -1.5446 0.0052 -1.1848 
kif5b 0.0013 -2.0777 0.0041 -1.2820 
lbr 0.0104 0.3140 0.0074 -1.5243 
ldlr 0.0022 -1.0537 0.0094 -1.9879 
lgr 0.0003 -0.9406 0.0067 -1.7788 
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Table S7 Continued 

Marker 
Lm Lv 

π D π D 
lmbr 0.0023 -1.7515 0.0097 -0.7409 
m6pr 0.0081 -1.3819 0.0123 -1.5205 
man 0.0035 -0.2375 0.0054 -1.3398 
mkl 0.0082 -0.6784 0.0058 -1.8796 
mtm 0.0061 -0.4703 0.0037 -1.4629 
myo 0.0195 -0.0096 0.0079 -1.7742 
ngef 0.0065 -1.6343 0.0081 -1.4989 
nisc 0.0136 1.3678 0.0137 -0.9425 
opa 0.0042 -1.3649 0.0136 -0.5807 
phf 0.0026 -1.1185 0.0036 -1.4865 
phl 0.0090 0.3352 0.0152 -1.4767 

prdm 0.0032 -0.3106 0.0109 -0.9286 
prk 0.0139 -0.5824 0.0204 -1.1724 

rab33 0.0067 -1.7809 0.0162 -0.3244 
rab3g 0.0180 -0.5020 0.0112 -1.6901 
ralb 0.0146 0.4759 0.0142 -0.0795 
rbm 0.0012 -0.5204 0.0066 -0.0606 
rfx 0.0068 0.1120 0.0053 -2.2102 
rgs 0.0036 -0.8628 0.0051 -1.6803 
rnp 0.0097 -0.1635 0.0127 -0.5786 
rock 0.0008 -1.5333 0.0028 0.9527 
sec 0.0048 -1.2346 0.0026 -2.4182 
slc5 0.0225 0.1012 0.0191 -0.4685 
slc6a 0.0016 -1.0504 0.0076 -1.8669 
son 0.0019 -2.0597 0.0070 -1.1297 
srf 0.0063 -1.6403 0.0139 -0.3244 

sync 0.0014 -1.2577 0.0022 -0.1714 
tex 0.0011 -1.0152 0.0050 -2.1278 
tob 0.0009 -1.5015 0.0080 -1.2236 
trab 0.0101 -0.1538 0.0041 -1.8457 
trim 0.0024 -0.8948 0.0020 -1.5222 
upf1 0.0006 -0.8868 0.0066 -0.1486 
usp 0.0021 -1.3118 0.0046 -0.9388 
wiz 0.0013 -1.7047 0.0048 -1.6878 
xpo 0.0026 -1.4356 0.0058 -1.4649 
yme 0.0083 -0.3478 0.0063 -1.1726 
znf4 0.0005 -1.4978 0.0023 -2.1504 
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Table S8. Nucleotide diversity calculated within (diagonal) and between (below diagonal) populations. L. montandoni (1-31) and L.vulgaris (32-69).
# 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34

1 .004
2 .005 .004
3 .007 .006 .004
4 .005 .004 .006 .004
5 .007 .005 .006 .005 .005
6 .006 .004 .006 .003 .005 .004
7 .006 .004 .005 .004 .005 .004 .004
8 .005 .004 .006 .003 .005 .004 .004 .003
9 .006 .005 .005 .005 .006 .005 .005 .005 .004

10 .006 .005 .006 .005 .006 .004 .005 .004 .006 .004
11 .006 .005 .005 .005 .005 .005 .005 .004 .005 .005 .004
12 .006 .005 .005 .004 .005 .005 .004 .004 .005 .005 .005 .004
13 .008 .006 .007 .006 .007 .006 .006 .006 .006 .006 .006 .006 .005
14 .007 .006 .007 .005 .007 .006 .005 .005 .006 .005 .006 .005 .006 .004
15 .007 .005 .005 .005 .006 .005 .005 .005 .006 .005 .005 .005 .006 .005 .004
16 .007 .005 .006 .005 .005 .005 .005 .005 .006 .005 .005 .005 .006 .005 .005 .005
17 .007 .006 .007 .006 .007 .007 .006 .006 .006 .006 .006 .006 .006 .006 .005 .006 .005
18 .006 .005 .006 .005 .006 .005 .005 .005 .005 .006 .005 .005 .006 .005 .005 .005 .005 .005
19 .007 .006 .006 .005 .006 .006 .005 .005 .006 .006 .005 .005 .006 .005 .005 .005 .005 .005 .004
20 .007 .006 .007 .005 .007 .006 .006 .005 .006 .006 .006 .006 .005 .005 .005 .005 .005 .005 .004 .003
21 .007 .006 .006 .005 .006 .006 .006 .005 .006 .005 .005 .005 .005 .005 .005 .005 .005 .005 .004 .004 .004
22 .008 .006 .006 .005 .006 .006 .006 .006 .006 .007 .006 .006 .006 .006 .006 .006 .006 .006 .005 .004 .005 .004
23 .006 .005 .006 .005 .006 .005 .006 .005 .006 .006 .005 .005 .006 .006 .005 .005 .005 .005 .004 .005 .004 .005 .004
24 .007 .005 .006 .005 .006 .005 .005 .005 .005 .005 .005 .005 .006 .005 .005 .005 .005 .005 .004 .005 .004 .004 .004 .004
25 .008 .006 .007 .006 .007 .006 .006 .006 .007 .006 .006 .006 .006 .006 .006 .006 .006 .006 .005 .005 .005 .006 .005 .005 .006
26 .007 .006 .006 .005 .006 .006 .006 .005 .006 .006 .006 .005 .005 .005 .005 .005 .005 .005 .005 .004 .004 .003 .005 .004 .005 .003
27 .008 .006 .007 .006 .007 .006 .006 .006 .006 .007 .006 .006 .007 .006 .006 .006 .006 .006 .005 .005 .005 .005 .005 .005 .006 .005 .005
28 .007 .006 .006 .005 .006 .006 .005 .005 .006 .005 .005 .005 .005 .005 .005 .005 .005 .005 .004 .005 .004 .004 .005 .004 .005 .003 .005 .002
29 .008 .007 .006 .006 .007 .007 .006 .006 .007 .007 .006 .006 .007 .006 .006 .006 .006 .006 .005 .006 .005 .006 .005 .005 .006 .005 .005 .004 .004
30 .008 .006 .006 .005 .006 .006 .006 .005 .006 .005 .005 .005 .006 .005 .005 .006 .005 .005 .004 .005 .005 .004 .005 .004 .005 .003 .005 .003 .005 .003
31 .008 .007 .007 .006 .007 .007 .006 .006 .007 .006 .006 .006 .006 .006 .006 .006 .006 .006 .005 .006 .005 .006 .005 .004 .006 .005 .006 .004 .005 .004 .004
32 .015 .016 .016 .015 .016 .015 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .015 .016 .016 .016 .015 .015 .015 .015 .016 .016 .015 .016 .015 .015 .016 .016 .015 .016 .004
33 .016 .016 .017 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .017 .016 .015 .015 .016 .016 .016 .015 .015 .015 .015 .016 .016 .015 .016 .015 .016 .016 .016 .015 .015 .006 .006
34 .015 .016 .016 .015 .016 .015 .015 .015 .016 .016 .016 .015 .015 .015 .016 .015 .015 .015 .015 .014 .014 .015 .015 .015 .015 .015 .014 .015 .015 .015 .015 .010 .010 .007  
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Table S8. Continued
# 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34
35 .014 .015 .016 .015 .015 .015 .015 .015 .015 .016 .016 .015 .015 .014 .015 .015 .015 .014 .015 .015 .014 .015 .015 .014 .015 .015 .014 .015 .015 .015 .015 .010 .011 .007
36 .015 .016 .016 .015 .015 .015 .015 .015 .016 .016 .016 .015 .015 .014 .015 .015 .015 .014 .015 .014 .014 .015 .015 .015 .015 .015 .014 .015 .015 .015 .015 .011 .011 .008
37 .015 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .015 .015 .016 .016 .015 .015 .015 .015 .015 .016 .015 .015 .015 .016 .015 .016 .015 .016 .015 .010 .009 .010
38 .015 .016 .016 .015 .015 .015 .015 .015 .015 .016 .016 .015 .015 .015 .016 .015 .015 .014 .014 .014 .014 .015 .015 .014 .015 .015 .015 .015 .015 .015 .015 .010 .010 .008
39 .015 .016 .016 .015 .015 .015 .015 .015 .016 .016 .016 .015 .015 .015 .016 .015 .015 .014 .015 .014 .014 .015 .015 .015 .015 .015 .014 .015 .015 .015 .015 .010 .011 .006
40 .015 .016 .016 .015 .015 .015 .015 .015 .016 .016 .016 .015 .015 .015 .015 .015 .015 .015 .014 .014 .014 .015 .015 .015 .015 .015 .014 .015 .015 .015 .015 .010 .011 .008
41 .015 .016 .016 .015 .016 .015 .015 .015 .015 .016 .016 .015 .015 .014 .016 .015 .015 .015 .014 .014 .014 .015 .015 .015 .015 .015 .015 .015 .015 .015 .015 .010 .010 .009
42 .014 .015 .015 .014 .015 .015 .014 .015 .015 .015 .015 .014 .015 .014 .015 .015 .014 .014 .014 .014 .013 .015 .014 .014 .014 .014 .013 .014 .014 .014 .014 .009 .010 .009
43 .014 .015 .016 .014 .015 .015 .015 .015 .015 .015 .016 .015 .015 .014 .015 .015 .015 .014 .014 .014 .014 .015 .015 .014 .015 .015 .013 .015 .015 .015 .015 .011 .011 .008
44 .015 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .017 .016 .016 .016 .015 .016 .016 .016 .015 .015 .015 .015 .016 .015 .016 .016 .015 .015 .016 .016 .015 .015 .011 .011 .009
45 .016 .017 .017 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .017 .017 .017 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .015 .015 .015 .016 .016 .016 .016 .015 .015 .016 .016 .015 .016 .011 .012 .011
46 .015 .017 .017 .016 .017 .017 .017 .017 .017 .017 .017 .016 .017 .016 .017 .017 .017 .016 .016 .016 .015 .016 .016 .016 .016 .017 .016 .017 .016 .016 .016 .013 .013 .013
47 .015 .017 .017 .017 .017 .017 .017 .017 .017 .017 .017 .017 .017 .016 .017 .017 .017 .017 .016 .017 .015 .017 .016 .017 .017 .017 .016 .017 .016 .016 .016 .013 .014 .013
48 .015 .017 .016 .016 .017 .016 .016 .017 .017 .017 .017 .016 .016 .016 .017 .017 .017 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .013 .014 .013
49 .015 .016 .016 .015 .016 .015 .015 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .015 .016 .016 .016 .016 .015 .015 .015 .016 .015 .015 .016 .016 .015 .016 .015 .015 .015 .012 .013 .012
50 .015 .017 .017 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .017 .017 .016 .016 .016 .017 .017 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .013 .014 .013
51 .014 .016 .016 .015 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .015 .016 .015 .016 .016 .016 .015 .015 .015 .015 .016 .015 .015 .015 .015 .015 .015 .015 .015 .015 .013 .013 .013
52 .015 .017 .017 .016 .017 .017 .017 .017 .017 .017 .017 .017 .017 .016 .017 .017 .017 .016 .016 .016 .015 .017 .016 .016 .016 .017 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .013 .014 .013
53 .016 .017 .016 .016 .017 .016 .016 .016 .017 .017 .017 .016 .016 .016 .017 .017 .016 .016 .016 .016 .015 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .013 .013 .013
54 .015 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .015 .016 .016 .016 .015 .015 .016 .015 .016 .015 .015 .016 .016 .015 .016 .016 .015 .016 .013 .014 .013
55 .015 .017 .017 .016 .017 .016 .016 .016 .016 .017 .017 .016 .016 .015 .017 .017 .016 .016 .016 .016 .015 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .013 .013 .013
56 .014 .016 .016 .016 .017 .016 .016 .016 .016 .017 .017 .016 .016 .015 .017 .017 .016 .016 .016 .016 .015 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .015 .016 .016 .013 .014 .013
57 .015 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .017 .017 .016 .016 .015 .017 .017 .016 .016 .016 .016 .015 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .015 .016 .016 .016 .016 .013 .013 .013
58 .015 .017 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .017 .017 .016 .016 .016 .017 .017 .016 .016 .016 .016 .015 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .015 .016 .015 .016 .016 .012 .013 .013
59 .015 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .017 .016 .016 .015 .017 .017 .016 .016 .015 .016 .015 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .013 .013 .013
60 .015 .017 .017 .016 .017 .017 .017 .017 .017 .017 .017 .017 .017 .016 .017 .017 .017 .016 .016 .016 .016 .017 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .013 .014 .013
61 .014 .016 .016 .015 .016 .015 .015 .016 .015 .016 .016 .015 .015 .015 .016 .016 .015 .015 .015 .015 .014 .015 .015 .015 .015 .015 .015 .015 .015 .015 .015 .012 .013 .012
62 .015 .017 .016 .016 .017 .016 .016 .016 .017 .017 .017 .016 .016 .016 .017 .017 .016 .016 .016 .016 .015 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .013 .014 .013
63 .015 .017 .017 .016 .017 .016 .016 .017 .017 .017 .017 .016 .017 .016 .017 .017 .016 .016 .016 .016 .015 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .014 .014 .013
64 .016 .017 .017 .016 .017 .017 .017 .017 .017 .017 .017 .016 .017 .016 .017 .017 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .013 .014 .013
65 .016 .017 .017 .016 .017 .016 .016 .017 .017 .017 .017 .016 .016 .016 .017 .017 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .013 .013 .012
66 .015 .016 .017 .016 .017 .016 .016 .016 .016 .017 .017 .016 .016 .015 .017 .016 .016 .016 .015 .015 .015 .016 .015 .016 .016 .016 .015 .016 .016 .016 .016 .013 .014 .013
67 .015 .017 .017 .016 .017 .016 .016 .017 .017 .017 .017 .016 .016 .016 .017 .017 .016 .016 .016 .016 .015 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .013 .014 .013
68 .015 .016 .017 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .017 .016 .016 .015 .016 .016 .016 .015 .015 .015 .015 .016 .016 .015 .016 .015 .015 .016 .015 .015 .015 .012 .012 .011
69 .014 .015 .016 .015 .015 .015 .015 .015 .016 .015 .016 .015 .015 .014 .015 .015 .014 .015 .015 .014 .014 .015 .014 .014 .015 .014 .014 .015 .015 .014 .014 .013 .013 .011  
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Table S8. Continued
# 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69
35 .005
36 .007 .005
37 .010 .010 .005
38 .007 .007 .009 .007
39 .006 .007 .010 .007 .005
40 .008 .008 .010 .008 .007 .006
41 .009 .010 .009 .009 .009 .009 .008
42 .009 .009 .009 .009 .009 .008 .008 .007
43 .007 .008 .010 .008 .008 .008 .009 .009 .004
44 .008 .010 .010 .009 .009 .009 .010 .009 .008 .008
45 .011 .011 .010 .011 .010 .010 .010 .009 .010 .010 .009
46 .012 .013 .013 .013 .012 .012 .013 .012 .011 .013 .013 .006
47 .013 .013 .013 .013 .013 .013 .013 .012 .012 .013 .013 .007 .006
48 .012 .013 .013 .013 .013 .013 .013 .012 .011 .013 .013 .008 .007 .005
49 .012 .012 .012 .012 .012 .012 .012 .011 .011 .012 .012 .007 .006 .007 .007
50 .012 .013 .013 .013 .013 .013 .013 .012 .011 .013 .013 .008 .007 .006 .007 .006
51 .013 .013 .013 .013 .013 .013 .013 .012 .012 .013 .013 .008 .007 .007 .007 .007 .007
52 .013 .013 .013 .013 .013 .013 .013 .012 .012 .013 .013 .008 .006 .006 .007 .006 .006 .005
53 .013 .013 .013 .013 .012 .012 .013 .012 .011 .013 .013 .008 .007 .006 .007 .007 .007 .007 .005
54 .013 .013 .013 .013 .013 .012 .013 .012 .011 .013 .013 .009 .008 .007 .008 .008 .008 .007 .008 .006
55 .013 .013 .013 .013 .013 .013 .013 .012 .011 .013 .013 .007 .007 .007 .007 .007 .006 .006 .007 .008 .006
56 .012 .013 .013 .013 .013 .013 .013 .012 .012 .013 .013 .007 .006 .006 .007 .007 .007 .005 .007 .008 .006 .006
57 .012 .013 .013 .013 .012 .012 .012 .012 .011 .013 .013 .007 .006 .006 .007 .007 .006 .006 .006 .008 .006 .006 .005
58 .012 .013 .012 .012 .012 .012 .012 .011 .011 .012 .012 .009 .007 .006 .008 .007 .007 .006 .005 .008 .007 .007 .006 .005
59 .013 .013 .013 .013 .013 .013 .013 .012 .012 .013 .013 .007 .007 .007 .007 .007 .006 .006 .007 .008 .006 .006 .006 .006 .005
60 .013 .013 .013 .013 .013 .013 .013 .012 .012 .013 .013 .008 .007 .007 .007 .007 .007 .006 .007 .008 .007 .007 .006 .006 .006 .006
61 .011 .011 .012 .011 .011 .011 .011 .011 .010 .011 .012 .008 .007 .006 .008 .007 .008 .007 .007 .008 .007 .007 .006 .007 .007 .007 .005
62 .012 .013 .013 .013 .013 .013 .012 .012 .012 .013 .013 .008 .008 .007 .008 .008 .008 .007 .007 .009 .007 .007 .006 .007 .007 .007 .007 .006
63 .013 .013 .013 .013 .013 .013 .013 .012 .012 .013 .013 .009 .008 .007 .008 .007 .008 .006 .008 .008 .007 .007 .006 .007 .007 .007 .007 .006 .007
64 .013 .013 .013 .013 .013 .013 .013 .012 .012 .013 .012 .010 .009 .009 .009 .009 .010 .008 .009 .009 .009 .009 .009 .010 .010 .009 .009 .009 .008 .008

65 .012 .013 .012 .013 .012 .012 .012 .012 .011 .013 .012 .009 .008 .007 .008 .009 .009 .009 .007 .008 .009 .008 .007 .007 .008 .008 .008 .007 .008 .010 .007

66 .013 .013 .013 .013 .013 .013 .013 .012 .012 .013 .013 .010 .010 .010 .010 .010 .009 .010 .011 .011 .009 .009 .009 .010 .009 .010 .009 .010 .010 .010 .010 .008

67 .012 .013 .013 .013 .012 .012 .013 .012 .011 .013 .013 .010 .008 .008 .008 .009 .009 .008 .008 .009 .008 .008 .007 .007 .008 .008 .008 .008 .007 .009 .007 .010 .006

68 .010 .010 .012 .010 .010 .010 .011 .010 .008 .010 .011 .011 .010 .010 .010 .010 .011 .010 .010 .010 .010 .010 .009 .010 .010 .010 .009 .010 .010 .011 .010 .012 .010 .007

69 .010 .011 .012 .011 .010 .011 .011 .011 .009 .011 .012 .011 .011 .010 .011 .011 .011 .011 .010 .011 .011 .010 .010 .009 .010 .010 .009 .010 .010 .012 .010 .012 .010 .009 .011  
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Table S9. Population differentiation. Pirwise FST matrix calculated between popultions. L.montandoni (1-31) and L.vulgaris (32-69).
# 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35

2 .28
3 .44 .31
4 .25 -.01 .30
5 .38 .18 .30 .19
6 .34 .01 .35 -.07 .23
7 .32 .06 .19 -.07 .18 .08
8 .32 .03 .42 .02 .24 .07 .19
9 .34 .19 .17 .13 .22 .26 .16 .25

10 .32 .15 .32 .11 .23 .15 .08 .09 .25
11 .35 .19 .16 .19 .16 .26 .17 .15 .13 .12
12 .31 .14 .16 .10 .14 .17 .00 .15 .16 .11 .09
13 .40 .34 .27 .23 .32 .37 .26 .31 .15 .23 .19 .21
14 .38 .33 .35 .22 .33 .33 .17 .27 .27 .15 .25 .16 .17
15 .37 .24 .17 .20 .20 .27 .14 .24 .21 .12 .09 .04 .19 .13
16 .35 .22 .26 .20 .15 .24 .14 .24 .19 .18 .15 .08 .15 .15 .08
17 .31 .30 .24 .19 .23 .32 .22 .19 .20 .22 .17 .14 .17 .12 .07 .09
18 .29 .22 .26 .15 .21 .24 .17 .20 .11 .17 .12 .09 .13 .06 -.02 .03 .04
19 .40 .31 .32 .25 .31 .35 .27 .29 .26 .28 .21 .26 .18 .16 .15 .15 -.06 .09
20 .46 .35 .42 .31 .38 .38 .36 .34 .32 .35 .29 .30 .13 .24 .20 .19 .08 .18 .09
21 .39 .31 .29 .23 .28 .33 .25 .28 .28 .22 .21 .18 .12 .07 .10 .17 -.03 .08 -.12 .02
22 .44 .34 .32 .23 .27 .38 .26 .35 .21 .32 .20 .22 .12 .21 .21 .22 .10 .16 .14 .03 .07
23 .34 .25 .26 .20 .20 .28 .25 .25 .23 .25 .15 .15 .21 .25 .09 .09 .01 .13 .03 .15 .02 .15
24 .43 .28 .32 .19 .34 .34 .25 .35 .20 .24 .19 .25 .21 .20 .18 .23 .09 .13 .06 .21 .11 .07 .08
25 .32 .25 .19 .15 .19 .27 .16 .18 .18 .16 .13 .11 .11 .15 .07 .05 .04 .07 -.01 .03 -.01 .02 -.06 -.02
26 .47 .36 .37 .33 .34 .41 .32 .43 .33 .33 .31 .24 .18 .22 .20 .23 .01 .24 .25 .19 .10 -.13 .22 .17 -.11
27 .42 .33 .27 .24 .28 .36 .19 .36 .24 .29 .22 .20 .20 .19 .14 .17 .15 .13 .13 .16 .03 .08 .05 .08 .03 .20
28 .55 .41 .40 .40 .42 .45 .39 .51 .39 .38 .36 .36 .28 .30 .28 .28 .09 .33 .24 .35 .16 .15 .25 .18 -.04 .06 .23
29 .47 .40 .32 .34 .37 .42 .32 .45 .35 .33 .30 .30 .26 .26 .24 .26 .17 .25 .14 .28 .03 .23 .12 .20 .03 .18 .07 .18
30 .52 .36 .33 .34 .37 .40 .32 .43 .36 .26 .22 .24 .25 .26 .20 .27 .09 .22 .17 .26 .17 .05 .21 .05 -.02 .04 .17 .08 .15
31 .48 .40 .36 .34 .39 .45 .32 .44 .34 .30 .26 .31 .26 .30 .27 .30 .18 .29 .25 .31 .18 .21 .18 .07 .09 .27 .15 .26 .22 .10
32 .71 .75 .73 .72 .70 .75 .72 .76 .71 .72 .72 .71 .67 .69 .71 .70 .67 .68 .72 .73 .71 .71 .71 .72 .65 .74 .67 .77 .71 .73 .71
33 .68 .74 .69 .69 .67 .74 .68 .73 .68 .68 .69 .68 .63 .65 .68 .67 .66 .64 .68 .69 .66 .67 .67 .69 .64 .70 .64 .73 .67 .69 .67 .15
34 .63 .71 .65 .64 .63 .72 .63 .68 .63 .64 .64 .63 .59 .61 .63 .62 .62 .59 .63 .63 .60 .62 .62 .64 .60 .65 .57 .69 .61 .65 .62 .41 .36
35 .69 .74 .71 .70 .68 .74 .70 .75 .69 .70 .70 .69 .66 .67 .69 .68 .65 .65 .70 .71 .68 .69 .68 .70 .62 .72 .63 .76 .68 .72 .69 .54 .51 .15
36 .67 .73 .69 .68 .66 .73 .67 .73 .68 .69 .68 .67 .63 .64 .67 .66 .64 .63 .68 .68 .65 .66 .67 .69 .62 .69 .62 .73 .66 .69 .67 .53 .47 .25 .25  
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Table S9. Continued 
# 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35

37 .69 .74 .71 .71 .69 .75 .70 .75 .69 .71 .70 .70 .65 .68 .69 .68 .66 .66 .69 .70 .67 .69 .68 .71 .63 .72 .64 .76 .68 .72 .69 .49 .42 .37 .50
38 .62 .71 .64 .63 .62 .71 .62 .68 .62 .63 .64 .62 .58 .60 .62 .61 .62 .58 .62 .62 .60 .62 .61 .62 .60 .65 .57 .68 .61 .64 .62 .40 .37 .16 .10
39 .67 .73 .69 .68 .66 .73 .68 .73 .68 .69 .69 .67 .63 .66 .67 .66 .64 .63 .68 .68 .65 .66 .66 .69 .61 .70 .62 .74 .66 .70 .67 .51 .47 .01 .10
40 .64 .72 .65 .65 .63 .72 .64 .69 .64 .65 .65 .64 .60 .62 .63 .63 .63 .60 .64 .63 .61 .63 .62 .65 .60 .66 .57 .70 .62 .66 .63 .44 .44 .14 .24
41 .59 .70 .61 .60 .59 .70 .60 .65 .59 .61 .61 .60 .55 .56 .60 .58 .61 .55 .59 .59 .56 .58 .59 .60 .59 .61 .54 .65 .58 .61 .59 .36 .34 .21 .28
42 .60 .70 .62 .62 .60 .70 .60 .66 .61 .62 .62 .60 .57 .57 .60 .59 .61 .57 .61 .61 .57 .60 .59 .62 .58 .63 .53 .66 .58 .62 .59 .37 .35 .20 .31
43 .69 .73 .72 .71 .69 .74 .70 .75 .69 .71 .71 .69 .66 .67 .69 .68 .65 .66 .71 .71 .68 .69 .69 .71 .62 .73 .63 .76 .69 .72 .70 .57 .54 .32 .31
44 .58 .70 .61 .60 .58 .71 .59 .64 .59 .61 .60 .59 .55 .57 .58 .58 .61 .55 .59 .59 .57 .58 .58 .61 .59 .61 .52 .65 .57 .61 .58 .40 .37 .19 .20
45 .59 .71 .60 .61 .59 .71 .60 .65 .60 .61 .60 .59 .55 .57 .58 .58 .61 .56 .59 .59 .58 .57 .58 .60 .59 .60 .53 .64 .57 .59 .58 .41 .37 .27 .37
46 .65 .74 .68 .68 .67 .75 .68 .72 .67 .68 .68 .67 .64 .65 .67 .67 .67 .64 .67 .68 .65 .66 .66 .69 .64 .70 .62 .73 .65 .69 .67 .57 .55 .48 .55
47 .64 .72 .66 .67 .66 .72 .66 .69 .66 .67 .67 .66 .65 .64 .66 .66 .66 .64 .66 .66 .63 .66 .65 .67 .63 .67 .63 .69 .64 .66 .66 .58 .57 .52 .55
48 .70 .75 .71 .72 .70 .76 .71 .76 .71 .72 .72 .71 .68 .70 .71 .70 .68 .69 .72 .73 .70 .71 .70 .73 .65 .74 .67 .77 .70 .74 .71 .63 .60 .54 .60
49 .62 .71 .64 .65 .63 .72 .64 .69 .64 .65 .65 .64 .62 .63 .64 .64 .64 .62 .64 .66 .63 .64 .63 .66 .61 .68 .59 .70 .62 .67 .64 .54 .51 .45 .51
50 .61 .69 .64 .63 .63 .68 .63 .65 .63 .64 .64 .63 .62 .61 .63 .63 .64 .61 .63 .63 .61 .63 .62 .63 .62 .64 .61 .65 .61 .63 .63 .55 .54 .50 .51
51 .62 .72 .64 .65 .63 .72 .63 .69 .64 .64 .64 .63 .60 .60 .64 .63 .63 .60 .64 .65 .61 .63 .62 .65 .60 .66 .59 .69 .61 .65 .63 .56 .52 .47 .55
52 .69 .75 .71 .71 .70 .76 .71 .75 .70 .71 .71 .70 .67 .68 .70 .69 .68 .68 .71 .72 .68 .70 .69 .72 .65 .73 .66 .76 .69 .72 .70 .62 .59 .53 .59
53 .71 .75 .71 .72 .71 .76 .71 .76 .71 .72 .72 .71 .68 .69 .71 .70 .68 .69 .72 .73 .70 .71 .71 .73 .65 .74 .67 .76 .69 .73 .71 .62 .59 .53 .61
54 .65 .73 .68 .68 .67 .74 .67 .72 .66 .68 .68 .67 .63 .65 .67 .67 .66 .64 .68 .69 .66 .67 .66 .68 .63 .71 .62 .73 .66 .69 .67 .59 .57 .50 .57
55 .65 .74 .68 .68 .67 .74 .67 .72 .67 .67 .68 .67 .64 .64 .67 .66 .66 .64 .67 .68 .65 .66 .66 .68 .64 .70 .63 .72 .65 .69 .67 .57 .54 .50 .55
56 .65 .74 .68 .69 .68 .74 .68 .73 .68 .69 .69 .68 .65 .66 .68 .67 .66 .66 .69 .70 .66 .68 .67 .70 .64 .71 .64 .73 .66 .70 .67 .61 .58 .51 .57
57 .70 .75 .72 .72 .70 .76 .71 .76 .71 .72 .72 .71 .67 .69 .71 .70 .68 .69 .72 .73 .69 .70 .70 .72 .65 .74 .66 .77 .69 .73 .71 .62 .59 .53 .60
58 .70 .75 .71 .72 .71 .76 .71 .76 .71 .72 .72 .71 .68 .69 .71 .70 .68 .69 .72 .73 .69 .70 .70 .73 .65 .74 .66 .76 .69 .73 .71 .61 .58 .52 .60
59 .69 .75 .71 .71 .69 .75 .70 .75 .69 .70 .71 .70 .67 .68 .70 .69 .67 .68 .70 .72 .68 .69 .69 .71 .64 .73 .65 .75 .68 .72 .70 .61 .58 .53 .60
60 .62 .70 .65 .64 .64 .70 .64 .66 .64 .65 .65 .64 .63 .62 .65 .64 .65 .62 .63 .64 .62 .64 .63 .64 .63 .65 .61 .66 .62 .63 .63 .55 .55 .51 .52
61 .69 .74 .71 .72 .70 .75 .71 .76 .70 .72 .71 .70 .66 .69 .70 .70 .66 .68 .71 .72 .69 .70 .69 .72 .64 .73 .65 .76 .68 .73 .70 .61 .59 .51 .56
62 .62 .70 .64 .64 .64 .69 .64 .66 .64 .65 .65 .64 .63 .62 .64 .64 .64 .62 .63 .64 .62 .64 .63 .64 .63 .65 .61 .66 .62 .64 .63 .56 .55 .51 .52
63 .62 .73 .65 .65 .64 .73 .64 .69 .64 .65 .65 .64 .61 .62 .64 .64 .65 .61 .65 .66 .62 .64 .63 .66 .62 .67 .59 .70 .62 .65 .64 .56 .53 .46 .52
64 .61 .72 .62 .63 .62 .72 .63 .67 .62 .63 .63 .62 .59 .60 .61 .61 .64 .59 .62 .63 .60 .61 .61 .63 .61 .64 .57 .67 .59 .63 .61 .53 .51 .43 .49
65 .62 .72 .64 .64 .63 .72 .63 .69 .63 .64 .64 .63 .60 .61 .63 .62 .65 .60 .64 .65 .61 .63 .62 .65 .62 .66 .59 .68 .61 .65 .63 .53 .50 .42 .49
66 .58 .70 .60 .60 .59 .70 .59 .64 .59 .60 .60 .59 .56 .56 .59 .58 .62 .57 .59 .60 .56 .59 .57 .60 .59 .62 .54 .65 .57 .61 .58 .49 .47 .40 .47
67 .65 .74 .67 .67 .66 .74 .66 .71 .66 .67 .67 .66 .63 .64 .66 .65 .66 .64 .67 .68 .64 .65 .65 .68 .63 .69 .61 .71 .64 .68 .65 .57 .55 .47 .53
68 .63 .72 .65 .65 .63 .73 .63 .69 .64 .64 .65 .63 .61 .60 .63 .62 .63 .60 .64 .65 .61 .63 .63 .65 .61 .65 .57 .69 .61 .65 .62 .50 .48 .34 .38
69 .48 .65 .53 .51 .50 .65 .50 .56 .51 .51 .52 .49 .46 .46 .50 .48 .55 .46 .50 .50 .45 .49 .47 .51 .52 .51 .41 .55 .47 .51 .47 .40 .38 .20 .24  
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Table S9. Continued 
# 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68

37 .46
38 .10 .36
39 .22 .46 .15
40 .25 .39 .18 .20
41 .30 .30 .19 .27 .21
42 .29 .29 .25 .28 .16 .08
43 .38 .53 .27 .35 .35 .32 .35
44 .26 .29 .15 .22 .14 .15 .15 .18
45 .36 .31 .30 .32 .26 .19 .17 .35 .11
46 .53 .54 .47 .52 .47 .43 .43 .51 .40 .41
47 .55 .55 .51 .53 .50 .49 .46 .50 .46 .47 .17
48 .59 .60 .52 .58 .54 .49 .50 .57 .46 .49 .26 .11
49 .50 .51 .43 .48 .44 .39 .38 .46 .35 .36 .12 -.04 .11
50 .52 .54 .49 .51 .50 .48 .46 .47 .46 .46 .25 .09 .03 .02
51 .52 .54 .47 .51 .48 .42 .42 .50 .41 .40 .16 .04 .14 -.02 .06
52 .57 .60 .52 .56 .53 .48 .49 .57 .47 .47 .23 .07 .07 .10 .00 .02
53 .58 .60 .53 .57 .53 .48 .48 .58 .47 .45 .33 .11 .20 .10 .15 .15 .25
54 .56 .57 .50 .55 .49 .47 .46 .53 .43 .44 .34 .18 .21 .15 .19 .16 .22 .30
55 .54 .55 .47 .54 .49 .42 .45 .51 .41 .42 .14 .08 .17 .00 .07 -.06 .01 .21 .21
56 .55 .56 .50 .55 .51 .47 .46 .55 .44 .44 .18 .05 .13 .03 .05 .04 -.04 .20 .22 .01
57 .59 .59 .52 .57 .53 .48 .49 .57 .47 .47 .22 .08 .12 .13 .12 .08 .06 .19 .29 .10 .11
58 .58 .58 .52 .57 .53 .46 .47 .56 .45 .44 .33 .18 .16 .22 .12 .18 .19 .07 .29 .19 .18 .16
59 .58 .58 .52 .57 .53 .47 .48 .57 .46 .47 .21 .17 .21 .11 .14 .03 .13 .30 .33 -.01 .06 .18 .15
60 .53 .54 .50 .51 .50 .47 .47 .49 .47 .46 .22 .14 .10 .09 .08 .09 -.01 .10 .26 .04 .06 -.04 .01 .08
61 .55 .58 .48 .54 .51 .45 .46 .54 .42 .45 .27 .24 .23 .26 .21 .26 .25 .35 .36 .20 .21 .23 .32 .27 .19
62 .53 .53 .51 .52 .50 .47 .46 .49 .47 .46 .27 .18 .13 .18 .16 .17 .08 .19 .28 .13 .07 .05 .10 .09 .04 .13
63 .51 .53 .46 .50 .45 .42 .42 .49 .39 .38 .22 .15 .10 .12 .10 .07 -.06 .21 .18 .09 .01 -.03 .16 .16 .04 .19 .00
64 .48 .49 .42 .46 .42 .38 .38 .47 .34 .31 .29 .27 .28 .20 .26 .22 .19 .30 .25 .22 .23 .29 .32 .34 .27 .29 .29 .08
65 .49 .49 .42 .46 .41 .37 .37 .45 .35 .32 .24 .19 .16 .13 .20 .14 .25 .13 .19 .23 .19 .16 .11 .21 .16 .20 .11 .09 .18
66 .46 .47 .40 .44 .39 .34 .36 .43 .34 .34 .24 .32 .29 .21 .32 .16 .27 .36 .31 .20 .20 .27 .34 .24 .32 .28 .30 .21 .15 .21
67 .52 .54 .47 .51 .47 .42 .42 .51 .41 .39 .31 .24 .26 .19 .24 .20 .20 .24 .25 .23 .18 .18 .21 .27 .21 .26 .19 .04 .15 .05 .23
68 .36 .47 .29 .37 .31 .30 .29 .24 .21 .29 .37 .33 .40 .29 .36 .33 .37 .38 .37 .31 .35 .36 .37 .39 .34 .37 .35 .26 .31 .28 .33 .32
69 .27 .33 .21 .21 .23 .18 .19 .16 .12 .19 .22 .28 .24 .17 .29 .17 .24 .22 .22 .19 .19 .20 .16 .22 .28 .16 .26 .11 .20 .09 .18 .14 -.01  
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Table S10. Observed summary statistics for three groups (Lm-LvIN-LvOUT). 
Statistics 

D -0.876 
Π 334.434 
S 2046 
SF1(23) 52 
SF2(13) 3 
SF3(12) 2 
SS1(23) 231 
SS2(13) 292 
SS3(12) 311 
SP1 433 
SP2 669 
SP3 500 
FST1(23) 0.370 
FST1(rest) 0.588 
FST2(rest) 0.272 
FST3(rest) 0.398 
FST12 0.322 
FST13 0.444 
FST23 0.216 
D1 -0.830 
D2 -0.990 
D3 -0.560 
D23 -1.041 
π1 137.858 
π23 283.558 
π2 243.333 
π3 201.333 

subscript numbers denote: 1-Lm, 2-LvIN, 3-LvOUT; subscript numbers in brackets indicate that these groups 
were treated as one; no subscript indicates statistics calculated for the whole dataset; 
D denotes Tajima’s D; 
S denotes the total number of segregating sites; 
SF and SS denote numbers of fixed differences and segregating sites, respectively; 
SP denotes number of polymorphisms private to a given group; 
π denotes nucleotide diversity, here shown as the average number of pairwise differences 
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Table S11. Observed summary statistics for two groups comparisons. 
Statistics Lm_Lv Lm_LvIN Lm_LvOUT LvIN_LvOUT 

D -0.876 -0.878 -0.093 -1.043 
Π 334.434 284.383 313.695 288.657 
S 2046 1567 1407 1590 

SF12 52 74 65 6 
SS12 231 156 170 220 
SP1 433 519 513 761 
SP2 1330 818 659 603 

FST12 0.370 0.321 0.444 0.215 
D1 -0.830 -0.833 -0.839 -0.985 
π1 137.858 140.009 141.375 248.769 
D2 -1.041 -0.999 -0.534 -0.560 
π2 283.558 246.000 207.240 204.269 

subscript numbers denote compared groups; no subscript indicates statistics calculated for the whole dataset; 
D denotes Tajima’s D; 
S denotes the total number of polymorphic sites; 
SF and SS denote numbers of fixed differences and shared polymorphisms, respectively; 
SP denotes number of polymorphisms private to a given group; 
π denotes nucleotide diversity, here shown as the average number of pairwise differences; 
 
Table S12. Model choice between three population models. 

Model P PP 
M1 0.228 0.0002 
M2 0.029 0.0115 
M3 0.028 0.8043 
M4 0.005 - 
M5 0.094 0.1839 
M6 0.019 0.0000 
M7 0.000 - 

P - fraction of retained simulations with the marginal likelihood smaller or equal to that of the observed data; 
PP - posterior probability; 
 
Table S13. Power of three population model selection procedure. 

Simulating 
model 

Selected model 
M1 M2 M3 M5 M6 

M1 0.46 0.32 0.18 0.04 0.00 
M2 0.00 0.68 0.31 0.00 0.00 
M3 0.01 0.03 0.52 0.43 0.00 
M5 0.00 0.01 0.55 0.42 0.01 
M6 0.01 0.00 0.53 0.00 0.45 
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Table S14. Model choice between two population models. 

Model 
LM_LV LM_LVIN LM_LVOUT LVIN_LVOUT 

P PP PPh P PP PPh P PP PPh P PP PPh 
CS.NGF 0.898 0.003 - 0.831 0.001 - 0.950 0.003 - 0.981 0.001 - 
CS.CGF 0.009 0.000 - 0.013 0.000 - 0.012 0.000 - 0.782 0.005 - 
CS.RGF 0.999 0.081 - 0.969 0.036 - 0.984 0.071 - 1.000 0.035 - 

CS.A 0.519 0.001 - 0.809 0.001 - 0.731 0.000 - 0.662 0.000 - 
CS.RGFA 0.964 0.002 - 0.925 0.002 - 0.839 0.002 - 0.900 0.001 - 
CS.OGF 0.954 0.002 - 0.959 0.001 - 0.959 0.001 - 0.992 0.000 - 
VS.NGF 0.140 0.022 0.024 0.255 0.029 0.030 0.146 0.010 0.011 0.694 0.013 0.013 
VS.CGF 0.034 0.030 0.033 0.229 0.039 0.041 0.041 0.010 0.011 0.961 0.261 0.273 
VS.RGF 1.000 0.620 0.681 1.000 0.598 0.624 1.000 0.703 0.761 0.999 0.431 0.450 

VS.A 0.823 0.047 0.051 0.877 0.045 0.047 0.891 0.014 0.015 0.895 0.012 0.013 
VS.RGFA 0.997 0.162 0.178 1.000 0.184 0.192 0.999 0.165 0.179 0.986 0.222 0.232 
VS.OGF 0.126 0.030 0.033 0.315 0.064 0.067 0.197 0.021 0.023 0.648 0.018 0.019 

P - fraction of retained simulations with the marginal likelihood smaller or equal to that of the observed data; 
PP - posterior probability calculated when all models compared simultaneously; 
PPh - posterior probability calculated within hierarchical model selection procedure;
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Table S15. Power of two population model selection procedure. 

Simulating model Selected model 
VS.NGF VS.CGF VS.RGF VS.A VS.RGFA VS.OGF 

V
S.

N
G

F LM_LV 0.22 0.03 0.07 0.05 0.00 0.63 

LM_LVIN 0.13 0.00 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.77 

LM_LVOUT 0.16 0.05 0.15 0.01 0.00 0.63 

LVIN_LVOUT 0.14 0.02 0.27 0.02 0.01 0.54 

V
S.

C
G

F LM_LV 0.00 0.89 0.09 0.01 0.00 0.01 

LM_LVIN 0.00 0.73 0.24 0.00 0.02 0.01 

LM_LVOUT 0.00 0.87 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.00 

LVIN_LVOUT 0.00 0.67 0.31 0.00 0.02 0.00 

V
S.

R
G

F LM_LV 0.00 0.31 0.61 0.01 0.01 0.06 

LM_LVIN 0.00 0.12 0.73 0.02 0.00 0.13 

LM_LVOUT 0.01 0.29 0.66 0.00 0.00 0.04 

LVIN_LVOUT 0.00 0.16 0.64 0.00 0.19 0.01 

V
S.

A
 LM_LV 0.07 0.10 0.11 0.02 0.01 0.69 

LM_LVIN 0.01 0.01 0.22 0.10 0.02 0.64 

LM_LVOUT 0.03 0.04 0.20 0.05 0.02 0.66 

LVIN_LVOUT 0.04 0.00 0.45 0.02 0.09 0.40 

V
S.

R
G

FA
 LM_LV 0.00 0.18 0.69 0.03 0.00 0.10 

LM_LVIN 0.00 0.13 0.72 0.03 0.02 0.10 

LM_LVOUT 0.00 0.13 0.77 0.01 0.00 0.09 

LVIN_LVOUT 0.00 0.13 0.72 0.00 0.13 0.02 

V
S.

O
G

F LM_LV 0.04 0.10 0.05 0.03 0.00 0.78 

LM_LVIN 0.02 0.03 0.13 0.02 0.01 0.79 

LM_LVOUT 0.07 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.87 

LVIN_LVOUT 0.11 0.01 0.26 0.03 0.01 0.58 
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Supplementary figures 

 

 

Figure S1. Sampling localities (details in Table S1). Red triangles - Lissotriton montandoni 
(Lm); green circles - L. vulgaris (Lv). The distribution of L. montandoni is hatched. Areas 
above 500 m a.s.l. are shaded. 
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Figure S2. Nucleotide diversity and divergence measures within and between populations of 
Lissotriton montandoni (1-31) and L. vulgaris (32-69) Nucleotide diversity shown on the 
diagonal as the average number of nucleotide positions differing between a pair of 
homologous sequences within a population. Nucleotide divergence between populations 
shown above diagonal as the average number of pairwise differences (dXY) and net nucleotide 
divergence (dA) below diagonal. 
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Figure S3. Genetic differentiation between populations of L. montandoni (1-31) and L. 
vulgaris (32-69). The pairwise FST matrix calculated between populations. 
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Figure S4. Posterior probabilities of the parameters inferred from best three population model 
M3. Black - prior distribution; blue - parameter distribution among the retained simulations;  red – 
obtained posterior distribution. Nanc, Lvanc, NLm, NLvIN and NLvOUT – population sizes 
of ancestral population, ancestral Lv population, Lm, LvIN and LvOUT, respectively. Nm – 
number of migrants per generation. Ts and TsLv – time of split between species and Lv 
groups, respectively. RECOMBINATION - recombination rate between adjacent sites. 
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Figure S5. Posterior probabilities of the parameters inferred from best Lm – Lv two group 
model – VS.RGF. Black - prior distribution; blue - parameter distribution among the retained 
simulations;  red – obtained posterior distribution. Nanc, NLm, NLmanc, NLv, NLvanc,– 
population sizes of ancestral population, Lm, Lm before demographic change, Lv, Lv before 
demographic change, respectively. Nm – number of migrants per generation. Ts - time of split 
between species. TDLm and TDLv - time of demographic change in Lm and Lv, respectively. 
Tm – time of migration start. RECOMBINATION – recombination rate between adjacent 
sites. 
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Figure S6. Posterior probabilities of the parameters inferred from best Lm – LvIN two group 
model – VS.RGF. Black - prior distribution; blue - parameter distribution among the retained 
simulations;  red – obtained posterior distribution. Nanc, NLm, NLmanc, NLvIN, NLvINanc,– 
population sizes of ancestral population, Lm, Lm before demographic change, LvIN, LvIN 
before demographic change, respectively. Nm – number of migrants per generation. Ts - time 
of split between species. TDLm and TDLv - time of demographic change in Lm and LvIN, 
respectively. Tm – time of migration start. RECOMBINATION – recombination rate between 
adjacent sites. 
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Figure S7. Posterior probabilities of the parameters inferred from best Lm – LvOUT two 
group model – VS.RGF. Black - prior distribution; blue - parameter distribution among the 
retained simulations;  red – obtained posterior distribution. Nanc, NLm, NLmanc, NLvOUT, 
NLvOUTanc,– population sizes of ancestral population, Lm, Lm before demographic change, 
LvOUT, LvOUT before demographic change, respectively. Nm – number of migrants per 
generation. Ts - time of split between species. TDLm and TDLvOUT - time of demographic 
change in Lm and LvOUT, respectively. Tm – time of migration start. RECOMBINATION – 
recombination rate between adjacent sites. 
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Figure S8. Posterior probabilities of the parameters inferred from best LvIN – LvOUT two 
group model – VS.RGF. Black - prior distribution; blue - parameter distribution among the 
retained simulations;  red – obtained posterior distribution. Nanc, NLvIN, NLvINanc, 
NLvOUT, NLvOUTanc,– population sizes of ancestral population, LvIN, LvIN before 
demographic change, LvOUT, LvOUT before demographic change, respectively. Nm – 
number of migrants per generation. Ts - time of split between LvIN and LvOUT. TDLvIN and 
TDLvOUT - time of demographic change in LvIN and LvOUT, respectively. Tm – time of 
migration start. RECOMBINATION – recombination rate between adjacent sites. 
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Figure S9. Distributions of posterior quantiles of all the parameters inferred from best three 
population model M3. Posterior quantiles should be uniformly distributed if the posteriors are 
unbiased. Nanc, NLVanc, NLm, NLvIN and NLvOUT – population sizes of ancestral 
population, ancestral Lv population, Lm, LvIN and LvOUT, respectively. Nm – number of 
migrants per generation. Ts and TsLv – time of split between species and Lv groups, 
respectively. recombination - recombination rate estimated between adjacent sites. 
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Figure S10. Distributions of posterior quantiles of all the parameters inferred from best Lm – 
Lv two group model – VS.RGF. Posterior quantiles should be uniformly distributed if the 
posteriors are unbiased. Nanc, NLm, NLmanc, NLv, NLvanc,– population sizes of ancestral 
population, Lm, Lm before demographic change, Lv, Lv before demographic change, 
respectively. Nm – number of migrants per generation. Ts - time of split between species. 
TDLm and TDLv - time of demographic change in Lm and Lv, respectively. Tm – time of 
migration start. recombination – recombination rate between adjacent sites. 
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Figure S11. Distributions of posterior quantiles of all the parameters inferred from best Lm – 
LvIN two group model – VS.RGF. Posterior quantiles should be uniformly distributed if the 
posteriors are unbiased. Nanc, NLm, NLmanc, NLvIN, NLvINanc,– population sizes of 
ancestral population, Lm, Lm before demographic change, LvIN, LvIN before demographic 
change, respectively. Nm – number of migrants per generation. Ts - time of split between 
species. TDLm and TDLvIN - time of demographic change in Lm and LvIN, respectively. Tm 
– time of migration start. recobination – recombination rate between adjacent sites. 
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Figure S12. Distributions of posterior quantiles of all the parameters inferred from best Lm – 
LvOUT two group model – VS.RGF. Posterior quantiles should be uniformly distributed if the 
posteriors are unbiased. Nanc, NLm, NLmanc, NLvOUT, NLvOUTanc,– population sizes of 
ancestral population, Lm, Lm before demographic change, LvOUT, LvOUT before 
demographic change, respectively. Nm – number of migrants per generation. Ts - time of split 
between species. TDLm and TDLvOUT - time of demographic change in Lm and LvOUT, 
respectively. Tm – time of migration start. recombination – recombination rate between 
adjacent sites. 
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Figure S13. Distributions of posterior quantiles of all the parameters inferred from best LvIN – 
LvOUT two group model – VS.RGF. Posterior quantiles should be uniformly distributed if the 
posteriors are unbiased. Nanc, NLvIN, NLvINanc, NLvOUT, NLvOUTanc,– population sizes 
of ancestral population, LvIN, LvIN before demographic change, LvOUT, LvOUT before 
demographic change, respectively. Nm – number of migrants per generation. Ts - time of split 
between LvIN and LvOUT. TDLvIN and TDLvOUT - time of demographic change in LvIN 
and LvOUT, respectively. Tm – time of migration start. recombination – recombination rate 
between adjacent sites. 
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